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Abstract 

A molecular wire is an organic molecule that forms a conducting bridge between electronic 

contacts. Single molecules are likely to be the smallest entities to conduct electricity and 

thus molecular wires present many interesting challenges to fundamental science as well as 

enormous potential for nanoelectronic technological applications. A particular challenge 

stems from the realization that the properties of molecular wires are strongly influenced by 

the combined characteristics of the molecule and the metal contacts. While gold has been 

the most studied contact material to date, interest in molecular wires with transition metal 

contacts that are electronically more complex than gold is growing. 

This thesis presents a theoretical investigation of electron transport and associated phe- 

nomena in molecular wires with transition metal contacts. An appropriate methodology is 

developed on the basis of Landauer theory and ab initio and semi-empirical considerations 

and new, physically important systems are identified. Spin-dependent transport mecha- 

nisms and device characteristics are explored for molecular wires with ferromagnetic iron 

contacts, systems that have not been considered previously, either theoretically or exper- 

imentally. Electron transport between iron point contacts bridged by iron atoms is also 

investigated. Spin-dependent transport is also studied for molecules bridging nickel con- 

tacts and a possible explanation of some experimentally observed phenomena is proposed. 

A novel physical phenomenon termed strong spin current rectijkation and a new control- 

lable negative differential resistance mechanism with potential applications for molecular 

electronic technology are introduced. The phenomena predicted in this thesis should be 

accessible to present day experimental techniques and this work is intended to stimulate 

experiments directed at observing them. 

Keywords: molecular electronics; spintronics; electron transport; interface states. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

A molecular wire is an organic molecule that forms a conducting bridge between electronic 

contacts. A single organic molecule is likely to be the smallest entity to conduct electricity 

and thus molecular wires present many interesting challenges to fundamental science as 

well as enormous potential for technological applications. 

Over thirty years ago, Aviram and Ratner [I] proposed theoretically that molecular 

wires should have the ability to rectify electronic current. Molecular electronics was born. 

However the concept lay dormant as technology with the ability to measure and manipulate 

materials on the single molecule scale was lacking. In the 1990's the development of scan- 

ning probe microscopy (SPM) and improvements in modern lithographic, self assembly 

and molecular synthesis techniques spawned experimental realizations of molecular wires 

[2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,  10, 1 1, 12, 131 and interest in molecular electronics was renewed. From 

the viewpoint of fundamental science, molecular wires are inherently quantum mechanical 

systems and thus present novel test beds for studying interesting quantum phenomena. Fur- 

thermore, the realization of molecular devices pushes modern experimental techniques to 

extreme limits and will undoubtedly continue to yield progress for experimentation. Even 

more exciting is that implementation of electronics based on single molecules may achieve 

devices with dimensions orders of magnitude smaller than conventional solid state devices. 

Continued advancement of electronic technologies requires platforms that may augment 

or even replace conventional solid state electronics for which fundamental size limits are 

believed to exist. Thus great incentives currently exist to study molecular electronics. 

The experiments of the 1990's attempted to measure the conductance of single molecules 
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arranged in self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) using scanning tunneling microscope (STM) 

[2, 3, 5, 6, 81 or mechanically controlled break junction techniques [4]. Atomic force mi- 

croscopy (AFM) [9, 10, 1 l], cross-bar assemblies [12] and evaporated top metal contacts 

[7, 131 have also been used to measure conduction through SAMs. Such self-assembly 

schemes provide little control over the atomic details of the molecular junction and ex- 

periments that aim to measure the conductance properties of single or few molecules have 

been plagued with a number of uncertainties. These include whether a molecule is actually 

present in the junction, whether the molecule bonds properly to both contacts, the number 

of molecules that are present at the bridge site and whether impurities or metal filaments 

are present within the molecular barrier. Equally important, the specific atomic details of 

the electrode-molecule interface such as the molecular binding site, have been shown to 

strongly influence the transport properties of molecular wires hindering the reproducibility 

of experiments. Thus the community has recognized that the characteristics of a molecular 

device are properties of not only the molecule but also of the electrodes [14, 15, 16, 171. 

In response to these obstacles, diligent experimental techniques have emerged allowing for 

the determination (in particular experimental setups) that a single molecule (or at the very 

most a few molecules) comprises the conducting bridge and that the molecule is properly 

bonded to both electrodes [18, 19, 201 . In addition, secondary imaging techniques such as 

inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy (IETS), that have the potential to reveal additional 

information about atomic structure, have been applied to molecular wires [21]. Such indus- 

trious experimentation has finally permitted the realization of molecular rectifiers based on 

the original Aviram-Ratner scheme [22, 231. 

Theories of molecular conduction have also made advances. Such studies traditionally 

begin by considering separately the electronic components that make up a molecular wire: 

Electrons in an isolated molecule, confined in all three spatial dimensions, are bound to 

the molecule in discrete molecular orbitals which are filled up to the Highest Occupied 

Molecular Orbital (HOMO). In an isolated macroscopic metal electrode (an electron reser- 

voir) electronic states are continuous and develop energy bands which are filled up to the 

electrode Fermi energy. When the molecule is coupled to macroscopic electrodes to form 

a molecular wire, its discrete molecular orbitals hybridize with the continuous electronic 

states of the reservoirs becoming part of the continuum. Thus the discrete energy levels 

of the molecule broaden into transmitting states that become part of the continuous energy 
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spectrum of the molecular wire and electrons may scatter from one electrode to the other 

via the molecule. A bias voltage applied between the two electrodes induces a net electron 

flux resulting in current flowing through the molecule. A standard method for evaluating 

such a current is Landauer theory [24] which relates the electronic current flowing through 

the system to the quantum mechanical probability for a single electron to scatter elasti- 

cally from one electrode to the other. Quantitative analysis within the Landauer formalism 

requires knowledge of the underlying electronic structure of the molecular wire system. 

Most theoretical work in molecular electronics has been based on semi-empirical tight- 

binding models and/or ab initio Kohn-Sham density functional theory (DFT) of the elec- 

tronic structure. DFT attempts to calculate molecular electronic properties from first princi- 

ples without adjustable parameters or input from physical intuition but is limited in practice 

to systems with relatively small numbers of atoms, does not have a rigorous justification 

when applied to transport calculations, and relies heavily on uncontrolled approximations. 

Semi-empirical methods can handle much larger systems and can use input from both ex- 

periment and ab initio methods, but their use is not straight forward and requires developing 

an intuitive understanding of the physics and chemistry of the systems being studied. 

A number of calculations based on each method have attempted to explain the mea- 

sured conductance of 1,4 benzene-dithiolate (BDT) molecules between gold electrodes' 

[4]. However in each case the calculation has overestimated the conductance by orders of 

magnitude [25, 26, 27, 28, 291. Thus arguably the most successful application of modern 

molecular electronics theory to date is that reported by Emberly and Kirczenow [30] to ex- 

plain the measured conductance of BDT wires. They argued that because the experiment 

[4] was performed using electrodes coated with SAMs of molecules that were brought into 

contact using a mechanically controlled break junction, the most likely configuration was 

not a single molecule properly bonded to both contacts. Instead they rationalized it was 

more likely that two overlapping molecules bridged the electrodes, where each molecule 

bonded to only one contact. Employing a theoretical description of the electronic structure 

of the molecular wire system based not on DFT but on simpler semi-empirical techniques, 

Emberly and Kirczenow successfully calculated a conductance of the correct magnitude. 

'BDT (a benzene ring with hydrogen atoms at ring positions 1 and 4 substituted for sulfurs) consists of 

few atoms and possesses de-localized electron states that are presumed conductive, thus is a popular molecule 

for modeling. 
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The success of this and related work on other molecular electronic systems [5,  12, 311 

speaks to the effectiveness of such semi-empirical techniques in helping to understand and 

predict molecular electronic phenomena. An expanded methodology based on similar semi- 

empirical techniques is employed throughout this thesis. 

Molecular electronics continues to be an exciting area of condensed matter research. 

The classic paradigm of molecular electronics is based on single or few thiolated molecules 

bridging gold electrodes; the identification of molecular devices has focussed almost en- 

tirely on characteristics of the molecules themselves. Molecular wires with different con- 

duction properties have been proposed and constructed through the incorporation of spa- 

tially asymmetric molecules [32], molecules that may undergo a conformational change in 

response to an applied bias voltage [33, 341, and molecules that may oxidize or reduce as a 

result of bias voltage [7]. Indeed the current rectification predicted in the original Aviram- 

Ratner scheme [I], and its subsequent realizations [22, 231, were due to intrinsic properties 

of the donorlacceptor molecules considered for the bridge. However in light of the recogni- 

tion that the characteristics of molecular devices are sensitive to the properties of not only 

the molecules but also the electrodes, interest in molecular electronic devices with more 

complex metal electrodes is growing. 

Integration of complex metal electrodes with relatively simple organic molecules has 

already brought together molecular electronics and the established field of spintronics [35, 

36, 371 yielding a new branch of nanoscience termed molecular spintronics [38,39,40,41, 

42, 43, 441. It was predicted that the electronic transport across molecules bridging two 

ferromagnetic nickel electrodes would depend sensitively on electron spin resulting in ap- 

preciable magnetoresistance [38]. Indeed preliminary experimental reports have confirmed 

that a molecular bridge is capable of sustaining significant spin polarization leading to mag- 

netoresistance [45,46,47] and novel molecular spintronic systems are just beginning to be 

explored while being amongst the smallest possible nanoscale spintronic devices. 

The aim of this thesis is to develop a general understanding of the interesting electron 

transport properties of molecular wires with transition metal electrodes. It is demonstrated 

that the mechanisms responsible for transport at moderate bias in such wires are not due 

to 'pure' molecular states (such as the HOMO), as is expected for molecular wires with 

gold electrodes. Instead the current is dominated by transport mediated by electronic states 

at the metal-molecule interfaces that develop as a result of the strong chemical bonding 
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between molecular sulfur orbitals and transition metal d-electron orbitals. Thus strong 

features in the transition metal electrode densities of states lead to enhancements in the 

transmission at corresponding energies. In short molecular wires, these inte$ace states 

contribute appreciably to the conductance. Being located mainly within the transition metal 

contacts and having strong transition metal d-orbital character, the energies of the states 

track with the bias voltage applied between the contacts of the molecular wire. Thus a bias 

voltage may resonantly enhance or reduce the current; finite bias effects must be included 

explicitly for reliable predictions in contrast to molecular wires with gold electrodes where 

such effects are commonly neglected2. This understanding is systematically developed 

through the exploration of a number of new, physically important nanoelectronic systems. 

Nanoelectronic devices with ferromagnetic iron electrodes are a core focus of this the- 

sis. Spin-dependent transport through iron nanocontacts bridged with a pair of iron atoms is 

a natural starting point for studying molecular wires with magnetic transition metals since 

the two iron atoms may be regarded as a small molecule while at the same time being of 

the same atomic species as the contacts. This system is considered first [48] to elucidate the 

systematics and complexities of spin-dependent transport in nanoscale systems and to pro- 

vide a basis for which to compare and understand the factors that affect electron transport 

in nanoscale systems with other transition metal electrodes. Organic molecular wires with 

iron electrodes [43], systems that have not previously been considered either theoretically or 

experimentally, are investigated next and novel spin-dependent transport mechanisms and 

device characteristics are predicted. Single molecules bridging ferromagnetic nickel elec- 

trodes are also investigated and a possible explanation of some experimentally observed 

phenomena [47] is proposed. Based on the general understanding of transport in molecu- 

lar wires with transition metal electrodes developed through investigation of these systems, 

a new controllable negative differential resistance (NDR) mechanism owing to resonant 

transport mediated by interface states [49, 501 with potential applications for molecular 

electronic technology and a novel physical phenomenon termed spin current rectijcation 

[51] are also introduced in this thesis. 

Molecular electronics theory is a difficult and emerging subject and reliable application 

of the theory to realistic systems remains challenging. Molecular wires are extremely com- 

plex, many-body systems with huge numbers of quantities required for models that aim to 

*see for example Refs. [25,26, 27, 301. 
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establish a connection with potential experiments, many of which can not be determined 

accurately with modern experimental or theoretical techniques. In addition to several that 

have been mentioned, some of the unknowns required for accurate modeling include: the 

change, if any, of the geometrical structure of the molecule upon binding to electrodes, 

the preferred binding site and bond lengths of the molecule to the electrodes, the crystal- 

lographic orientation of the electrode surface, the molecular-contact energy alignment, the 

charge transfered to the molecule upon binding to the contacts, the effect of applied bias 

voltage on the geometry of the molecular junction and how the applied bias affects the 

electronic states and charge of the wire. However, as transport experiments have yet to 

be performed on the majority of the transition metal-molecular wire systems considered 

in this thesis, the predictions presented here are intended to stimulate related experiments 

that may be achieved with a number of different of techniques. Thus, while atomic de- 

tails of the metal-molecule interface are required at the outset of the transport calculation 

that is based on an atomic description of molecular wires, physically reasonable estimates 

for these parameters based on insights from experiment, calculation and physical intuition 

is sufficient for the present purpose. In this fashion, qualitative trends may be extracted 

from the resulting electron transport predictions. Trends that are robust to variations in 

the model parameters should be directly observable in a range of experimental systems for 

which control of the atomic scale geometries is beyond the present state-of-the-art. Thus 

the qualitative phenomena presented in this thesis should be accessible to present day ex- 

perimental techniques. 

This thesis is organized into seven chapters. Microscopic model calculations for pre- 

dicting current-voltage characteristics of molecular wires with transition metal electrodes 

are developed in Chapter 2. The chapter begins with an introduction to Landauer theory re- 

lating current to the quantum mechanical probability for a single electron to be transmitted 

across a molecular wire. Simplification of the many-body Schrodinger equation through 

a number of physical approximations follows, along with a review of density functional 

theory (DFT), insights from which are used to appropriately modify the electronic struc- 

ture methods used to model molecular wires. These electronic structure methods are based 

on a semi-empirical tight-binding formalism for modeling transition metals together with 

extended-Hiickel theory used to model molecules and an introduction to each is presented 

next. With the molecular wire Hamiltonian defined, a method for calculating the trans- 
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mission probability based on an elastic scattering formalism suitable for transition metal 

electrodes [48] is then developed. The effects of finite bias voltage and the electrostatic 

potential profile are introduced in the following section. The chapter is concluded with a 

presentation of Mulliken analysis which is used to gain understanding of the mechanisms 

responsible for transport in each of the mesoscopic systems that follow. The methodology 

is applied to study a number of physically important systems in the remaining chapters. 

A systematic study of spin-dependent transport through ferromagnetic iron nanocon- 

tacts bridged by iron atoms [48] is presented in Chapter 3. First, the classical JulliCre model 

for approximating magnetoresistance based on experimentally measured spin polarizations 

of individual contacts is introduced and its deficiencies are discussed. Next it is demon- 

strated that the semi-empirical parameters applied to model the iron contacts provide a 

satisfactory description of the surface properties of iron nano-clusters as well as bulk prop- 

erties. The full quantum mechanical calculation introduced in Chapter 2 is performed next 

to calculate the current-voltage characteristics and magnetoresistance for iron nanocontacts 

bridged in a range of junction geometries. Several novel phenomena are predicted including 

negative magnetoresistance and spin-transport resonances due to dangling bond formation 

as the chain is stretched through its breaking point. An examination of the spin-dependent 

tunneling between ferromagnetic nanoscale iron contacts separated by vacuum concludes 

the chapter. 

In Chapter 4, the spin-dependent transport calculation is extended to study single- 

molecule spintronic devices beginning with its application to single BDT or alkane-dithiolate 

molecules bridging ferromagnetic iron electrodes [43]. It is predicted that the magnetore- 

sistance should become inverted with increasing bias and its relevance to experiment and 

to potential technological applications is discussed. The physical origin of the inverted 

magnetoresistance is attributed to interface states that develop due to the strong chemical 

bonding between the thiol-terminated ends of the molecules and the d-electron orbitals 

of the iron electrodes. Next spin-dependent transport is studied for single alkane-thiolate 

molecules bridging ferromagnetic nickel electrodes and a possible explanation of some ex- 

perimentally observed phenomena [47] is proposed. The organic-nickel system lends itself 

to an analytic procedure developed in Appendix D for extracting eflective bias-dependent 

spin polarizations of each electrode that reproduce the calculated magnetoresistance when 

used together with the Jullie're formula. The calculated effective spin polarizations have 
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little connection with the commonly accepted measured spin polarization values for iso- 

lated contacts demonstrating the important role played by the metal-molecule interface in 

molecular spintronic systems. 

The nature of metal-molecule interface states is explored in greater detail in Chapter 

5 for molecular junctions where single thiolated organic molecules bridge non-magnetic 

transition metal electrodes [49, 501. It is demonstrated that electron transmission at mod- 

erate bias is mediated by interface states for thiolated molecular wires when the transition 

metal contacts have strong d-orbital components near the Fermi level. The dependences 

of the interface state resonances on the orientation of the metal interface, the adsorption 

site of the molecule, and the separation between the thiolated ends of the molecule and the 

metal contacts are examined. Resonant enhancements and reductions of the interface state 

transmission as the applied bias is varied are predicted, resulting in non-linear transport 

phenomena including negative differential resistance (NDR) and rectification in molecular 

junctions with palladium and platinum nanocontacts. NDR realized in this new way should 

be technologically interesting and may be controlled by tailoring interface state properties 

through appropriate choice of nanoelectrode transition metals and surface structures. 

Finally in Chapter 6 the principles developed in the preceding chapters are applied to 

identify, not only a new molecular device, but a new physical phenomenon which has not 

previously been explored either experimentally or theoretically: spin current rectijication 

by molecules [5 11. Consistent with thermodynamic considerations, two forms of spin cur- 

rent rectification in molecular wires are predicted: A weak form in which the spin current 

reverses direction when the bias voltage applied to the junction is reversed and a strong 

form in which the direction of the spin current is unchanged upon reversal of the bias. Cal- 

culations of spin-dependent transport are presented for several molecular junctions bridging 

ferromagnetic (iron or nickel) and non-magnetic (gold or palladium) contacts and specific 

systems that should exhibit spin current rectification of each type depending on the mate- 

rials used and the experimental conditions are identified. Molecular wires displaying both 

spin current and charge current rectification are expected to be possible, and may find prac- 

tical application in nanoscale devices that combine logic and memory functions. 

Chapter 7 concludes the thesis by summarizing the new, important results developed 

here and some of the challenges that remain for future studies. 



Chapter 2 

Electron Transport in Molecular Wires 

with Transition Metal Contacts 

2.1 Introduction 

A methodology for calculating the electronic current flowing through a two-terminal molec- 

ular wire in response to a bias voltage applied between the electrodes is developed in this 

chapter. The Landauer formalism which relates the electronic current to the probability of 

an electron incident upon a molecular junction to be transmitted through the molecule into 

the drain reservoir is introduced in Section 2.2. Through a number of physical approxima- 

tions, the many-body Schrodinger equation for an infinite number of interacting electrons 

is simplified in Section 2.3. Once a tractable quantum mechanical problem has been for- 

mulated and a Hamiltonian describing molecular wires with transition metal electrodes has 

been introduced based on general considerations, Sections 2.4 and 2.5 introduce electronic 

structure methods from quantum chemistry that will be utilized extensively throughout this 

thesis. The methods are combined in the next sections with an electronic structure method 

suitable for transition metal electrodes and explicit Hamiltonian matrices describing molec- 

ular wires will be generated. With the scattering Hamiltonian explicitly defined, Section 

2.8 introduces a method for numerically calculating the scattering wavefunction and thus 

the transmission probability for molecular wires with transition metal electrodes. The ex- 

plicit inclusion of finite bias effects into the scattering theory is discussed in Section 2.9. 
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The chapter is concluded with an introduction to Mulliken Analysis which is employed 

throughout this thesis to elucidate the nature of molecular orbitals that are responsible for 

conduction through the molecular wires. 

2.2 Landauer Theory for Calculating Electronic Current 

in Mesoscopic Systems 

Two-terminal mesoscopic electronic systems (e.g., molecular wires) are characterized most 

simply as two metallic electrodes that act as source and drain reservoirs for electrons, con- 

nected via a junction of atoms or molecules. Coupled to macroscopic electrodes, the dis- 

crete molecular energy levels of the molecule broaden into transmitting states that become 

part of the continuous energy spectrum of the molecular wire and electrons may scatter 

from one electrode to the other via the molecule. As a bias voltage is applied across the 

electrodes, a current may flow through the junction. A standard method for evaluating such 

a current is Landauer theory [24]. (For a review of Landauer-Biittiker theory see Ref. [52].) 

This relates the electronic current flowing through the system to the quantum mechanical 

probability for a single electron to scatter elastically from one electrode to the other. For a 

two-terminal system, the current as a function of the applied bias voltage V may be calcu- 

lated as 

where f (E ,p) = 1 /(e[(E-p)lkT] + 1 ) is the equilibrium Fermi distribution and ps = EF + 
eV/2 andpD = EF - eV/2 are the electrochemical potentials of the source (S) and drain (D) 

electrodes respectively in terms of the common Fermi energy, EF; only zero temperature 

scattering is considered in this thesis' thus f (E ,p) = 1 or 0 ,  if E < p or E > p, respectively. 

T (El V) is the quantum mechanical probability of an electron incident upon the molecular 

junction with energy E to be transmitted through the molecule into the drain reservoir. 

T(E, V)  is, in general, dependent on the applied bias voltage V as the electronic structure 

describing the molecular wire redistributes as the applied bias is varied. Thus the electron 

 h he typical energy scale for transport in the systems introduced in the following chapters is approximately 

lev, hence raising the temperature of the systems to room temperture (kT 0.03eV) is expected to have a 

relatively minor impact on the resulting qualitative predictions. 
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flux is determined by the net probability of an electron in an occupied state in the source to 

scatter through the molecule into an unoccupied state in the drain reservoir. 

The remainder of this chapter develops a methodology for calculating T (E, V) for elas- 

tic scattering in molecular wires with transition metal electrodes. 

2.3 Quantum Chemistry and the Many-Body 

Schrodinger Equation 

A molecular wire characterized by a molecule bridging macroscopic metal electrodes is 

a many-body quantum mechanical system with infinite degrees of freedom whose steady- 

state2, many-body wavefunction is governed by the time-independent Schrodinger equation 

H(Y) = EJY) for a large number N of interacting particles. If atomic nuclei are treated as 

fixed with respect to the mobile electrons in the wire (the Born-Oppenheimer Approxima- 

tion) the electronic Schrodinger equation may be written as 

(2.2) 
where JY(r)) is the N electron wavefunction, r = {q) are the electronic positions, m is the 

electron mass, and ZI are the ionic charges at positions RI [53]. The first term in Equation 

(2.2) is the kinetic energy term, the second term represents the electrostatic potentials due 

to the Coulomb interactions of the electrons with the bare atomic nuclei and the last term is 

due to electron-electron interactions. 

Equation (2.2) is impossible to solve exactly for all but the simplest systems and several 

approximations are required for practical calculation. In the Hartree Approximation (the 

simplest mean-field theory) the many-electron wavefunction is approximated by the product 

of single-electron states (!Pi): 

In reality Eqn. (2.3) must be replaced by a linear combination of anti-symmetrized prod- 

ucts or Slater determinants because the Pauli exclusion principle requires the many-electron 

2~ime-dependent transport and inelastic processes are not considered in this thesis. 
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wavefunction IT) to be antisymmetric (which Eqn. (2.3) is not). However, while calcula- 

tion of total energies or ground state wavefunctions (as in Section 2.4) of a quantum system 

require knowledge of the full many-body wavefunction IT), transport calculations within 

the Landauer formalism require only the single-electron wavefunctions ITi). 

Within the Hartree Approximation (and the more sophisticated Kohn-Sham density 

functional theory described below), Equation (2.2) for N electrons is replaced with a set 

of N one-electron equations 

where Vef f  (r) is an effective potential produced by all ions and electrons felt by electron 

i. The electron-electron interaction portion of Vef f  ( r )  is complex and, in general, is also 

a function of ITi(ri)), thus the solution of Equation (2.4) is difficult without further ap- 

proximation. In the field of molecular electronics the level of approximation employed 

for Vef f  (r) is often categorized into model chemistries. Two model chemistries will be 

introduced in detail in Sections 2.4 and 2.5. 

The Tight-binding Approximation (TBA) is used throughout this thesis and expresses 

the scattering wavefunctions IT(r)) that span all space in terms of a discrete set of elec- 

tronic orbitals. I.e., IT) is represented using a linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO): 

)Y) = CjYjI j),  where I j) spans all atomic orbitals of all atoms in the system (which at this 

point spans infinite dimensions). Thus within TBA, molecular wires are described atom- 

istically and electrons move through the system by hopping between atomic orbitals. The 

atomic orbitals I j) are general functions often chosen to be Slater-type orbitals (STOs) 

or gaussian-type orbitals, typically representing all valence electron orbitals in the system. 

Core electronic orbitals are often neglected as electrons in those orbitals are tightly bound to 

the atomic nuclei and thus are less mobile than valence electrons; their energies are lower 

and thus contribute mainly to states that are fully occupied and do not contribute to the 

current except at extremely high bias. Substituting the LCAO approximation for the scat- 

tering states IT) and bracketing with atomic orbital (il, the N single-electron differential 

Schrodinger equations are replaced by the matrix equation 
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where H M  is the Hamiltonian describing the molecule, ~2~ are the Hamiltonians for the 

finite left and right electrode clusters that are included in the extended molecule, and w $ ~  
are the Hamiltonians that couple the electrode clusters and the molecule. The elastic scat- 

tering Hamiltonian for the entire molecular wire may thus be rewritten as 

where H ~ $ ~  are the Hamiltonians for the semi-infinite left and right electrodes that act as 

reservoirs for electrons and wLlR are the coupling Hamiltonians between the semi-infinite 

source and drain electrodes and each of the finite clusters included in the extended molecule. 

The terms implicitly include the effects of the bias voltage (if any) that is applied between 

the electrodes (see Section 2.9). 

The electrodes that are infinite electron reservoirs for the molecular wire extend to f m 

and are assumed periodic along the length of the wire. Thus the set of atomic orbitals {I j ) )  

in Equation (2.5) is more appropriately replaced with the set {In, j ) )  where n labels the 

cell in the direction of electron propagation and j  spans the atomic orbitals within a cell. 

In what follows, the extended molecule will be assumed to occupy cell n = 0, while the 

left electrode occupies cells n = -m.. - 1 and the right electrode occupies cells n = 1 ..m. 

Thus the Hamiltonian Eqn. (2.7) is expressed in the basis of cells and atomic orbitals: 

Hn,i ,m, j  = (n, ilHlm, j ) .  
With the scattering problem formulated, the following sections introduce chemistries for 

explicit evaluation of model Hamiltonians that describe molecular wires: The first of these, 

density functional theory, is drawn upon for structural and electronic considerations that are 

incorporated to refine the extended-Hiickel-based tight-binding formalism used throughout 

this thesis. An introduction to extended-Hiickel theory that is used for explicit calculation of 

the electronic parameters that enter in the molecular Hamiltonian, H ~ ,  and W? in Equa- 

tion (2.7) follows next. A methodology for appropriately modifying the extended-Hiickel 

method to accurately represent the electronic structure of transition metal contacts and to 

include additional physical insight will be developed in the section that follows. This hy- 

brid approach combining density functional considerations with the augmented extended- 

Huckel formalism permits calculations to be performed for larger structures than can be 

treated using density functional theory alone. It also allows the incorporation of semi- 

empirical features into the calculations which can compensate for some known deficiencies 
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of density functional theory as applied to molecular electronic transport calculations. 

2.4 Density Functional Theory 

Density functional theory (DFT) is an ab initio formalism that has gained significant pop- 

ularity for molecular electronics research. At the heart of DFT lies the Hohenberg-Kohn 

theorem [54] that establishes the existence of a unique functional3 that determines the many- 

body ground state energy and electron density of a quantum mechanical system. The theo- 

rem does not provide, however, the form of said functional and new model functionals and 

refinements to existing functionals continue to emerge in the literature. The many-body 

ground state energy E may thus be written as a functional of the ground state electron den- 

sity: E [p(r)]. Minimizing E [p(r)] with respect to p(r) while keeping N = J p(r)dr3 fixed 

(N is the number of electrons in the system) yields an estimate for the ground state energy. 

Replacing the N interacting electron wavefunction JY(r))  in Equation (2.2) with elec- 

tron density, the total energy may be written rigorously as 

and Exc[p (r)] is the exchange- whereT[p(r)] = - & ~ ~ ~ ~ ( r ) d r l ,  V(r) = & - x ~ z I ~ ~  
correlation potential that includes all effects due to the Pauli exclusion principle and electron- 

electron interactions not included by the third term in the above energy expression. 

The local density approximation (LDA) assumes that Exc is a local functional depend- 

ing only on p(r) (i.e., the system is treated locally as a uniform electron gas and Exc 

depends only on position as opposed to gradient corrected methods in which the exchange- 
+ 

correlation also depends on Vp(r)). Thus the exchange-correlation may be expressed ap- 

proximately as an integral involving only the electron density. A particular DFT method, 

or model chemistry, is defined by choosing a specific approximation for Exc. 

Kohn and Sham established [55] that LDA renders solving Equation (2.8) mathemat- 

ically equivalent to solving N equations for single, non-interacting (quasi) particles, as in 

Equation (2.4). In the Kohn-Sham formulation, Veff(r) includes the exchange-correlation 

as well as the electrostatic potential due to the nuclei and electron-electron interaction terms 

h functional is a function of a function. 
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in Equation (2.8) that depend on p(r) and thus is also a function of p(r). Upon solving each 

of the N electron equations for the single-particle wavefunctions, IYi(r)) (the Kohn-Sham 

orbitals), the ground state electron density is obtained as 

Thus the ground state energy and electron density may be obtained self-consistently by 

iteratively solving for ]Yi(r)) where a new Veff (r) is numerically integrated at each step 

from the explicit Exc that is chosen and the resulting p(r) in Equation (2.9). In practice, 

the Kohn-Sham orbitals are usually treated using LCAO or plane wave bases. 

Unlike the physical single-particle wavefunctions of Equation (2.4), Kohn-Sham or- 

bitals are mathematical entities constructed to perform total energy and density calculations 

and have no rigorous connection to physical reality. However, although physical justifica- 

tion is lacking, Hamiltonians (such as those in Equations (2.6) and (2.7)) may be con- 

structed in the basis of Kohn-Sham orbitals and have become the foundation on which an 

assortment of quantum transport algorithms have been established [29,56,57, 581. This is 

problematic since the results of molecular electronic transport calculations that are based 

on the Landauer formalism (Eqn. (2.1)) are sensitive to the single-particle eigenfunctions 

and eigenvalues of those Hamiltonians. However molecular electronics theory is still an 

evolving field and methods that are both rigorous and practical have yet to emerge. 

In addition to the above considerations, general density functional algorithms have not 

been optimized to study hybrid organic-metallic structures with large magnetic moments 

such as the molecular wires with large numbers of ferromagnetic atoms studied through- 

out this thesis in the context of spin-dependent transport4. Thus DFT approaches can not 

reliably replace the semi-empirical techniques used throughout this work. 

On the other hand, appropriate semi-empirical values are not available for all parame- 

ters and ab initio methods are also important in developing the tight-binding models em- 

ployed throughout this thesis. DFT is often less computationally demanding than compara- 

ble true ab initio techniques and can provide reliable information that includes total ground 

state and ionization energies. Also geometry relaxations of quantum systems including 

molecules may be performed accurately within DFT by calculating ground state energies 

4 ~ h e  author is aware of two exceptions currently under development [42,44] 
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as atomic nuclei spatial degrees of freedom ({RI)) are varied on a potential energy surface. 

A global minimum on the potential energy surface corresponds to the most likely molecu- 

lar geometry while local minima are predicted metastable equilibrium positions. Unlike the 

application of DFT to transport, such Dm-based geometry calculations have a fundamen- 

tal justification since the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem applies to total energies of many-body 

systems. 

2.5 Extended-Hiickel Theory 

Extended-Huckel theory is a semi-empirical, valence electron (electrons in core orbitals 

are assumed frozen and thus not treated explicitly) LCAO formalism that provides an ap- 

proximate description of the electronic structures for a wide variety of molecules. It uses 

a non-orthogonal basis of atomic orbitals and relates Hamiltonian matrix elements 

to experimental ionization energies for isolated atoms [59]. The functional form of the 

atomic orbitals are Slater-type orbitals (STO's) which are approximations to single-particle 

wavefunctions in many-electron atoms and given by 

where Ni is a normalization constant and fi,, is the spherical harmonic for the ith orbital 

with quantum numbers 1 and m. The radial component with principle quantum number n is 

given by 

where 5 is a phenomenological orbital decay parameter known as the Slater exponent. Lin- 

ear combinations of STO's are used to account for nodal behavior of higher-order spherical 

harmonic solutions (such as in d-orbitals) to the one-electron Schrodinger equation. 

The diagonal Hamiltonian matrix elements, Hi,; = (QjlH are identified with exper- 

imental ionization energies for the corresponding atomic orbital qi of isolated atoms; the 

hydrogen Is orbital matrix element for example is given by His,is = -13.6eV. In the 

Wolfsberg-Helmholtz form [60] of the model the off-diagonal matrix elements are obtained 

from the following relation 
K H.  . - - (H.  . + H .  .)S. . 

I - 2 ' ' 1  I>/ I,/ 
(2.12) 
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where K is a phenomenological parameter, usually taken to be 1.75 in order to match ex- 

perimental data. Silj are the overlap matrix elements connecting orbitals Qi and @ j ,  and are 

usually calculated by numerical integration 

Numerical values for atomic ionization energies as well as Slater exponents are taken from 

Ref. [6l, 621. 

Extended-Huckel theory may be used to construct Hamiltonians that enter Equation 

(2.5) and this approach has been used successfully to explain the experimental current- 

voltage characteristics of molecular wires connecting gold electrodes [5, 12, 301. However 

it does not provide an accurate description of the electronic and magnetic structures of tran- 

sition metal crystals. Thus additional semi-empirical tight-binding techniques are required 

to augment extended-Huckel theory for describing for molecular wires with transition metal 

electrodes. 

2.6 Tight-binding Formalism for Molecular Wires with 

Transition Metal Contacts 

The finite metal clusters that are included in the extended molecule (Equation (2.6)) to 

represent the nanoscale contact region of molecular wires are defined atomistically where 

every atom of each cluster is assumed to occupy sites of a perfect crystal lattice. The elec- 

tronic structure of the metal clusters may thus be modeled by a tight-binding Hamiltonian, 

(0, ~ J H ; ' ~ ~ O ,  j) ,  in a non-orthogonal basis (with overlap matrix (0, i(0, j) between atomic 

orbitals i and j) of valence s, p and d atomic orbitals, where the tight-binding parame- 

ters5 are based on fits to ab initio band structures6 of metal crystals [64]. A minimal set 

of Hamiltonian and overlap matrix elements that extend to second nearest-neighbor hop- 

ping (all others are assumed zero) are provided in Ref. [64] from which all other matrix 

elements may be generated from general symmetry considerations for atoms that occupy 

crystal lattice positions. Thus a functional basis set form is not required for this model. 

  later-~oster 3-center parameters are selected. 
6 ~ b  irtitio band structure calculations compare well with experimental angle-resolved photoemission spec- 

tra; see for example Ref. [63] and references therein. 
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For ferromagnetic electrodes such as iron or nickel (introduced in Chapters 3 and 4), 

two sets of semi-empirical tight-binding parameters are provided in Ref. [64]: One set for 

spin up, one for spin down. Thus the transmission probabilities T ( E , V )  and the current in 

Equation (2.1) are calculated independently as the parameter sets are applied separately for 

each spin channel; the total current is the sum of the contributions from each spin channel. 

The transition metal clusters for the extended molecules in the following chapters are 

relatively large (each consisting of more than 50 atoms), albeit small with respect to physi- 

cal systems that form when two macroscopic electrodes are contacted to create a nanoscale 

junction. Thus modeling the electronic structure of the clusters with parameters fitted to 

bulk crystals captures more fully the character of real macroscopic contacts. Moreover, 

as explained in Section 3.3, the model provides a satisfactory description of not only bulk 

properties, but also qualitatively accounts for the effects of surfaces and nanoscale geome- 

tries. Thus the tight-binding model, that is based on fits to bulk band structures, should 

appropriately describe also the nanoscale contact region of a physical mesoscopic junction 

that develops as macroscopic transition metal electrodes come together to form a molecular 

wire. 

The tight-binding model described above that accurately represents the electronic struc- 

ture of transition metal contacts is employed to augment the tight-binding formalism based 

on an extended-Hiickel description of molecules that enter in the extended molecular Hamil- 

tonian, HEM (Eqn. (2.6)), for molecular wires in the following way: the Hamiltonian, H:'~, 

and overlap matrices for the finite transition metal clusters are calculated with the tight- 

binding formalism based on the parameters in Reference [64]. Once the geometry of the 

extended molecule region has been appropriately estimated within DFT~,  extended-Huckel 

calculations are performed for the molecular Hamiltonian, HM, and overlap matrix as well 

as the coupling Hamiltonians, w?, between the molecule and finite metal clusters. Thus 

the coupling Hamiltonians, w i R ,  are spin-independent matrices (even for ferromagnetic 

contacts) which is consistent with the published off-diagonal matrix elements connecting 

spin up orbitals that are not very different from the corresponding matrix elements connect- 

ing spin down orbitals [64]. This is physically reasonable given that the spatial part of a 

spin up orbital should be similar to that of the corresponding spin down orbital. 

7~ypical ly  this involves a geometry relaxation of the molecule [65] with respect to the fixed geometry of 

a subset of metal atoms from the extended molecule. 
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Extended-Hiickel matrix elements are based on atomic ionization energies while the 

electronic parameters from Ref. [64] describing the metal clusters are defined up to an arbi- 

trary additive constant. It is necessary to choose the value of this constant with care in order 

to obtain realistic electronic structure predictions from the hybrid tight-binding model. The 

constant is adjusted to align the Fermi energy of the electrodes relative to the Highest Oc- 

cupied Molecular Orbital (HOMO) of the molecule according to the difference between the 

experimental work function, asp, of the particular transition metal [66] and the HOMO 

energy of the isolated molecule calculated within DFT', E : ~ L ~  [65]. Thus, the relative 

separation between the HOMO and the Fermi level of the metal electrodes is estimated as 

AE = -@,,,, - E:;;~. The Hamiltonian matrix elements for the transition metal clusters, 

H: '~ ,  are adjusted so that the Fermi energy of the contacts is located according to the es- 

timate AE with respect to the the HOMO energy calculated within the extended-Hiickel 

method employed to model the electronic structure of molecular wires. A procedure for 

applying such a shift in energy for molecular wires modeled with non-orthogonal bases is 

outlined in Appendix A. 

The Fermi level alignment outlined above neglects effects due to charge transfer. Never- 

theless, a similar method has been used successfully to align the Fermi energy of gold with 

the HOMO of benzene-dithiolate (BDT) [67], thereby reproducing the shape of the mea- 

sured current-voltage characteristic. The sensitivity of the current-voltage results presented 

in this thesis to charging effects is investigated in the following chapters by incorporating 

variations in AE to simulate qualitatively possible effects of changes in the potential distri- 

bution associated with charging. It is established that although charging effects may influ- 

ence quantitative results, the qualitative predictions presented in this thesis are expected to 

be robust to such charge transfer effects. 

Modeling Transition Metal Electrodes 

The semi-infinite electrodes of a molecular wire are assumed periodic structures in the di- 

rection of electron propagation and thus electrons exist within them in one-dimensional 

Bloch states. Since the electrodes have finite cross-section (as opposed to a single one- 

s~~~ HOMO energy levels may be related to molecular ionization energies, thus are unique Kohn-Sham 

orbitals with connections to physical reality. 
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dimensional chain), the electrons have also transverse momentum (which is quantized) and 

an electron with energy E  may exist in several different Bloch states. Each Bloch state 

corresponds to a different scattering channel at energy E ,  and an electron may be incident 

with scattering state IYa) and longitudinal wave vector ka upon the molecular junction 

from one channel, a, of several. The wavefunction thus satisfies the single-electron scat- 

tering Schrodinger equation HIYa) = E lYa) where H is Hamiltonian (2.7) for the coupled 

molecular wire system. 

Unlike gold which is an s-metal, where the Fermi energy resides in an energy band that 

has predominately s-electron character, the Fermi energies for the transition metals studied 

in this thesis lie in an energy region where the band structures have significant contributions 

from s, p, and d-electron orbital states. Whereas it has been found sufficient with gold to 

model the semi-infinite source and drain electrodes with a simple s-orbital description [25, 

38, 681 (and thus one orbital per atomic site), doing so for molecular wires with transition 

metal contacts was found to be inadequate in the course of the present research. Thus, the 

full valence orbital basis set (9 orbitals - 1 s, 3 p, and 5 d) is necessary for modeling, not 

only the finite metal clusters included in the extended molecule, but also the semi-infinite 

transition metal electrodes. 

On the other hand, as the extended molecule includes a finite but large cluster from 

each electrode, the macroscopic electronic character of the electrodes is well represented 

in the extended molecule (as discussed in the previous section and in detail in Chapter 3). 

Hence, the main requirement for the semi-infinite electrodes, ~ ~ 7 ~ ,  is minimizing transport 

artifacts due to the artificial interface formed by the coupling, w ~ , ~ ,  and dimensional reso- 

nances due to the finite size of the metal clusters included in the extended molecule, while 

mimicking macroscopic electrodes by providing ample electron flux into and out of the 

extended molecule. Thus the geometry of the constituent metal atoms of the semi-infinite 

electrodes may be relaxed from that of a full bulk crystal. 

In a method similar in spirit to the Bethe lattice approximation employed for similar 

nanoscale transport systems [69, 701, the finite cross-section body-centered cubic (BCC) 

or face-centered cubic (FCC) semi-infinite electrodes with 9 valence orbitals per atomic 

site (that form a non-orthogonal basis as in Reference [64]) are replaced with a set of one- 

dimensional semi-infinite chains coupled to every orbital of each atom in the two atomic 

layers of each metal nanocluster that are furthest from the molecule. Thus the total num- 
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ber of the ideal leads connected to a cluster depends on the sizes of the outer layers of the 

cluster. For example, for clusters such as those designed in the following chapters which 

include layers of 4 x 4 and 5 x 5 atoms for the last two layers of each finite cluster included 

in the extended molecule, and where each atom in the cluster is described by 9 valence or- 

bitals, this model for the electrodes results in (4 x 4 + 5 x 5) x 9 = 369 semi-infinite leads 

used to model each electrode. Systematic studies carried out in the course of the present 

work showed that these large number of ideal leads when arranged in the above way have 

an effect similar to phase-randomizing Biittiker probes [71] in minimizing the influence of 

dimensional resonances due to the finite size of the metal clusters included in the extended 

molecule while providing ample electron flux to the junction. Thus substituting sets of one- 

dimensional leads for transition metal electrodes with full crystal symmetry dramatically 

increases computation efficiency and permits analytic derivation for the transport calcula- 

tion outlined in the following section, while maintaining an adequate representation of the 

molecular wire systems. 

The leads are each constructed from a semi-infinite chain of s-type orthogonal atomic 

orbitals, one orbital per lead site, with spacing (periodicity) a between orbital sites. Thus 

the electrodes may be parameterized with the tight-binding basis set {In, j ) )  where n is the 

unit cell of the ideal lead and j spans the 369 atomic orbitals, one per lead. Each of the one- 

dimensional leads is decoupled from the others so there is no hopping between different 

lead orbitals I j). Therefore each individual lead represents an individual channel and the 

parameterization for the electrodes {In, j ) )  may be replaced with {In, a)) .  I.e, an electron 

may be incident with wave vector k" upon the extended molecule from any channel a of 

the 369 possible channels of each electrode. 

The on-site energy parameters for the leads are (n, alHLsR(n, a) = E" where E" is matched 

to the site energy of the extended molecule atomic orbital to which the lead is coupled. 

Since the electronic structure of the extended molecule is an implicit function of bias volt- 

age and electron spin, the site energies of the source and drain leads need not be equal. The 

hopping energy parameters are (In, a l ~ ~ > ~ l r n ,  P) = T G ~ , ~ + ~  only nearest-neighbor hop- 

ping between orbitals is included. Identical hopping parameters are assumed for all leads 

but the parameters may differ on the source and drain electrodes. A moderately large lead 

bandwidth, or hopping parameter z, is assumed so that all transmitting modes are real: z is 

assumed to be 8 (1 5) times larger than the s - s nearest-neighbor hopping parameter for a 
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bulk crystal of the particular material [64] in order to partially accommodate for the number 

of nearest-neighbor hopping elements in physical BCC (FCC) electrodes that are neglected 

in the one-dimensional lead model. 
L R  1 The coupling Hamiltonian matrix elements, ~ $ f ~ ~ ,  = (n,  jlW . In , j), between the 

extended molecule and one-dimensional leads are the only quantities outstanding for the 

specification of model Hamiltonian (2.7). Since each source (drain) one-dimensional lead 

a is coupled through its orbital at n = - 1 (n = I )  to the extended molecule at site n = 0, 

only the matrix elements ~ t ~ , - ~ , ~  and w&,,,~ and their Hermitian conjugates are nonzero. 

A lead coupling equal to the spin-dependent nearest-neighbor s - s hopping parameter in 

the bulk crystal [64] (which is the dominant hopping parameter) multiplied by four in order 

to partially account for the artificially lower coordination number9 provided by the model 

is assumed for ~ t ~ , - ~  ,a and W& a when j is an atomic orbital in the last layer of either > ) ,  
metal cluster and a is the one-dimensional lead coupled to it. A non-orthogonal basis is 

assumed for the coupling Hamiltonians, and the multiplication of four is performed on both 

overlap and Hamiltonian matrix elements. The coupling to the second-to-last layer of the 

clusters is not enhanced and is assumed equal to the second nearest-neighbor s - s hopping 

parameter in the bulk material, consistent with the coordination number for atoms in that 

layer. Calculated transmission results show no strong sensitivity to these multiplicative 

parameters. Thus the results presented in the following chapters do not change qualitatively 

if the parameters of the ideal leads are varied (within reasonable bounds) or an additional 

layer of metal atoms is included in the clusters. 

With the scattering Hamiltonian of Equation (2.7) fully defined, explicit solutions to the 

Schrodinger equation may now be formulated and the transmission probability predicted. 

The following section developing the transport methodology assumes that the scattering 

problem is formulated using an orthonormal tight-binding basis set. Thus Equation (2.5) 

must first be orthogonalized (as H~~ and are formulated in non-orthogonal bases) at 

every energy using the transformation 172,731 summarized in Appendix B. 

' ~ a c h  atomic orbital in the last two layers of the extended molecule clusters is coupled to only one, one- 

dimensional lead, whereas in true (100) BCC or FCC electrodes, each interior atom in the last layer has four 

nearest-neighbor atoms outside the boundary of the extended molecule. 
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2.8 Quantum Transport in Molecular Wires with 

Transition Metal Electrodes 

The transmission probability required by Equation (2.1) for predicting current is obtained 

from the conditions imposed on the wavefunction solutions to Equation (2.5) for molecular 

wires: An electron incident with energy E upon the extended molecule from a particular 

channel a is partially transmitted through the molecule into drain lead P and partially re- 

flected back into source lead p' as depicted in Figure 2.2. The scattering state solution to 

the Schrodinger equation with model Hamiltonian (2.7) for an electron incident from lead 

a may thus be expressed in terms of the reflection rp,, and transmission tp,, matrices and 

satisfies different conditions in the left lead (L), right lead (R) and the extended molecule 

(EM): The total scattering wavefunction is the sum IY") = \YE) + IYEM) + IY;), with the 

following conditions 

Thus, in the left lead, the scattering state is a sum of the incident rightward propagating 

state and the reflected leftward propagating Bloch states in that lead (all states are propagat- 

ing as the lead bandwidth is sufficiently large). In the right lead the scattering wavefunction 

is the sum over transmitted rightward propagating Bloch states. All Bloch states in channels 

a, p or p' in both leads have energy E. The electron wavefunction on the extended molecule 

is expressed here in terms of the molecular orbitals of the extended molecule, i.e., 

the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian (2.6). 

The conditions (2.14) and the orthogonality of the one-dimensional lead orbitals is used 

to obtain the transmission amplitude: tp,, = (1, Similarly, the reflection am- 
-ikBo plitude is rp,, = ((- 1 ,  p/YE) - e-ikaa8p,,)e . 

A variety of methods exist for solving the quantum mechanical scattering problem (2.5) 

with Hamiltonian (2.7) to determine the scattering state solution and thus transmission prob- 
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Left Electrode 
Molecule or 
Extended 
Molecule 

Right Electrode 

Figure 2.2: Energy level diagram for an electron scattering through a molecular wire. The 

electron is incident on the molecule from the left electrode and partially reflected back into 

the left electrode and partially transmitted into the right electrode. 

ability. A standard method based on the Lippn~ann-Schwinger formalism and Green's func- 

tion techniques [52]  is used in this thesis and is outlined briefly next. 

The Lippmann-Schwinger equation 

is a reformulation of the Schrodinger equation in the language of free propagators [74] 

or Green's functions. Go(E) = G; + G! + GfM is the Green's function for the decoupled 

system of left and right electrodes and the extended molecule. Each Green's function is 

defined individually as Go = (E -Ho+ is)-' where Ho is the Hamiltonian for the decoupled 

portions of the molecular wire systemlo and 6 is an infinitesimally small parameter that 

''11 is crucial that the Harniltonian matrices be orthogonalized using the transformation presented in Ap- 

pendix B so that they may be physically decoupled from one another. 
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ensures the contour integral is evaluated in the appropriate portion of the complex plane; 

positive 6 corresponds to the retarded Green's function, while negative 6 corresponds to the 

advanced Green's function. The latter quantity is not required in the present formulation of 

quantum transport. W = wL + wR is the coupling matrix evaluated in the previous section 

that describes the coupling between the electrodes and extended molecule. JYa) is the 

total scattering state corresponding to the un-normalized incident electron state I@:), from 

which the transmission and reflection coefficients may be extracted via Eqns. (2.14). 

The incident electron state I@:) is confined to the decoupled left electrode in semi- 

infinite one-dimensional lead a and thus propagates with energy E = E" + 2zcos(kaa) . 
The one-dimensional model for the semi-infinite leads describing the electrodes presents 

the simple analytic form of a linear combination of forward and backward propagating 

one-dimensional Bloch states for the incident eigenstate 

Different transition metals and geometries will be considered for left and right elec- 

trodes in this thesis. However, due again to the simple formulation of the one-dimensional 

leads, the Green's functions of the left and right electrodes are identical in form and differ 

only in their energy parameters, E",T (which are implicit functions of applied bias V and 

electron spin). The Green's functions, G;'~, of the electrodes may be expressed in the basis 

of atomic orbitals {In, a)) used to parameterize the one-dimensional leads 

L,R a,a - For electrodes modeled with one-dimensional leads, the analytical evaluation of (Go ) m,n - 

( G t R ) $ ,  = ( m , a l ~ k ' ~ l n , a )  is straightforward and is presented in Appendix C. 

Similarly, the Green's function for the extended molecule, G:~, may be expressed in 

the basis of molecular orbitals that describe the extended molecule 

where the matrix elements in the basis of orthogonal molecular orbitals (that diagonalize 

the Hamiltonian (2.6)) are 
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where Ei is the energy eigenvalue associated with the molecular orbital $i of the extended 

molecule. 

Having obtained expressions for all Green's functions, the Lippmann-Schwinger Equa- 

tion (2.15) may be solved for the scattering wavefunction IY"). The set of states {In, j)) 

where n spans the constituent cells in the direction of electron propagation of the molecular 

wire ( - m . . ~ )  and j spans the distinct leads a in each electrode and the molecular orbitals 

$i of the extended molecule at n = 0 is orthonormal (once the transformation in Appendix 

B has been performed). Thus bracketing Equation (2.15) with (n, jl one obtains 

The summations in Equation (2.20) simplify greatly as W is zero unless the unit cells 

(n1,n") are -1 < n < I. Also, the individual Green's functions are non-zero only on the 

portions of the molecular wire for which they are defined and all vanish for j # j'. 
Nevertheless, Equation (2.20) describes an infinite set of linear equations with un- 

knowns that run over all atomic orbital sites of the molecular wire. However, since only 

the quantities (1, PIYF), (-1, PIYf) and cp are required for the evaluation of tp,, and rp,,, 

only a linearly independent subset of (2.20) need be considered. Thus, (n, jl need only span 

( I ,  p( ,  (-1, PI and (0, Qi( which together with Eqs. (2.14) yield the following set of linear 

equations 

lp,,eikPa - C(G:)~,~ W[,,~,~CP = O. (2.2 1 C) 
1 

Thus Equation (2.20) is reduced to a finite set of simultaneous linearly independent 

equations that can be solved for the unknowns rp,,, tp,, and cq for an electron incident in 

each channel a with energy E with standard numerical linear equation solving techniques. 
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The total transmission probability for electrons to enter the right electrode from the left 

electrode is given by 

where va is the velocity of the electron in the rightward propagating state in left lead a, and 

vp is the velocity of the rightward propagating state in right lead P at energy E. Similarly, 

the total reflection probability is 

where vp is the velocity of the electron in the leftward propagating state in left lead P. 
Unitarity requires that T ( E , V )  + R ( E , V )  = N where N is the number of incident electron 

channels (i.e., the number of 1D source leads or 369). 

Generalizing for non-degenerate electron spin (molecular wires with ferromagnetic elec- 

trodes), the transmission probability may be expressed as 

where tp,s~;a,s is the transmission amplitude from a state of ideal lead ol of the source elec- 

trode with spin s to a state of ideal lead P of the drain electrode with spin s' and va,, and 

v ~ , ~ I  are the corresponding electron velocities. If spin flips during transmission of electrons 

through the junction are neglected as in the present work and the summations over spin 

in Equation (2.24) for T  are restricted to a particular spin orientation then Equation (2.1) 

yields the current for that spin orientation, i.e., IT or IL.  For degenerate spin IT = IJ and the 

current calculated via Equation (2.1) is multiplied by 2. 

2.9 Finite Bias and the Electrostatic Potential 

The Hamiltonian matrix elements of Equation (2.7) and consequently the matrix elements in 

Equations (2.21) including the transmission and reflection coefficients are implicit functions 

of applied bias voltage V. Thus the transmission probability (2.22) that enters the Landauer 

expression (2.1) for the electronic current I flowing in a system depends on the applied bias 
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voltage V as well as electron energy E. A bias voltage applied between the two terminals 

of a molecular wire introduces an imbalance between the chemical potentials of the source 

,LQ and drain , u ~  electrodes and a net current is induced to flow in the direction of positive 

applied bias according to Equation (2.1). Thus for net electron flux incident from the source 

electrode, the drain electrode must be at higher electrostatic potential $ than the source; 

a potential difference exists between the source and drain electrodes that establishes an 

electric field in the vicinity of the molecule. The spatial details of that electric field are 

described by an electrostatic1 potentialpro f ile. Since most of the interesting transport 

phenomena predicted in this thesis occur outside of the linear voltage response regime, the 

effects ofJinite bias must be included explicitly for realistic modeling. 

The electrostatic potential profile of a molecular wire arising from an applied bias volt- 

age is difficult to calculate from first principles since it is a non-equilibrium many-body 

property and may be sensitive to charging and screening effects. However, in Ref. [%I, 
it has been shown by comparison with the results of ab initio calculations (that include 

the electronic correlation energies of molecular wires and their electric field dependence 

in a mean field approximation) that the effects of screening and capacitive charging of the 

electrodes on transport in simple molecular wires can be modeled accurately by employing 

appropriate phenomenological potential profiles between the metal contacts. This approach 

is adopted in this text: In each of the mesoscopic transport systems considered, the entire 

bias is assumed to drop over the narrowest constriction (the molecule or a pair of metal tip 

atoms) of the junction. This is consistent with the efficient screening of the electric field by 

electrons in metals; the electric field extends only a very short distance across the metal- 

molecule interface. The details of the phenomenological potential profile in the vicinity of 

the molecule will be explored for each of the specific systems presented in the following 

chapters. 

All metal atoms (and ideal leads) to the source side of the molecule are therefore as- 

sumed to be at a potential $ = -$, while metal atoms and leads to the drain side are at 

+$ for bias voltage V applied to the drain. In each case the electrostatic potential modifies 

the diagonal matrix elements of the tight-binding Hamiltonian (2.7) of the molecular wire 

system which become Hiji = ~t~ - eqi where ~t~ is the tight-binding Hamiltonian matrix at 

 o on side ration of electrostatic potential profiles is appropriate here since steady-state conditions are as- 

sumed throughout this thesis. 
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zero bias and Qi is the electrostatic potential Q at the site occupied by atomic orbital i. As the 

tight-binding basis is non-orthogonal, the electrostatic potential also modifies non-diagonal 

Hamiltonian matrix elements. This effect is included approximately in the form 

Equation (2.25) may be understood from the summary presented in Appendix A. 

2.10 Mulliken Analysis 

Throughout this thesis it will be useful to examine particular Hamiltonian eigenstates ITk) 

in terms of the wavefunction weight that resides on certain atoms or orbitals. However since 

the atomic orbital bases employed throughout this work are non-orthogonal12, the norm of 

the eigenstate (YklYk) contains overlap terms that are not rigorously separable. Thus the 

resolution is somewhat arbitrary. 

The methodology employed in this thesis for eigenstate resolution is based on the 

analysis by Mulliken and is performed as follows: Consider the normalized eigenstate 

IYk) = C i ~ k , i l i )  of the Hamiltonian, where li) is an atomic orbital. Express the norm of 

the eigenstate in terms of the contributions of all atomic orbitals of the system as 

where Si,; = (it j ) .  To resolve the eigenstate IYk) into its atomic or orbital components the 

Mulliken weight 

is assigned to each atomic orbital i. Hence the contributions of overlapping atomic orbitals 

are arbitrarily assigned with equal weight to the two orbitals involved. 

''The orthogonalization procedure of Appendix B is energy-dependent and thus is not suitable for this 

purpose. 



Chapter 3 

Spin-dependent Transport in Atomic 

Fe Nanocontacts 

3.1 Introduction 

Spin-dependent transport (SDT) phenomena occur when a bias voltage is applied across a 

junction between materials one or both of which are magnetic [35, 36, 371. They include 

partial or complete spin polarized injection of electric current and changes in the electri- 

cal resistance when the magnetization direction of one of the magnetic components of the 

system is reversed through the application of a magnetic field. The latter effect is usually 

referred to as "tunneling magnetoresistance" (TMR) or "giant magnetoresistance" (GMR) 

and has important technological applications including read head sensors for magnetic stor- 

age devices (hard drives) and magnetic random access memory (MRAM). SDT has been 

observed at interfaces between ferromagnetic metals and superconductors [75], between 

ferromagnetic and normal metals 1761, between ferromagnetic metals separated by thin in- 

sulating films 1771, and more recently between magnetic semiconductors and nonmagnetic 

semiconductors [78,79]. 

Iron, nickel and cobalt are ferromagnetic because the exchange interaction due to the 

Pauli exclusion principle reduces the Coulomb repulsion energy of electrons with parallel 

spin. Thus ferromagnetic metals are characterized by spin-split energy bands with major- 

ity electron bands at lower energy than minority bands and unequal populations of spin 
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u p  and spin down electrons that produce a spontaneous net magnetization. Two ferromag- 

netic source and drain electrodes that are connected via a conducting junction can form 

two separate magnetic domains whose magnetizations (i.e., net unpaired electron spins) 

may be manipulated independently through the application of magnetic field1. For anti- 

parallel magnetizations of the source and drain, majority (minority) electrons in the source 

are transported (in the absence of spin-flip processes) across the junction under bias voltage 

into minority (majority) bands in the drain. The majority spin in each contact is referred to 

as "spin up" and the minority spin as "spin down". Thus if an electron is transmitted be- 

tween contacts with anti-parallel magnetizations without changing its spin orientation, the 

transition is referred to as a spin u p  -+ spin down or spin down -+ spin u p  transition. The 

energy band mismatch typically produces larger scattering and thus electrical resistance for 

anti-parallel than parallel magnetizations resulting in magnetoresistance. 

The magnetoresistance (MR) is defined as 

where Ip (IAP) is the electric current flowing between the ferromagnetic nanocontacts when 

their magnetizations are parallel (anti-parallel). 

The energy band spin-splitting of a ferromagnetic electrode may also produce a spin 

u p  current IT that is different from the spin down current IJ flowing across the junction 

and partial or complete spin polarized injection of current into another magnetic or non- 

magnetic contact is possible. Thus another SDT quantity of relevance is the spin injection 

factor and is defined as 
I? - 11 

At the present time spin-dependent transport through nanoscale junctions is attracting 

increasing attention. SDT through chains of atoms or single atoms2 connecting pairs of 

nickel and cobalt nanocontacts has been investigated theoretically [70,80,8 1, 82,831. Such 

systems have been realized experimentally using break-junction [84, 85, 86, 87, 881 and 

'~nde~enden t  rotation of electrode magnetization vectors is typically accomplished experimentally 

through the fabrication of spatially asymmetric contacts so that each consists of a magnetic domain of a 

different size. 
2 ~ n  addition interest in SDT through junctions bridged by organic molecules is growing and is the subject 

of Chapter 4. 
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electrochemical 1891 techniques and transport measurements on them have been carried out 

184, 85, 86, 87, 88, 891. SDT measurements have also recently been carried out on iron 

atomic contacts 188, 901. 

Spin-dependent transport through Fe atoms connecting Fe nanocontact electrodes (form- 

ing a quantum point contact or QPC) will be explored theoretically [48] in this chapter. Fe 

QPCs are physically rich enough to elucidate the systematics and complexities of SDT in 

nanoscale systems, yet not quite as intricate as the ferromagnetic metal-organic systems 

that are the subject of the following chapter. The comprehensive study of transport in Fe 

QPCs also provides a basis for which to compare and understand the factors that affect elec- 

tron transport in nanoscale systems with other transition metal electrodes. Considerations 

of primary importance will be revealed to be: explicit inclusion of finite bias effects, for 

which qualitative differences from models that neglect bias effects are predicted, and the 

influence on transport characteristics by the densities of states of the electrodes. 

The chapter begins with an introduction to JulliCre's classical theory for spin-dependent 

tunneling. The JulliCre model relates the MR that is attainable for particular systems to 

experimentally measured spin polarizations for the individual contact materials. However, 

in the sections that follow, it will be shown that the JulliCre formula in its simplest form 

does not contain useful information relating to spin-dependent transport between QPCs. 

The tight-binding model for the electronic and magnetic structures of the ferromagnetic 

contacts that is obtained from fitting the known band structure of magnetic bulk Fe 1641 

(as introduced in Chapter 2) is discussed in detail in Section 3.3 and its applicability to 

structures possessing surfaces and nanoscale contact geometries is investigated: It will be 

demonstrated that the model incorporates in an approximate way both the bulk and sur- 

face magnetic properties of Fe which together influence SDT through a junction of bulk 

Fe electrodes that come together at a nanocontact, as in experimental realizations of Fe 

QPCs. In the following sections, the methodology developed in Chapter 2 will be applied 

to study SDT in different arrangements of Fe atoms connecting the ferromagnetic contacts: 

Section 3.4 begins by considering a structure in which the positions of the atoms of the Fe 

nanocontacts and of the atomic bridge connecting them coincide with sites of an Fe crystal. 

The application of finite bias across the junction of the Fe contacts is considered explic- 

itly and unusual SDT phenomena including negative magnetoresistance are predicted. In 

the next section, more general geometries will be considered in which the separation be- 
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tween the nanoclusters is allowed to vary, as occurs in break-junction experiments. To this 

end, the tight-binding model of the electronic structure of the Fe clusters will be supple- 

mented by introducing a position-dependent parameterization for the electronic coupling 

between clusters, in the spirit of extended-Hiickel theory. The separation between the tips 

of the clusters is then varied from a bulk nearest-neighbor distance, in which case bal- 

listic SDT is predicted, to a distance at which the atomic bridge has been broken where 

vacuum-tunneling-like SDT occurs. The cross-over regime will be examined and interest- 

ing phenomena are predicted, including pronounced spin-dependent transport resonances 

mediated by dangling bonds that form on the tip atoms. Finally, the spin-dependent current 

and magnetoresistance are examined explicitly for the case of tunneling between ferromag- 

netic nanoscale tips separated by vacuum. 

3.2 JulliCre Model for Spin-dependent Transport 

The JulliCre model for spin-dependent tunneling between two ferromagnetic electrodes re- 

lates the magnetoresistance that may be attained for the device to the spin polarization P 

of each electrode [77]. The spin polarization of each electrode3 is often defined in terms 

of spin u p  and spin down densities of states (DOS) (typically at the Fermi energy) that 

contribute to transport, nt and nl respectively so that 

The classical model assumes that the transmission probability (and thus the current) is pro- 

portional to the product of spin-dependent densities of states of the electrodes on either side 

of the tunnel junction (e.g., IT = nlTn2T). Hence, the JulliCre formula for magnetoresistance 

may be expressed explicitly as 

MR = 
2P1 p2 

1 - PIP2 

for spin polarizations PI and P2 of the two electrodes. 

Numerical values for the spin polarization P of each electrode are often obtained from 

experiments that measure spin injection from ferromagnetic materials into superconducting 

"he spin polarization of the electrode is related to, but should not be confused with, the spin injection 

factor defined in Equation (3.2). 
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electrodes [75]; values for the spin polarization obtained in this way are P = .31 for Ni 

and P = .45 for Fe [91]. For Fe, the measured value is in reasonable agreement with 

the estimate obtained from considering the Fe DOS (Equation (3.3)) (see Figure 3.l(d)), 

while for Ni the DOS estimate predicts the incorrect sign (as n~ > n~ for Ni DOS at the 

Fermi energy) (see Ref. [64]). Nevertheless, reasonable estimates for magnetoresistances 

in some magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs) with a range of electrode materials have been 

obtained from the Jullitre formula together with these experimental spin polarizations [92]. 

This apparent discrepancy may be resolved by recognizing that wavefunctions for valence 

d-electronic states of the ferromagnetic electrodes, having lower energy than those for s- 

electrons, decay very quickly in the insulating barrier of the MTJ and thus contribute less 

efficiently to the conductance [92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 9814. Therefore d-electrons that are 

responsible for the strongest features in the densities of states for magnetic electrodes do not 

play an active role in transmission in such insulator-mediated systems. Thus the measured 

spin polarizations [91] often provide a reasonable estimate for the ratios of spin up to down 

electrons that contribute to transport in conventional MTJs. 

However, in QPC systems, the magnetic electrodes are in physical contact and so d- 

electrons contribute effectively to transport. Thus, the full DOS for the electrodes may be 

expected to accurately describe electrons that contribute to transport in nanoscale systems; 

together with the Jullitre formula, the DOS may be expected to accurately predict the MR. 

However the magnetoresistance of conventional MTJs is a property of not only the 

electrode, but also strongly sensitive to the electrode-insulator interface [95, 96, 98, 100, 

101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 1071: The magnetoresistance of thin film MTJs has been 

experimentally shown to be sensitive to the choice of insulating barrier [103, 1041. States 

that form at the ferromagnet-insulator interface have been predicted to dominate transport 

(in the minority spin channel) for thin insulating film Fe/MgO/Fe MTJs [96, 1011. Also, 

insertion of ultra-thin metal interface layers, including Au or Cr for example, between the 

ferromagnetic electrode and insulating barrier has been reported to modify the interface 

density of states (and thus the transport and MR) for similar MTJ systems [105, 1061. 

4 ~ h i s  decay is further enhanced by the conservation of wavevector parallel to the interface (conventional 

MTJs such as those formed with thin metal-oxide insulating films are assumed periodic structures in the 

direction perpendicular to electron propagation) [92, 96, 99, 100, 1011. In QPC systems, however, such as 

those studied in this chapter, there is no lateral periodicity and transverse wavevector conservation is broken. 
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For ferromagnetic systems bridged with molecules or atoms, interface effects are ex- 

pected to be at least as important; in the following chapters the conduction is predicted 

to be dominated completely by interface effects at moderate bias voltages. Thus the Jul- 

lidre formula in its simplest form can not be accurate if the spin polarizations that enter 

Equation (3.4) are obtained from considerations of the electrodes alone (either from experi- 

mental values or DOS considerations). However, the JulliCre model may be reconciled with 

the results of more sophisticated quantum spin transport calculations if the calculations of 

the spin polarizations are generalized to reflect the interjGacia1 transmission at each contact 

[ lo l l .  Such a generalization requires a full quantum mechanical calculation, and resolution 

of the total transmission into contributions due to the different interfaces is difficult for sys- 

tems under an applied bias voltage (which is a primary result of this chapter). A molecular 

system for which the generalized definition of spin polarizations under bias is tractable will 

be discussed at the end of Chapter 4. In the meantime, however, as the spin polarizations 

that trivially enter Equation (3.4) do not properly account for the effects of the atomic in- 

terface, the classical JulliCre model will be shown inadequate for predicting SDT through 

Fe QPCs. 

3.3 Tight-binding Model and Applicability to 

Nanoscale Geometries 

The microscopic transport calculation introduced in Chapter 2 requires knowledge of the 

underlying electronic structure of the Fe QPC system; experimental systems of the type 

investigated in Refs. [88, 901 are very difficult to characterize on the atomic scale and 

may involve atomic reconstructions of the electrodes near the nanoscale junction. On the 

other hand, micron-scale Fe whiskers with ( I  00) surface orientations have been fabricated 

and characterized [108], and many studies have been reported also on conventional MTJs 

with Fe (100) electrodes [95, 96, 101, 1081. The present system of interest consists of two 

bulk ferromagnetic metal electrodes that act as a source and drain for electrons, joined by 

a nanoscale QPC junction of atoms of the same magnetic metal. This structure is modeled 

as a connected pair of nanoscale contacts of (100) body-centered cubic iron, each contact 

consisting of a 55 atom cluster built from 5 x 5 ,4  x 4,3 x 3 ,2  x 2 layers of atoms, terminated 
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with a single tip atom that is assumed positioned over the hollow site formed by the 2 x 2 

layer. Thus the QPC bridging the nanocontacts is modeled as a dimer consisting of the two 

tip Fe atoms and all atoms are arranged so that they fall on sites of a bulk Fe crystal lattice. 

The Hamiltonian describing the extended-molecule (Eqn. (2.6)) for an Fe QPC system 

may be replaced with 

H~~ =H~+H:+w, 

i.e., there is no organic molecule and HM may be omitted. The electronic structure of the 

Fe clusters is described by a tight-binding Hamiltonian using a non-orthogonal basis of 

s, p and d-atomic orbitals, a total of 9 orbitals per atom for each spin orientation. The 

values of the Hamiltonian H $ ~  and overlap matrix elements are taken from Ref. [64] 

as described in Section 2.6. These tight-binding parameters are based on fits to ab initio 

band structures calculated for Fe crystals [64]; parameters from Ref. [64] have previously 

been employed successfully to study conventional MTJ systems involving Fe and other 

magnetic metals together with insulating or vacuum tunnel barriers or non-magnetic metal 

spacers [94,95,97, 102, 1091 and magnetic [8 11 and non-magnetic [I101 atomic nanoscale 

systems. Moreover, tight-binding parameters taken from Ref. [64] have been used to model 

platinum nanocontacts and the resulting transport properties have been shown to agree with 

a density functional theory description [I 111. 

For parallel magnetizations on two contacts that simultaneously occupy sites of a per- 

fect BCC crystal lattice, the off-diagonal matrix elements, W, connecting orbitals having 

the same spin orientation in opposite clusters may also be obtained from Reference [64]. 

As in in Ref. [64], all Hamiltonian and overlap matrix elements connecting orbitals having 

opposite spin orientations are taken to be zero, i.e., spin flips during electron transmission 

through the junction are not considered. The transport calculation of Chapter 2 is gener- 

alized for non-degenerate spin by applying independently spin up  and down tight-binding 

parameters, i.e., s and s' are restricted in Eqn. (2.24) to particular spins and Eqn. (2.1) 

yields the current for that spin orientation. The total current is I = IT + IL. The tight-binding 

parameter set is modified and/or extended appropriately (as discussed below and in Section 

3.5.2, respectively) when a magnetic domain wall is present or the positions of the atoms 

of the junction do not all coincide with sites of a perfect BCC Fe crystal lattice. 

Each cluster (including the tip atom) and the semi-infinite leads connected to it for the 

transport calculation are assumed to form a single magnetic domain. Thus, if the magne- 
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tizations of the two nanocontacts are anti-parallel, an atomically thin, hard domain wall is 

present at the midpoint of the Fe dimer connecting the two clusters, in accordance with 

the calculation of Ref. [I121 and with previous work modeling SDT in Ni atomic contacts 

[70]; the magnetization vector rotates 180' at the hard domain wall. The tight-binding pa- 

rameters developed in Ref. [64] do not include the off-diagonal Hamiltonian or overlap 

matrix elements between atomic orbitals located on opposite sides of a magnetic domain 

wall. However the published off-diagonal matrix elements connecting spin up orbitals are 

not very different from the corresponding matrix elements connecting spin down orbitals 

in the same domain [64]. This is physically reasonable given that the spatial part of a spin 

up orbital should be similar to that of the corresponding spin down orbital. Thus in the 

present work, when geometrically applicable, the off-diagonal matrix elements, W, con- 

necting orbitals that are on opposite sides of an atomically thin domain wall (having the 

appropriate spin orientation) are approximated by the average of the spin up and spin down 

matrix elements connecting the corresponding orbitals in a single domain. 

To better understand the significance of the results of the SDT calculations presented in 

the following sections it will be useful to compare them to particular features of the spin- 

resolved surface and bulk densities of states of the Fe electrodes that are parameterized with 

the tight-binding model presented above and to further resolve the density of states into its 

s, p and d components; 100,000 random k points were used to generate a representation of 

the density of states for spin up and down electrons in bulk Fe. The partial and total bulk 

densities of states resolved with the Mulliken analysis presented in Chapter 2 are shown in 

Fig. 3.1 (a-d). 

In order to assess the applicability of the semi-empirical tight-binding model (that is 

based on fits to bulk band structures) to nanostructures that include surfaces, the local mag- 

netic moment per atom in the (100) surface atomic layer and in the interior of large Fe 

clusters (with nearly 400 atoms) was calculated. A similar Mulliken analysis to that de- 

scribed in Chapter 2 was used to resolve the electron probability distributions for individual 

eigenstates of the tight-binding Hamiltonian used in the present work into surface and inte- 

rior contributions. The lower coordination number and lack of symmetry at the surface was 

found here to result in enhanced magnetic moments at the surface, approximately 2 . 5 , ~ ~  per 

atom at the surface versus 2 . 2 ~ ~  in the bulk for this model, a result qualitatively similar 

to that of ab initio surface calculations for (100) Fe ( 2 . 2 5 ~ ~  in the bulk and 2 . 9 8 ~ ~  at the 
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Figure 3.1: Calculated partial (a-c) and total bulk (d) and (100) surface (e) densities of 

states vs. energy (eV) at zero bias for spin u p  (solid curve u)  and spin down (dotted curve 

d). The Fermi energy is located at OeV. 
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surface) [I 131. Mulliken analyses arbitrarily assign half of the probability contribution that 

is due to overlaps between two atoms in Equation (2.26) to each of the two atoms involved 

and therefore tend to underestimate differences between the electronic populations of ad- 

jacent atoms, often significantly. Thus the level of agreement between the present model 

and the ab initio surface calculations [I 131 is regarded as satisfactory. The contributions 

from the (100) surface layer of a representative Fe cluster to the spin up and spin down 

densities of states obtained in this way are shown in Figure 3.1 (e) and compare well with 

those reported in Ref. [113]. 

As further indication that the semi-empirical model is appropriate for describing also 

the nanocontact region (the two tip atoms comprising the Fe QPC) in addition to the rest 

of the contacts approximating bulk electrodes, the model was employed to predict mag- 

netic moments of actual Fe nanoclusters of increasing size. The results of this calculation 

are compared to those of ab initio calculations on identical nanoclusters [I141 in Figure 

3.2(a-d). Solid lines correspond to the present study, dashed lines to the first principles cal- 

culations of Sipr et a1 [114]. It is evident that the predicted moments of the semi-empirical 

model compare well to those of the ab initio study for both the surface and interior atoms of 

the clusters, particularly when the cluster size resembles that of the nanoclusters used for the 

transport calculation (5 1 and 59 atom clusters compared to the 55 atom clusters employed 

for transport in the following sections). The good agreement for the outermost atoms of the 

clusters is considered indication that the model adequately reproduces the magnetic proper- 

ties of even atoms of low coordination number, such as the two tip atoms of the clusters in 

the transport calculations. Additionally, as the nanocluster size is increased (to the 51 and 

59 atom sized clusters), the magnetic moments of all of the interior atoms quickly approach 

that of the bulk. Therefore these results also provide further evidence that the Fe clusters 

employed in the transport calculations are large enough to model macroscopic magnetic Fe 

electrodes (with single atom tips) if the above semi-empirical tight-binding model is used 

to treat the electronic and magnetic structures of these systems. 

The above tight-binding model will be applied to study SDT through Fe QPCs with a 

number of contact geometries in the following sections. 
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Figure 3.2: Magnetic moments per atom vs. atom distance from the central atom of Fe nan- 

oclusters. All atoms are at bulk lattice positions. Cluster size is increased as coordination 

shells are added. (a) 59 atom Fe cluster. (b) 5 1 atom cluster. (c) 27 atoms. (d) 15 atoms. 

3.4 Fe Nanocontacts Bridged by Fe Atoms in a BCC 

Nearest-Neighbor Geometry 

The QPC geometry displayed in Figure 3.3 is considered first. The two 55 Fe atom clusters 

are placed so that the atom terminating the tip of each cluster is at a bulk nearest-neighbor 
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Figure 3.3: Extended molecule for an Fe QPC in a BCC geometry. Each cluster consists of 

55 Fe atoms. All atoms coincide with sites of a (100) BCC Fe crystal lattice. 

position relative to the tip atom of the other cluster. Thus all atoms occupy positions that 

match sites of a body-centered cubic Fe bulk lattice so that a tight-binding Hamiltonian and 

overlap matrix for the entire structure can be constructed using the parameter set of Ref. 

[64] as described above. Sets of ideal one-dimensional leads (as described in Section 2.7) 

are used to model source and drain reservoirs for the transport calculation. 

The u p  -+ up (u) and down -+ down (d) transmission probabilities calculated via Equa- 

tion (2.24) for parallel magnetization of the two contacts at zero bias are shown in Figure 

3.4(a) for this geometry. The Fermi energy is at OeV. The u p  -+ down transmission for 

anti-parallel magnetization is shown in Figure 3.4(b) (detailed balance dictates that at zero 

bias Tup+down = Tdown-tup). The transmission characteristics depend somewhat on the spe- 
cific details of the chosen geometry, such as cluster size and shape. However, quite similar 

results are obtained when a 6 x 6 atom layer is added to each of the clusters. Current and 

magnetoresistance results (in the following figure) are also robust to geometrical changes, 

such as addition of a 6 x 6 layer, or deletion of the 5 x 5 layer that terminates the nanoclus- 

ter, indicating that the clusters and ideal leads in the present model adequately represent 

real (macroscopic) Fe leads. 

For this geometry, the calculated spin u p  -+ u p  transmission, perhaps surprisingly for a 

transition metal, exhibits a fairly flat plateau close to unity near and above the Fermi energy. 
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Figure 3.4: Transmission probabilities as a function of energy (eV) at zero bias for the 

BCC contact geometry in Figure 3.3. (a) Spin up --t up (u) and down + down (d) trans- 

mission probabilities for parallel magnetization of the two contacts (b) Spin up + down 

transmission for anti-parallel magnetization. The Fermi energy is located at OeV. 
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As for atomic chains constructed from some non-magnetic metals [I  101, this roughly unity 

transmission for spin up electrons is not due to a single open conducting channel, but to 

the superposition of partially conducting channels. By systematically switching off the 

tip atom-to-tip atom coupling for different atomic orbital symmetries, it is deduced that 

the up --t up transmission near the Fermi energy is due primarily to s and p-electrons, 

even though as is seen in Figure 3.1 the spin up density of states due to d-electrons is 

comparable to those due to s and p-electrons above the Fermi energy. Below the Fermi 

energy, the bulk and surface densities of states for up electrons are larger (primarily d-like), 

and the predicted transmission is also higher. 

In contrast to the spin up case, the spin down + down transmission near the Fermi en- 

ergy, not only shows a strong contribution from p-type electrons but a very strong d-electron 

component; s-electrons do not seem important in this case. This also can be contrasted to 

the spin down densities of states very near the Fermi energy where that due to p-electrons 

is small and comparable to that for s-electrons. Yet the presence of many common features 
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that can be observed in the calculated transmission and the surface and bulk densities of 

states supports the conclusion that the spin transport properties of this magnetic system are 

influenced by the densities of states. This is reasonable as the DOS reflects the number of 

open conducting channels for a representative atom at particular energies. The transmission 

in Figure 3.4 is dominated by transport mediated by open conducting channels on the two 

tip atoms which are, at least partially, reflected in the bulk and surface DOS; the d-orbital 

tight-binding on-site energy parameters which are close to EF for spin down electrons and 

approximately 0.8eV below EF for spin u p  electrons [64] (and mediate transmission on 

the tip atoms near those energies) are well represented by peaks in the surface DOS and 

the transmission in Figure 3.4. However, the transmission characteristics can not be deter- 

mined from solely a knowledge of the densities of states (i.e., from a semi-classical picture); 

characteristics such as the near quantum conductance above the Fermi energy in the spin 

up  channel and the magnitudes of the transmission features can not be deduced from the 

densities of states alone. Those characteristics can be determined only from a full quantum 

transport calculation such as that presented here. 

The transmission probability, T ( E ,  V), that enters the Landauer expression (2.1) for the 

electric current I flowing through the QPC depends on the applied bias voltage V as well as 

the electron energy. The bias dependence of T depends on the electrostatic potential profile 

through the nanocontact as described in Section 2.9. A heuristic approach to modeling 

the electrostatic potential profile is adopted in this thesis: Results obtained for a variety of 

simple models are compared next. The bias, V, is applied symmetrically so that the window 

of conduction (the limits of integration in Eqn. (2.1)) spans +q on either side of EF. 

Figure 3.5(a) shows the current5 calculated by approximating T ( E ,  V) with T ( E ,  0), an 

approximation commonly used to study transport in the linear response regime (low values 

of applied bias) and recently adopted to study finite bias transport in molecular wires with 

gold electrodes (see for example Refs. [25, 26, 27, 301). In Figure 3.5(a) the calculated 

current is higher for parallel magnetization than for anti-parallel magnetization and steadily 

increases with applied bias, characteristic of ballistic transmission. The calculated MR, as 

defined by Eq. (3.1) is positive and larger at low bias, decaying to a lower value of about 

15% at high bias. It remains positive for all values of bias voltage. 

5 1 ( - ~ )  = - I (V)  as the system is mirror symmetric in the direction of electron propagation. Thus current 

results for negative bias voltages are not displayed in Figure 3.5. 
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Figure 3.5: The current as a function of bias voltage for the BCC contact geometry in 

Figure 3.3 for parallel (p) and anti-parallel (a) magnetizations calculated with: (a) T(E,O)  

approximating T ( E ,  V ) ,  (b)  The linear voltage drop model, and (c) The abrupt voltage drop 

model. The MR (m) is also shown. I ( -V)  = - I (V)  due to the system's mirror symmetry. 

Figure 3 3 b )  and (c) show the results obtained using explicitly bias-dependent trans- 

mission probabilities T (E, V )  that were calculated for two different models of the potential 

profile of the nanocontact. In each case the entire voltage drop was assumed to occur across 

the narrowest constriction in the system, i.e, over the dimer. Thus all atoms (and ideal leads) 

to the source side of the dimer are assumed to be at a potential (I = -;, while atoms and 

leads to the drain side are at +;. For the results shown in Figure 3.5(b) the potential is 

assumed to vary linearly through the region occupied by the dimer [29, 58, 69, 1151. In 

Figure 3.5(c), for comparison, the potential is assumed to change abruptly from (I = IIC; in 
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the atomic layers adjacent to the dimer to @ = 0 on the two atoms that constitute the dimer 

itself, a profile analogous to that proposed initially in theoretical work on ballistic semi- 

conductor nanostructures [I161 and more recently adopted for modeling certain molecular 

wires [117, 11 81. In each case the electrostatic potential modifies the tight-binding Hamil- 

tonian matrix elements as summarized in Section 2.9. 

The applied electrostatic potential breaks the symmetry between the left and right clus- 

ters in Figure 3.3. Symmetry breaking often results in weaker transmission probabilities in 

quantum transport, and this has qualitative implications for the present system: The sym- 

metry breaking as energy levels on the source and drain are shifted apart manifests itself in 

a somewhat lower transmission and current for parallel magnetization of the contacts (es- 

pecially at higher bias) in Figure 3.5(b) and (c) than in Figure 3.5(a) where the effect of the 

applied bias on the transmission is neglected. However the net current for anti-parallel mag- 

netization is much less sensitive to bias-related symmetry effects: As summarized in Fig- 

ure 3.6, for anti-parallel magnetization of the contacts the applied bias brings the strongly 

transmitting spin u p  states of the source contact (which according to the maximum in the 

transmission plot in Figure 3.4(a) are below EF at zero bias) into resonance with similar 

spin down states of the drain contact, and the resulting u p  -+ down transmission increases 

with increasing bias. However, no such resonant effect occurs for down -+ up transmission 

which decreases with increasing bias. Thus the effect of the applied bias on the total trans- 

mission for anti-parallel magnetization is relatively small. Because it selectively depresses 

the current for parallel magnetization of the contacts, the bias-induced symmetry breaking 

results in a cross-over with increasing bias from positive to negative values of the MR in 

Figure 3.5(b) and (c), an effect not found in the less realistic model of Figure 3.5(a) where 

the effect of the bias on the electron transmission probability is neglected. Thus the explicit 

inclusion of finite bias effects is essential for accurate predictions of the transport character- 

istics of nanoscale systems with transition metal electrodes that have non-monotonic DOS 

near the Fermi energy6. 

The bias voltage at which negative MR is predicted to appear (--2V in Figure 3.5(b) and 

-3.5V in Figure 3.5(c)) depends on the details of the potential profile across the junction 

where the two electrodes touch: In the linear voltage drop model the bias applied across the 

6 ~ o r  comparison see the relatively monotonic transmission near the Fermi energy predicted for a short 

gold chain in Ref. [68]. 
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Figure 3.6: Resonant energy level alignment for an Fe QPC under bias. The horizontal 

line on the left (right) depicts energy states of the source (drain) contact with appropriate 

spin orientation that contribute most effectively to the transmission according to the largest 

features in the transmission in Figure 3.4(a). (a) For parallel magnetizations, at zero bias 

transmitting states on the source and drain are degenerate and located below EF for spin 

up + up  transmission. The energy levels move apart under bias weakening the transmis- 

sion in that energy range. (b) Conductive states are higher in energy for the spin down 

orientation. (c) For anti-parallel magnetizations, an applied bias brings the transmitting 

spin up states of the source contact into resonance with spin down states of the drain con- 

tact enhancing the up + down transmission. (d) The down + up transmission is reduced 

as energy levels shift further apart under bias. 

junction simultaneously shifts the energies of similar atomic orbitals on the two tip atoms 

(as depicted in Figure 3.6), bringing them closer together or further apart, depending on 

their relative spin orientations and whether the magnetizations of the contacts are parallel or 

anti-parallel. Thus orbitals of the tip atoms are brought closer to or further from resonance 

with each other. On the other hand, since in the abrupt voltage drop model the applied bias 

affects the energies of all of the atomic orbitals of the contacts except those of the tip atoms, 

the corresponding resonant effect of the applied bias in this model is weaker; energies of 

orbitals within a cluster are shifted with respect to unshifted energy levels on the tip atoms. 

Therefore, the onset of negative MR requires a higher applied bias in the abrupt voltage 
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drop model. 

While the exact potential profile for a QPC is not known, according to density func- 

tional calculations [29, 581 the linear voltage drop model may be a more accurate approx- 

imation for all-metal systems than the abrupt voltage drop model. However, the predicted 

results are qualitatively similar for both models of the potential profile (both of which are 

qualitatively different from the linear response model), demonstrating the robustness of the 

present method; it is reasonable to expect the results of a fully self-consistent calculation 

of the potential profile to fall between these two model profiles. Also it is unclear whether 

a QPC can withstand bias voltages as large as those plotted in Figure 3.5 before the on- 

set of electron migration and other inelastic effects. Nevertheless, the system should enter 

the regime where bias effects are appreciable well before the onset of such effects and this 

work is intended to stimulate experiments directed at observing the novel phenomena that 

are predicted to emerge. 

3.5 Spin-Dependent Transport for More General 

Junction Geometries 

3.5.1 Structural Considerations: Bulk and Relaxed Geometries 

In the following sections the two ( I  00) Fe BCC 5 x 5,4 x 4 ,3  x 3,2 x 2 and single tip atom 

clusters are aligned with a common (x) axis in the direction of electron propagation and the 

separation between clusters is varied as occurs in break-junction experiments. In the first of 

these geometries the two tip atoms are again separated by a bulk nearest-neighbor distance, 

2.482A. This is referred to as the "linear geometry" and is illustrated in Figure 3.7. DFT 

geometry relaxations [65] on simple model systems involving the pair of 2 x 2 planes and 

the two Fe atoms forming the dimer, that have been performed in the course of this work, 

indicate that the two tip atoms in this geometry are close to their stable positions. Similar 

relaxations showed that when the clusters are pulled apart, some stretching occurs between 

the tip atoms and their respective 2 x 2 layers, but most of the stretching occurs between 

the two tip atoms. When the tips are far apart representing vacuum tunneling, geometry 

relaxations show that, with respect to the rest of the cluster, the Fe tip atom sits very near its 

bulk position. Therefore, it is assumed that as the junction is stretched, all of the stretching 
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Figure 3.7: Extended molecule for an Fe QPC in a linear contact geometry. Each cluster 

consists of 55 Fe atoms arranged on bulk BCC Fe crystal lattice positions. 

occurs between the two tip atoms, and so the atoms of each tip separately are located on 

their bulk Fe lattice positions. 

3.5.2 Generalizing the Tight-Binding Model 

For these more general junction geometries, the Hamiltonian matrix elements H? of Equa- 

tion 3.5 between atomic orbitals within each of the two Fe clusters will again be based, as 

discussed above, on Fe ferromagnetic tight-binding parameters derived from ab initio bulk 

band structure calculations [64]. However a different approach is needed to obtain the non- 

diagonal Hamiltonian matrix elements, W, that describe tip-to-tip coupling since the atoms 

involved no longer all fall on sites of a single BCC Fe lattice: The non-diagonal Hamiltonian 

matrix elements that describe tip-to-tip coupling are estimated using the extended-Huckel 

method outlined in Section 2.5. However, the values of the matrix elements given in Ref. 

[64] are not close to the ionization energies of the corresponding atomic orbitals employed 

by extended-Huckel theory but are defined up to an arbitrary additive constant. It is neces- 

sary to choose the value of this constant with care in order to obtain realistic results from 

Equation (2.12). Its value is chosen so that when the two tips are positioned in the BCC 

geometry studied in Section 3.4, the model (including the tip-to-tip coupling matrix ele- 

ments, W, obtained using Equation (2.12)) reproduces the u p  -+ u p  transmission near the 

Fermi energy (Figure 3.4(a)) obtained using only the bulk parameters from Ref. [64]. The 
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value of the shift that is applied to the bulk electronic parameters is C = -13.53eV. Since 

the atomic orbital basis is non-orthogonal, the energy shift is applied with the methodology 

outlined in Appendix A. The same tip-to-tip coupling parameters are used for all spin con- 

figurations. This is consistent with the fact that bulk up-up coupling parameters are very 

similar to down-down coupling parameters [64]. The transmission away from the Fermi 

energy for the spin up configuration with this parameterization is in good qualitative agree- 

ment with that found utilizing the bulk parameters for the tip-tip coupling. The spin down 

and anti-parallel configurations also yield transmission in qualitative agreement near and 

away from the Fermi energy. 

Thus the overlaps Si, in Equation 2.13 between Slater-type orbitals provide the distance 

and orientation-dependence of the tip-to-tip Hamiltonian matrix elements, W, required for 

the more general junction geometries (as in extended-Hiickel theory). However, the Hamil- 

tonian matrix elements are normalized so as to yield transport results consistent with those 

obtained from a Hamiltonian matrix derived from ab initio calculations. 

3.5.3 SDT in Fe Nanocontacts Bridged by Fe Atoms in a Linear 

Geometry 

Results for spin transport for an Fe QPC in the linear geometry (Figure 3.7) with tip atoms 

separated by a bulk nearest-neighbor distance (2.482A) are shown in Figure 3.8. The spin 

up + up transmission for parallel magnetizations shown in Figure 3.8(a) shows a similar 

plateau above EF to that for the BCC geometry (Figure 3.4(a)). This similarity is due to 

the dominance of the non-directional s-orbitals in both cases. Below the Fermi energy, the 

transmissions exhibit significant differences, due to the importance of the very directional 

d-orbitals in that energy range. For the two different geometries, spin down + down (Figure 

3.8(a)) and up + down (Figure 3.8(b)) transmissions are similar in a broad sense, such as 

overall magnitude, but display many differences on a finer scale due to the importance of 

d-orbitals in those transmissions. 

As shown in Figure 3.8(c) the current as calculated from the voltage-dependent trans- 

mission in the linear voltage drop model is slightly weaker for the linear geometry than 

for the BCC geometry. The weaker current can be attributed to the lack of second nearest- 

neighbor coupling between the two contacts in the linear geometry. A larger MR is pre- 
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Figure 3.8: Spin-dependent transport for an Fe QPC in the linear geometry shown in Figure 

3.7. (a) The transmission probabilities at zero bias for spin u p  --+ u p  (u) and down -+ down 
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dicted than for the BCC geometry and a negative MR is again predicted, but this time it 

manifests near an applied bias of 3V. As was discussed for the BCC geometry, in the lin- 

ear voltage drop model the applied bias simultaneously moves the atomic orbitals of the 

tip atoms closer or further apart in energy. Thus the linear voltage drop model provides a 

relatively strong mechanism for those energy levels to move closer to or further from res- 

onance with each other. However, in the present case of the linear geometry, there is no 

second neighbor coupling between a tip atom and atoms of the opposite contact and so the 

resonant effect is weaker than in the previous case of the BCC geometry. The potential 

profile with abrupt voltage drops is also less conducive to negative MR here (as in the BCC 

geometry) thus a negative MR does not occur within the voltage range in Figure 3.8(d). 

Again, all of these results are also reasonably robust to the addition of a 6 x 6 atom layer to 

each of the clusters. 

It should be noted that the classical JulliCre estimate (Eqn. (3.4)) employing commonly 

accepted measured spin polarizations (P=.45) [9 1 ] yields a MR of 5 1 % for Fe MTJs, in rea- 

sonable agreement with the predicted MR for an Fe QPC in the BCC geometry at low bias 

in Figure 3.5. However, the JulliCre model does not account for the strong bias dependence 

of the MR, nor the inversion of MR with increasing bias. More importantly, the differences 

in the magnitude of the magnetoresistance for Fe QPCs arranged in the BCC and linear ge- 

ometries serves to illustrate the major inadequacy of the JulliCre model for spin-dependent 

transport in nanoscale systems: While it is clear that both bulk and surface densities of 

states influence transmission probabilities, the Julliere estimate based entirely on proper- 

ties of isolated electrodes does not include directional effects that are responsible for the 

differences between Figures 3.5(b,c) and Figures 3.8(c,d) that emerge in the full quantum 

mechanical calculation. Such differences may be regarded as the analogue of interface ef- 

fects in the present class of nanoscale systems. The inadequacy of the JulliCre formula is 

further illustrated in the following section where the separation between tip atoms will be 

allowed to vary, for which the simplest JulliCre model predicts no change in MR. 
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3.5.4 Dependence of Spin Transport on the Separation Between 

Tip Atoms and Dangling Bond Formation 

Figure 3.9(a,b) shows the calculated dependence of the magnetoresistance and spin injec- 

tion factor (as defined by Eqns. (3.1) and (3.2), respectively) on the separation between the 

two tip atoms as the junction is stretched for two values (0.5 and 1 .OV) of the bias voltage, 

for the linear voltage drop model. 

As the separation between tip atoms is increased, the MR (Figure 3.9(a)) initially de- 

creases rapidly then increases to a local maximum at tip separations near 3.5 and 4A then 

resumes its decrease turning weakly negative and, for 0.5V bias, increases again at large 

separations. The spin injection factor for parallel magnetization of the contacts (Figure 

3.9(b)) is negative at small separations, i.e., the spin down (minority spin) current predom- 

inates, and rises initially with increasing separation almost to zero near 3A. It then passes 

through a minimum near 3.5 and 4A (where the MR shows a maximum) before resuming its 

rise and becoming positive at large separations. The local maxima in the MR and minima in 

the spin injection factor near 3.5 and 4A are due to a pronounced resonance in the dominant 

down + down transmission that appears near the Fermi energy for parallel magnetization 

of the contacts at such separations. This transmission resonance persists when a 6 x 6 Fe 

layer is added to each nanocontact, thus it does not appear to be a dimensional resonance 

due to the finite size of the Fe clusters7. 

By examining the contributions of the individual electronic eigenstates of the Hamil- 

tonian of the coupled Fe clusters to the down -+ down transmission (through the Green's 

function Go in the Lippmann-Schwinger Equation (2.15)) the particular eigenstate that is 

responsible for this transmission resonance was identified: Mulliken analysis revealed that 

for tip separations corresponding to the appearance of the down -+ down transmission res- 

onance, a significant portion of this eigenstate resides on the tip atom of the drain contact8 

and has d(x2 - y2) orbital symmetry there; the d (x2 - y2) orbital has a lobe oriented along 

the x-axis towards the tip atom on the other cluster. Since the d(x2 -y2) orbital is involved 

7~imilar trends to those displayed in Figure 3.9 were predicted also for different choices of tip-tip matrix 

elements, W. 
'A similar eigenstate with enhanced weight on the tip atom of the source contact is also found but under 

most conditions its energy is outside of the range between the source and drain electrochemical potentials so 

that it does not contribute significantly to the current. 
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Figure 3.9: Spin-dependent transport in the linear tip geometry vs. separation of the tip 

atoms. (a) MR as a function of tip separation for applied biases of 0.5V (circles) and 

1.OV (squares). (b) The spin injection of the current for the same separations in (a). (c) 
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in tip-to-tip bonding and the amplitude of the eigenstate of interest on the tip atom in- 

creases as the tip separation is increased, the appearance of this eigenstate state is attributed 

to bond-breaking between the tip atoms and associated formation of a dangling bond. 

The energy E of the dangling bond eigenstate relative to the electrochemical potential 

of the drain is plotted in Figure 3.9(c) as a function of tip separation for the two values of 

applied bias considered in Fig. 3.9(a,b). The dangling bond state is the dominant feature in 

the Mulliken spectrum of the tip atom within a broad window about the Fermi energy and 
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this criterion is used to identify the state for the different values of the tip separation and 

applied bias. At zero temperature, only states within the limits of integration corresponding 

to the applied bias contribute to the predicted current (see Eq. (2.1)). These limits are de- 

termined by the electrochemical potentials of the source (0.5eV and 1 .OeV in Figure 3.9(c) 

for the two values of applied bias) and the drain (OeV). As shown in the figure, as the tip 

separation is increased, the energy of the dangling bond state shifts into the window of inte- 

gration, above the electrochemical potential of the drain and therefore begins to contribute 

to the current. (Note that this happens at separations close to those where the MR in Fig. 

3.9(a) first begins to rise signaling the onset of the transport resonance). Simultaneously, 

the Mulliken weight of the state located on the drain tip increases (as the separation is in- 

creased) to a value of about lo%, a sizeable portion of the total probability distribution of 

the eigenstate given that a total of 11 0 atoms make up the Fe clusters in the present model. 

Therefore, as the separation is increased from its smallest distance of 2.482& the initial 

decrease in MR is attributed to the stretching of the bond between the two tip atoms. The 

following increase to the local maximum in MR is attributed to the formation of a dangling 

bond as the tips are further pulled apart, leading to the resonant feature in the down + down 

transmission. Once the dangling bond has been formed, its energy and Mulliken weight are 

roughly constant, and the MR resumes its decrease with increasing separation. 

As was discussed in the previous sections, s, p and d-electrons all play a significant 

role in transport in this system for small tip separations. However their contributions decay 

differently as the tip separation is increased and the tunneling regime is entered. Since the 

valence d-electrons have a lower site energy than the other electrons (Ed < Es, Ep) [64], they 

decay more rapidly resulting in a less significant contribution from d-electrons to transport 

as the tip separation is increased. 

For an applied bias of 0.5V and near a tip separation of about 4.5W, the contribution to 

tunneling from d-electrons is roughly equal to that of s-electrons. Here Tup-.up (mostly due 

to s-electrons) and Tdown-rdown (mostly due to d-electrons) are roughly equal and the spin in- 

jection factor (Fig. 3.9(b)) is roughly zero, defining a cross-over regime. This can be viewed 

as the cross-over from ballistic transmission to tunneling-like transport. At the cross-over, 

transmission from spin up (mostly s and p) to spin down (mostly d) for anti-parallel mag- 

netization of the contacts is roughly the same as that for the parallel spin configurations, 

and the resulting MR (Fig. 3.9(a), 0.5V) is very small, or even slightly negative. Since 
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this small negative magnetoresistance appears at a relatively small applied bias, it should 

be accessible experimentally in these systems. 

At larger separations, beyond the cross-over regime, the current is dominated by the 

transport of s and p-electrons and Tup +up makes the largest contribution. Therefore the 

spin injection factor (Fig. 3.9(b)) is positive, and growing. Since transmission involving 

down (mostly d) electrons is rapidly decreasing, TdowTl+down and Tup+down are small (due 

to band mismatch the anti-parallel transmission in general is smaller than the decreasing 

down -t down transmission) and, as can be seen in Fig.3.9(a) in the 0.5V case, the MR 

also begins to slowly grow. At higher biases (for example at 1 .OV bias in Fig.3.9(a) and 

(b)) more energy levels are sampled, increasing the importance of the d-states to transport 

and the cross-over doesn't occur until larger separations. Therefore, this model predicts 

that when d-states are important, the current will be dominated by minority electrons, and 

when d-states are negligible, current due to majority electrons will dominate. This is quite 

analogous to the predictions made by Mathon on periodic systems involving cobalt and 

tunneling gaps of varying widths, where the fast decrease in d-electron transport accounts 

for a rapid reversal in sign of the spin injection [92, 971. 

The strong dependence of the MR and spin injection (which provides an indication of 

the spin polarization P) on both separation and bias serves as further illustration of the 

inadequacy of the classical Julliere theory for predicting SDT properties with commonly 

accepted (measured) spin polarization values in which both considerations are neglected. 

3.5.5 Vacuum Tunneling Between Fe Nanocontacts 

When the separation between tip atoms is very large (vacuum tunneling), the d-electron 

states have decayed across the gap between the contacts and do not significantly contribute 

to the transmission. In this situation all Hamiltonian matrix elements coupling the tip atoms, 

except those involving s and p,-orbitals, are negligible. Figure 3.10(a,b) shows the calcu- 

lated transmissions for Fe nanocontacts in the linear geometry with a tip atom separation of 

7A at zero bias. Similar weak transmission resonances to those labeled u and d in Figure 

3.10(a) will be significant for the prediction of spin current rectiJication in Chapter 6. 

Figure 3.10(c) shows the I - V characteristics calculated using the linear voltage drop 

model for T(E,V). The current increases with bias (- linearly at low bias), resembling 
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Figure 3.10: Spin-dependent transport for Fe nanocontacts with 7A tip separation repre- 

sentative of the vacuum tunneling regime. Transmission probabilities for parallel and anti- 

parallel magnetizations are shown in (a) and (b), respectively. The Fermi energy is located 

at OeV. (c) Current for parallel (p) and anti-parallel (a) magnetizations and MR (m) calcu- 

lated with the linear voltage drop model. 

the accepted behavior of tunneling through vacuum. At the application of about 2V, the 

up  + down transmission becomes the strongest scattering channel due to a similar resonant 

enhancement to that depicted in Figure 3.6 between the transmitting states labeled u and d 

in Figure 3.10(a), so the anti-parallel current becomes stronger than the parallel current. 

This results in a relatively strong, negative MR, although the down t down transmission 

regains its dominance and positive MR returns at higher bias. Thus the shifting of different 
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transmission maxima again results in non-monotonic behavior of the MR and negative MR 

for some values of the applied bias. However, there is no sustained MR reversal such as is 

predicted when d-electron states contribute directly to transport. 

Conclusions 

In this chapter, the application of the microscopic quantum theory of transport developed in 

Chapter 2 to iron nanoscale junctions bridged by Fe quantum point contacts has elucidated 

many of the systematics and complexities of spin-dependent transport in nanoscale sys- 

tems. Ferromagnetic tight-binding parameters (that were shown to provide a satisfactory 

description of surface and nanoscale geometries as well as bulk properties) were applied 

to study ballistic transport between a pair of Fe contacts connected by two Fe atoms in 

a nearest-neighbor geometry. It was predicted that the magnetoresistance of this system 

should switch sign from positive to negative with increasing bias voltage, when the effects 

of finite bias are included explicitly, illustrating the importance of such considerations for 

electron transport in nanoscale systems with transition metal contacts. 

The tight-binding model was extended to study spin-dependent transport for more gen- 

eral tip geometries and predictions of the magnetoresistance and spin injection as a func- 

tion of separation between Fe QPCs were presented from nearest-neighbor distances to the 

vacuum tunneling regime. Characteristic trends emerging in those transport predictions 

as the separation is varied were associated with decay rates of different orbitals and with 

the breaking of bonds and associated dangling bond formation resulting in spin-dependent 

transmission resonances. 

Spin-dependent transport properties of the QPC junction are influenced by bulk and 

surface densities of states for the ferromagnetic electrodes, but a systematic, physical in- 

terpretation of the predicted phenomena required a more complete physical picture than 

is provided by density of states considerations alone. Thus the classical JulliCre formula 

for estimating the magnetoresistance from experimental spin polarizations (or DOS con- 

siderations) of the electrodes was found inadequate as it neglects the influence of interface 

effects that are crucial to transport in nanoscale systems. A JulliCre model expressed in 

terms of eflective spin polarizations that take into consideration the effect of interfaces will 

be reconciled with the quantum transport calculation at the end of Chapter 4. 



Chapter 4 

Molecular Spintronics: Spin-dependent 

Transport in Molecular Wires 

4.1 Introduction 

Molecular wires with ferromagnetic electrodes have been predicted to produce significant 

magnetoresistance effects [38,39,40,41,42,43,44] due to the significant energy splittings 

between spin up and spin down states in the magnetic metal contacts and the weak spin-orbit 

interaction (negligible spin flipping) in organic molecules. Experimental reports on l OOnm 

organic molecular films with magnetic electrodes [45,46] have confirmed that a molecular 

bridge is capable of sustaining significant spin polarization leading to magnetoresistance, 

proving that individual or groups of organic molecules may potentially be used for building 

ultra-small spintronic devices. Thus novel molecular spintronic systems are just beginning 

to be explored while being amongst the smallest possible nanoscale spintronic devices. 

More recently, an experiment was reported in which electrons transmitted through octane- 

thiolate (OT) molecular self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) between nickel contacts [47] 

retained their spin polarization, yielding an observed magnetoresistance of roughly 12%. 

While appreciable, the observed magnetoresistance was markedly lower than the 21 % pre- 

dicted by the JulliCre formula (Eqn. (3.2)) together with the commonly accepted spin polar- 

izations for Ni electrodes (P = .31) [91]. Bias-dependent and negative magnetoresistance 

were also reported leading the authors [47] to speculate that these phenomena may be due 
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to the presence of impurities within the molecular film. However, similar effects were pre- 

dicted in the previous chapter of this thesis also for ideal iron quantum point contacts. The 

corresponding phenomena for spin-dependent transport in ideal molecular wires will now 

be investigated theoretically. 

Molecular wires with iron electrodes, systems that until now have received little exper- 

imental or theoretical attention, will be considered first, permitting the methodology and 

physical insight developed for Fe nanocontacts in Chapter 3 to be applied to the present 

class of molecular spintronic systems. Two very different Fe-molecular junctions will be 

explored theoretically: A conducting (conjugated) benzene-dithiolate (BDT) molecule and 

an insulating octane-dithiolate (ODT) molecule bridging ferromagnetic Fe nanocontacts 

[43]. The atomic structure of the Fe-molecular junctions is considered in detail in Section 

4.2.1 so that appropriate atomistic models of the extended molecules may be constructed. 

Refinements to the hybrid tight-binding model introduced in Section 2.6 for molecular wires 

with transition metal electrodes are then developed in Section 4.2.2 so that the model appro- 

priately describes also the electronic structure of conjugated BDT molecules. The transport 

formalism developed in Chapter 2 is then employed to predict strong bias dependence of 

the magnetoresistance, and also the magnetoresistance to become negative with increas- 

ing applied bias for the Fe-BDT molecular wire in Section 4.3.1. Thus these calculations 

predict bias-dependent and negative magnetoresistance to be intrinsic properties of at least 

some molecular junctions (i.e., not dependent on the presence of impurities). Quite similar 

phenomena will be predicted also for insulating Fe-ODT molecular wires in Section 4.3.2. 

The physical origin of these phenomena will be identified as resonant transmission medi- 

ated by states that develop at the Fe metal-molecule interface due to the strong chemical 

bonding between molecular sulfur orbitals and Fe d-electron orbitals. 

Once the nature of these phenomena has been elucidated in molecular spintronic devices 

with Fe contacts, spin-dependent transport will be investigated theoretically for molecular 

wires with nickel electrodes in Section 4.4. The calculation will reveal that ideal Ni-OT 

molecular tunnel junctions should display bias-dependent and negative MR similar to that 

observed experimentally in Ref. [47]. A MR maximum of roughly 12% (markedly lower 

than the JulliCre estimate) is predicted, suggesting that the maximal magnetoresistance for 

the device may have in fact been obtained experimentally [47] (i.e., the magnetoresistance 

may not have been limited by impurities). 
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An analytic methodology for extracting efSective spin polarizations of each contact un- 

der bias voltage from the transport calculation will then be developed and applied for the 

Ni-OT system in Section 4.5. When used together with the JulliCre formula (Eqn. (3.2)), 

the effective spin polarizations (that are strongly dependent on the metal-molecule inter- 

face and on the applied bias) reproduce the predicted bias-dependent magnetoresistance. 

This result suggests that with the new definition of effective spin polarizations introduced 

here, the simple Jullie're formula may be reconciled with the results of more sophisticated 

quantum spin transport calculations. 

4.2 Modelling the Geometry and Electronic Structure of 

BDT Molecular Wires 

An organic molecule of current experimental interest for molecular electronics is 1,4 benzene- 

dithiol. As depicted in Figure 4.1, the molecule consists of a benzene ring with the hydrogen 

atoms at ring positions 1 and 4 substituted by sulfurs. A hydrogen atom covalently bonds to 

each of the sulfur atoms and the molecule is charge neutral. The carbon p-orbitals that are 

not involved in the o-bond framework of the planar benzene ring form molecular n-orbitals 

that are de-localized on the ring. Thus the electronic states on the ring of benzene-dithiol 

(that are close in energy to metal contact Fermi energies) are de-localized and thought to be 

conducive to electron transport; benzene-dithiol is expected to behave as a conductor, un- 

like simpler alkane-thiol molecules which are insulators. Both types of molecules possess 

relatively few atoms and simple regular geometries, and thus are optimal for modeling. 

4.2.1 Structural Considerations: Atomic Details of the Metal- 

Molecule Interface 

1,4 benzene-dithiol (and other thiolated molecules) may chemisorb between metal contacts 

to form a molecular wire via the following chemical pathway: In close proximity with a 

metal, benzene-dithiol loses the hydrogen ion bonded to each of the sulfurs and becomes 

1,4 benzene-dithiolate (denoted BDT in this thesis). The BDT molecule has charge -2e as 

the sulfurs acquire the electrons from the shed hydrogen ions that each react with the nearby 
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Figure 4.1: Ball-and-stick model for a geometry optimized [65], charge neutral 1,4 

benzene-dithiol molecule. Large yellow balls indicate sulfur atoms; medium black, car- 

bon atoms; small white, hydrogen atoms. 

metal contacts by capturing a readily-removed valence electron. BDT then covalently bonds 

via chemisorption of the sulfurs (often referred to as 'anchoring groups' or 'alligator clips') 

to the contacts [119]. Thus BDT may self-assemble with appropriately positioned metal 

electrodes to form a molecular wire. 

Molecular wire systems have been realized with an array of experimental techniques 

including STM 12, 3, 5, 6, 8, 191, mechanically controlled break junction 14, 181, cross-bar 

[12] and evaporated top metal contact assemblies [7, 131. However, these experimental sys- 

tems are very difficult to characterize on the atomic scale: Even for such systems based on 

gold electrodes (which have received tremendous experimental and theoretical attention) 

the atomic geometries of the metal-molecule interfaces remain unclear and may vary for 

different experimental set-ups. As an emerging area of molecular electronics, even less is 

known about the metal-molecule interface for molecular wires with transition metal con- 

tacts. However, as transport experiments have yet to be performed on the majority of the 

transition metal-molecular wire systems considered in this thesis, the predictions presented 

here are intended to stimulate related experiments that may be achieved with an assortment 

of techniques. Thus, while atomic details of the metal-molecule interface are required at 

the outset of the transport calculation that is based on an atomic description of molecular 

wires, physically reasonable estimates for these parameters are sufficient for the present 

purpose. In this fashion, qualitative trends may be extracted from the resulting electron 

transport predictions. Trends that are robust to variations in the model parameters should 
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be directly observable in a range of experimental systems for which control of the atomic 

scale geometries is beyond the present state-of-the-art'. Moreover, while a single molecule 

is considered for the conducting bridge throughout this thesis, the mechanisms responsible 

for transport in molecular wires with transition metal contacts that are identified in this the- 

sis should be applicable even to systems that may involve overlapping molecules [4,30] or 

SAMs [7, 12, 131. A systematic study of the effects of the atomic structure of the metal- 

molecule interface on electronic transport will be presented in Chapter 5. 

Fe (100) oriented clusters of the type considered in Chapter 3 are assumed for the Fe- 

molecular wires studied here; reconstructions of the (100) Fe surface that may occur upon 

thiol adsorption are not considered. Alkane-thiols have been shown to adsorb on Fe (100) 

surfaces [121], however data for the preferred atomic adsorption site (particularly for BDT) 

on Fe is not presently available. Thus the molecular sulfur atoms are assumed to bond over 

Fe surface hollow sites, similar to the positioning of the Fe tip atoms in the previous chapter. 

For comparison, 'top-site' adsorption (the molecule bonds directly over a single tip atom 

that protrudes from the electrode surface) is also investigated. Such a contact geometry 

may be more realistic for experiments that contact a single molecule by retracting an STM 

tip [I 91; due to the strength of the metal-S bond, a metal atom may be pulled to the bottom 

of the tip during the retraction. Additional adsorption sites will be investigated in Chapter 

5 for (1 1 1) transition metal surfaces. 

Upon adsorption on the (1 00) Fe electrode surfaces, the geometries of the molecules are 

assumed not to change. This assumption is supported by the only nominal atomic rearrange- 

ment of singly ionized 1,4 benzene-monothiol-monothiolate (denoted BDT') predicted by 

DFT geometry relaxations [65] carried out in the course of the present research for adsorp- 

tion on a four atom Au (100) surface (denoted Au4) and on a two atom Fe (1 10) surface 

(denoted Fe2). The BDT S-C bond is assumed perpendicular to the Fe surface. Negligible 

tilt angles were obtained for geometry relaxations of BDT' on Au4 and Fe2 [65]. 

The final parameter required for an atomic specification of the Fe-molecular wire is 

the Fe-S bond length. Measured perpendicularly from the sulfur atom to the plane of the 

surface of Fe atoms, the Fe-S distance is estimated here to be 2.0A with DFT geometry 

relaxations [65] of BDT' adsorbed on Fe2 and also of simple SH molecules on Fe4. Similar 

distances were also obtained for geometry relaxations of BDT' on Au4 [65], in agreement 

'A statistical approach to theoretically treating such geometrical variations was reported in Ref. [120]. 
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with previous theoretical results for thiols on Au (100) surfaces [122]. 

4.2.2 Electronic Considerations: Modification of Extended-Hiickel 

The electronic structure of the Fe-BDT molecular wire is modeled with the hybrid tight- 

binding methodology developed in Section 2.6 that is based on a combination of an appro- 

priately modified extended-Hiickel theory and tight-binding parameters obtained from fit- 

ting known band structures. Extended-Hiickel has been used successfully to explain the ex- 

perimental current-voltage characteristics of molecular nanowires connecting non-magnetic 

metal electrodes [5, 12, 301. It includes electronic states for valence orbitals for each of the 

atoms of benzene-dithiol: The H atoms are each modeled with a single 1s orbital, C with a 

2s and three 2p (p,, py, p,) orbitals, and S with a 3s and three 3p orbitals. Atomic orbitals 

couple together (through Eqn. (2.12)) to produce single-electron molecular orbitals. 

In the ground state, the single-electron molecular orbitals of benzene-dithiol fill with 

two electrons per state (one per spin) up to the Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital (HOMO). 

The next highest orbital is the Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital (LUMO). In a BDT- 

molecular wire, the electrode Fermi level is thought to lie between the HOMO and LUMO 

(of benzene-dithiolate). Thus transmission at moderate bias is expected to be mediated by 

those orbitals. Thus two electronic properties of primary importance for modeling are the 

separation between the Fermi level and molecular HOMO (AE introduced in Section 2.6 

and discussed below) and the HOMO-LUMO gap. 

For benzene-dithiol, extended-Hiickel theory yields a HOMO-LUMO gap of approxi- 

mately 2.2eV, significantly smaller than that estimated from experimental absorption spec- 

tra of benzene-dithiol in solution [ I  231. Based on time-dependent density functional theory 

(TDDFT)~ [65] a theoretical estimate for the HOMO-LUMO gap of 4.5eV was obtained 

for benzene-dithiol, in line with experimental values [123]; as the HOMO of benzene- 

dithiol is completely filled, the energy difference between the ground state and first excited 

state corresponds to an electron transition between the HOMO and LUMO. In the spirit 

of extended-Hiickel theory this calculated excitation energy is interpreted as the energy 

difference between two effective single-particle electronic states, i.e., as a measure of the 

* ~ n a l o ~ o u s  to total energy ground state electronic properties within DFT, TDDFT provides reliable infor- 

mation for excited molecular states. 
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HOMO-LUMO gap. 

This deficiency of the extended-Huckel method is corrected here by replacing the phe- 

nomenological parameter K in Equation (2.12), with 

. . - { 2.29 i . j  t { G ~ )  
b J  - 1.75 otherwise 

where Ki,j are fitting parameters so that the modified extended-Huckel model obtained in 

this way yields the correct HOMO-LUMO gap. I.e., when both atomic orbitals in Eqn. 

(2.12) are carbon p-orbitals, the phenomenological parameter K is increased. Similar 

orbital-dependence for K has been included successfully to improve extended-Hiickel the- 

ory so that it predicts the correct bandgap of silicon [31]. The energy eigenvalues and 

eigenstates of the benzene-dithiol molecule in Figure 4.1 calculated within this modified 

extended-Hiickel theory are displayed in Figure 4.2. Mulliken analysis was used to deter- 

mine the sulfur and carbon content of each eigenstate. The estimated location of the iron 

electrode Fermi energy (as predicted with the methodology developed in Section 2.6) is 

shown for reference. Having mainly carbon n-orbital content, the primary effect of Eqn. 

(4.1) is a rigid shift upwards in energy of the LUMO and LUMO+I~  (as both TDDFT and 

experiment indicate is appropriate). 

The spin-dependent tight-binding model introduced in Section 2.6 and examined in 

Section 3.3 is applied to describe the electronic structure of the (100) Fe contacts. As dis- 

cussed in the previous chapters, the model incorporates both the bulk and surface magnetic 

properties of Fe which together influence the spin-dependent transport through a nanoscale 

junction of bulk Fe leads bridged with molecules. Spin flip processes are not consid- 

ered, consistent with weak spin-orbit interaction in organic molecules and the high degree 

of spin polarization retained in spin-dependent transport experiments on molecular junc- 

tions [45,46, 471. The molecular electronic parameters, H ~ ,  and Hamiltonian matrix ele- 

ments, wiR, coupling the Fe electrodes and the molecule are described with the modified 

extended-Hiickel formalism developed above. Thus a spin-independent parameterization 

is used to model the Fe-molecule coupling consistent with the fact that off-diagonal spin 

'The parameterization has also a marginal effect on the composition of the HOMO and HOMO-], reduc- 

ing their carbon content by approximately 10% (compared with un-modified extended-Hiickel theory) and 

correspondingly increasing the sulfur content. Nevertheless, the HOMO remains de-localized: It is nearly 

perfectly transmitting on resonance as demonstrated in the following section. 
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Figure 4.2: Energy eigenvalue spectrum of isolated 1,4 benzene-dithiol resolved into Mul- 

liken probabilities for sulfur (squares) and carbon (circles). The hydrogen content is not 

shown. The Fe Fermi energy location, EF = -9.3eV, as estimated in the following section, 

is shown for reference by the vertical line. A similar spectrum is predicted for the ionized 

BDT molecule. 

u p  parameters in Ref. [64] are not very different from spin down parameters. Based on 

the methodology developed in Section 2.6, the separation between the Fe electrode Fermi 

energy and the HOMO of BDT is estimated to be M = 1.36eV. 

Finite bias voltage effects are included explicitly through the heuristic methodology 

outlined in Section 2.9. The majority of the applied bias is assumed to drop over the metal- 

molecule interface [29, 58, 11 81; one-third of the applied bias is assumed to drop at each 

interface and the remaining one-third linearly over the length the molecule. This model 

profile mimics the effects of charging and screening in an averaged sense4. Nearly identical 

current-voltage characteristics emerge if the details of the model potential profile are varied. 

Thus, as will be investigated in greater detail in Chapter 5, these details are not crucial to 

the predictions presented here. 

4 ~ t  has been shown by comparison with the results of ab initio calculations [58] (that include the electronic 

correlation energies of molecular wires and their electric field dependence in a mean field approximation) that 

the effects of screening and capacitive charging of the electrodes on transport in simple molecular wires 

can be modeled accurately by employing appropriate phenomenological potential profiles between the metal 

contacts. 
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Figure 4.3: Extended molecule for a Fe-BDT molecular wire. Each metal cluster consists 

of 54 Fe atoms that coincide with sites of a (100) BCC Fe crystal lattice. 

4.3 Spin-dependent Transport in Molecular Wires 

with Fe Contacts 

4.3.1 Conducting Fe-Molecular Wires: BDT 

The Fe-BDT extended molecule incorporating the estimates obtained in the preceding sec- 

tion for the geometrical parameters, is shown in Figure 4.3. Each ferromagnetic Fe cluster 

is built from 54 Fe atoms arranged in the bulk geometry of (100) Fe, which in Chapter 3 was 

shown to be large enough to represent real macroscopic leads that come together to contact 

a molecule, as in experimental realizations of molecular wires. Arrays of one-dimensional 

source and drain leads are coupled to this structure (as described in Section 2.7 ) to perform 

the transport calculation. The atomic structure of the molecular wire is assumed rigid under 

the application of bias voltage. 

Figures 4.4(a,b) show the calculated transmission probabilities at zero bias for the Fe- 

BDT molecular junction in Fig. 4.3. The spin up + up (u) and down + down (d) trans- 

missions (Figure 4.4(a)) are for parallel magnetization of the two contacts; up + down 

transmission (Figure 4.4(b)) is for anti-parallel magnetization. Quite similar results for the 

transmissions and currents are obtained if the 5 x 5 outer Fe layer is deleted from each 

of the clusters indicating that the model clusters and ideal leads adequately represent real 
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Figure 4.4: Spin-dependent transport for the Fe-BDT molecular wire in Fig. 4.3. (a) Trans- 

mission probabilities vs. energy at zero bias for the spin u p  -+ u p  (u) and down -+ down 

(d) configurations for parallel magnetizations. Fermi energy = OeV. (b) Spin u p  -+ down 

transmission for anti-parallel magnetization. Expanded views of the transmission probabil- 

ities are shown in the insets. (c) Current vs. voltage for parallel (p) and anti-parallel (a) 

magnetizations. MR (m) is also shown. 

(macroscopic) Fe leads. Having significant sulfur content (as shown in Figure 4.2), the 

molecular HOMO and HOMO-I hybridize strongly with continuous metal states of the 

electrode, forming transmitting states giving rise to the strong transmission 1.4 - 2eV be- 

low the Fermi energy, EF = OeV. The peaks 3 - 4eV above the Fermi energy are due to 

the molecular LUMO and LUMO+l . The sharp resonance at 3. l ev  results from extremely 
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weak hybridization between the Fe leads and the isolated molecule's LUMO which has 

very little sulfur content (as depicted in Figure 4.2). Both the HOMO and LUMO of BDT 

are 7c-like orbitals similar to that of benzene, thus offer de-localization of electronic states 

resulting in roughly unity transmission near those levels. 

More important, however, as they dominate the current at moderate bias (the HOMO 

and LUMO resonances do not enter the window of integration in Eqn. (2.1) up to 2V and so 

do not contribute resonantly to the current in Fig. 4.4(c)), are resonant states arising from 

strong hybridization between the molecular sulfur and the Fe d-electron orbitals. In Figs. 

4.4(a,b) these states give rise to the broad transmission features, which predominate for 

spin up-electrons, between the Fermi energy and the HOMO resonances mentioned above. 

The hybridized states also produce weaker transmission resonances above the Fermi energy 

(that can be seen in the insets) for spin down electron transmissions. 

A representative molecular orbital for a hybridized state with energy approximately 

0.5eV below EF (in the range of the broad transmission resonance in Figure 4.4(a)) for par- 

allel magnetizations and spin up configuration is displayed in Figure 4.5(a). The hybridized 

states are localized predominantly on the Fe electrodes and the adjacent sulfur atoms (i.e., 

on the metal-molecule interface unlike the HOMO and LUMO resonances that are perfectly 

conducting due to de-localization on the benzene ring) thus are termed inte$ace states. In- 

terface states allow electrons to transmit efficiently between the metal and molecule and 

so give rise to moderately strong transmission dominating the current in the experimen- 

tally accessible moderate bias regime. At zero applied bias for parallel magnetization of 

the contacts, the spin up Fe d-orbitals with energy below EF hybridize very strongly with 

sulfur states on both sides of the molecule and transmitting orbitals form on each electrode 

as shown in Fig. 4.5(a). This results in the dominant u transmission near (below) the Fermi 

energy in Fig. 4.4(a). 

The spin down d-orbitals, occurring higher in energy and further from the molecular 

HOMO, hybridize more weakly5 with molecular sulfur states producing weaker trans- 

mission resonances in Figure 4.4. For anti-parallel magnetizations (i.e., up(down) -+ 

down(up) transmission), only the source (drain) contact hybridizes strongly with molec- 

ular sulfur states at energies below EF resulting in weaker up + down (ud) transmission 

S ~ h e  strength of the hybrid resonances in relation to their energy location relative to the HOMO resonances 

from which they hybridize will be investigated in detail in Chapter 5. 
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(ud OV) 

C 
(u Drain 0.1 V) 

Figure 4.5: Representative hybridized energy eigenstates (redhlue indicates phase) of the 

entire extended molecule near the Fermi energy are depicted on ball-and-stick models of the 

BDT molecule and the 2 x 2 Fe planes on either side. (a) At OV the u source (left) and drain 

(right) Fe electrode d-states hybridize with sulfur orbitals on both sides of the molecule 

forming transmitting states. In the u p  + down (ud) configuration, the source strongly hy- 

bridizes (as in (a)) with sulfur states, while the drain hybridizes at higher energies forming 

the weakly transmitting state displayed in (b). At O.lV, u states in (a) split into a state 

mainly on the source (c) that shifts upwards in energy and a state mainly on the drain (d) 

that shifts downwards. (e) At 1 .OV u hybridized states on the source and drain have shifted 

well apart. (f) Source u p  hybridized states are shifted into resonance with drain down states 

in the ud orientation creating states that transmit strongly through the molecule. 
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there in Figure 4.4(b) than the u transmission in Fig. 4.4(a). Similarly, only the drain 

(source) contact hybridizes at energies above EF, resulting in the even weaker transmis- 

sion resonance in the inset of Figure 4.4(b). An interface state with energy near the weak 

resonance in Fig. 4.4(b), is displayed in Figure 4.5(b) for the spin ud orientation. 

An applied bias breaks the symmetry between the source and drain electrodes in the 

parallel magnetization configuration. Thus the symmetric zero bias molecular orbitals (as 

in Fig. 4.5(a)) are supplanted by states associated mainly with either the source or drain 

electrode as shown in in Figure 4.5(c,d) for u transmission. The orbital in Figure 4.5(c) is 

shifted upwards in energy and is associated with the source electrode, while that in Figure 

4.5(d) is shifted downwards and is associated with the drain. These orbitals can be traced 

to the zero bias orbital in Figure 4.5(a) and their energy splitting corresponds to the applied 

bias. Since the energies of these states are not perfectly aligned, simultaneous resonant 

transmission through both ends of the molecule is impossible. However, since the states 

remain close in energy at moderate bias, they both contribute coherently to near-resonant 

transmission via the extended molecule's Green's function (Eqn. (2.19)) in the Lippmann- 

Schwinger scattering formalism: There is appreciable coherent mixing between their off- 

resonant transmission tails resulting in relatively strong u transmission. The corresponding 

molecular orbital for ud transmission (at similar energies) resembles that shown for the 

source electrode in the u configuration in Figure 4.5(c), however a state with similar energy 

corresponding to the u drain state is absent. The reverse is true for du transmission and 

since these two transmission processes are mutually incoherent, there is no mixing of their 

off-resonant tails and the current in the case of anti-parallel magnetizations is weaker. 

Fig. 4.4(c) shows the corresponding finite-bias current-voltage characteristics. As the 

interface states are not located exactly at the Fermi energy, they contribute to the current 

at very low bias through their off-resonant tails. The current under bias grows as more 

interface state resonances contribute to the transmission through the expanding conduction 

window determined by Eqn. (2.1). Since the u transmission dominates, the parallel mag- 

netization current is larger, resulting in a positive magnetoresistance (calculated via Eqn. 

(3.1)) of about 10%. At larger applied bias, the applied electrostatic potential breaks the 

symmetry between the contacts further and the u transmission decreases as the hybridized 

Fe d-states associated with the source and drain move apart. However, at high bias in the 

case of anti-parallel magnetizations, interface states associated with down d-electron or- 
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bitals on the drain (as in Fig. 4.5(b)) are shifted into resonance with u p  d-electron states on 

the source: Hybridized transmitting states connecting both sides of the molecule with the 

electrodes form in the case of u p  + down transmission as shown in Fig. 4.5(f), enhanc- 

ing the transmission. No such resonant effect occurs for du transmission which decreases 

with increasing bias and so the overall effect of the applied bias on the net transmission 

for anti-parallel magnetization is small. No resonant enhancement occurs at increased bias 

for parallel magnetizations where hybridized states are shifted apart (Fig. 4.5(e)) and trans- 

mission is reduced. Therefore, because it selectively depresses transmission for parallel 

magnetization of the contacts, the bias-induced symmetry breaking results in a cross-over 

with increasing bias from positive to negative values of the MR in Fig. 4.4(c), analogous to 

the negative MR that was predicted for Fe QPCs in Chapter 3 that accompanied the resonant 

enhancement under bias in the spin u p  -+ down channel depicted in Figure 3.5. 

The spin-splitting of the interface states and their energy location at zero bias is compa- 

rable to that of the strong transmission resonances in Figure 3.4 for Fe QPCs which were 

shown to be influenced by the bulk and surface densities of states of the Fe electrodes; the 

energy location of interface states in the present class of molecular systems is influenced 

strongly by the energy location of d-electron orbitals and thus also influenced by features in 

the Fe bulk and surface (especially the surface) densities of states (Figure 3.1). The highly 

spin-split interface states give rise to the strongly spin-dependent transport characteristics. 

The wave functions of the interface states responsible for transport at moderate bias 

are located primarily on the Fe electrodes. Therefore their energy levels are pinned to the 

electrodes and shift rigidly with applied bias explaining why the predicted moderate bias 

results are insensitive to the assumed potential profile. A more detailed investigation of 

interface states and their associated transmission resonances will be presented in Chapter 5. 

Since the HOMO resonances in Figures 4.4(a,b) do not come close to the window of 

conduction (as determined by Eqn. (2.1)) for the results presented here (up to 2V in Fig. 

4.4(c)), the HOMO is not expected to charge appreciably as the bias is increased in this 

range. Thus the simple assumed potential profile that accounts qualitatively for the effects 

of capacitive charging of the electrodes is expected to be reasonable. This is supported 

by the robustness of the predictions here to variations in the model potential profile. The 

interface states that dominate the current in the moderate bias regime are located mainly 

within the metal contacts and are well separated in energy from the Fermi levels of their 
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respective leads. They are strongly coupled to their respective electrodes, whereas the 

calculated electron transmission probabilities via them from electrode to electrode are low 

(i.e., interface states on the source and drain electrodes are not strongly coupled to each 

other). Thus these states are always close to being in equilibrium with their respective 

electrodes and are therefore not expected to charge (i.e., change their electron occupations) 

appreciably in response to the application of bias. Furthermore the molecular LUMO levels 

are located at energies that are too high for them to become charged for the moderate bias 

voltages examined here. Therefore, because charging of the molecule in response to applied 

bias is not expected to be important, a single-particle electronic mean field theory, and in 

particular the hybrid electronic structure method and phenomenological potential profile 

employed throughout this thesis, is expected to be applicable to transport in these systems. 

The preceding estimate for AE (the energy difference between the molecular HOMO 

level and the Fermi level of the metal at zero bias) neglects the effects of charge transfer 

between the electrodes and molecule; as sulfur is more electronegative than Fe, the Fe-S 

bond is expected to be polar covalent. Thus an electric field may establish in the vicinity 

of the metal-molecule contact, inducing a shift in energy levels relative to the above ap- 

proximation. Variations in AE were modeled to simulate qualitatively possible changes in 

the potential distribution associated with charge transfer. Decreasing AE produced stronger 

hybridized resonances than those described above, as the HOMO and Fe d-electron orbitals 

become closer together in energy, while increasing it produced weaker resonances. The 

energy location of the interface states relative to EF is robust to such variations, supporting 

the strong influence on the transmission by the Fe DOS. Thus although charging effects 

may influence quantitative results, the qualitative predictions presented here are robust to 

such charge transfer effects. Variations in the Fe-S bond length of f 10% had similar impli- 

cations for quantitative results while qualitative predictions were robust to such variations. 

For BDT bridging Fe nanocontacts, the cross-over to negative magnetoresistance occurs 

at relatively low bias, near 0.7V, well within the range of current experimental techniques 

and therefore the predicted negative magnetoresistance should be accessible to experiment. 

With magnitude reaching more than 30%, the negative magnetoresistance may be more 

easily observed in this system than positive values. Since spintronic devices can in prin- 

ciple exploit magnetoresistance of either sign, molecular-Fe systems (with negative MR 

larger in magnitude than both positive values and the experimentally measured 12% for 
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Ni-molecular wires) may be attractive candidates for technological applications in devices 

based on molecular spintronics, but operated in the negative magnetoresistance regime. 

Clearly this mechanism of negative MR is expected to be unique to systems that can 

both sustain a significant potential drop and allow for resonant transmission of d-electrons 

through the junction, i.e., nanosystems. Negative magnetoresistance emerging as a result 

of applied bias has already been observed experimentally in systems where ferromagnetic 

electrodes are separated by thin-film (metal-oxide) tunnel junctions only a few nanome- 

ters in width where the junction couples strongly to the electrode d-states [103, 104, 1071; 

states that form at the metal-insulator interface in those systems are analogous to the metal- 

molecule interface states predicted in this work. Since d-electrons (and interface state trans- 

mission) are not expected to contribute significantly to transport in conventional thin-film 

magnetic tunnel junctions more than a few nanometers thick [95, 96, 98, 100, 1011, neg- 

ative magnetoresistance when observed in those devices is often attributed to impurities 

[124]. However, the present theoretical prediction of intrinsic negative magnetoresistance 

in ideal systems demonstrates that bias-dependent and negative magnetoresistance are not 

necessarily signatures of impurities in molecular nanosystems. 

For comparison, transport in an FeBDTFe  molecular junction with a different geom- 

etry was also studied (not shown): Single Fe tip atoms were added to each of the clusters 

and the molecular sulfur atoms were bonded directly over them at the same heights con- 

sidered previously (the S-C bond is assumed perpendicular to the surface). This geometry 

results in stronger and sharper resonances associated with the interface states and therefore 

the mechanism responsible for negative MR is even more prominent. Here the cross-over 

to negative magnetoresistance was found to occur at a lower bias voltage of 0.25V. 

4.3.2 Insulating Fe-Molecular Wires: Octane-dithiolate 

Ferromagnetic Fe contacts bridged with a very different type of molecule (an insulator) 

will now be considered. The extended molecule for 8 carbon alkane-dithiolate, or octane- 

dithiolate (ODT), bridging Fe contacts is shown in Figure 4.6. 

As for BDT, the S-C bond for ODT is assumed perpendicular to the Fe surface. This 

is consistent with the negligible S-C tilt obtained for DFT geometry relaxations of octane- 

thiolate (OT) on Au4 [65]. The resulting tilt angle of the molecule's carbon backbone 
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Figure 4.6: Extended molecule for a Fe-octane-dithiolate molecular wire. 

is approximately 36' consistent with previous theoretical (N 30') [I221 and experimen- 

tal (30 - 34') [I251 studies of alkane-thiolate SAMs on Au (1 1 1) surfaces. Hollow site 

adsorption and an Fe plane-S distance of2.0A is assumed. 

The HOMO-LUMO gap predicted with ~ln-modijed extended-Hiickel theory is approxi- 

mately 8eV for ODT, which is in close agreement with the accepted value for alkane-thiols6. 

Thus no modification of the phenomenological parameter K in Eqn. (2.12) is required for 

alkane-thiol molecules, i.e., K = 1.75. The technique developed in Section 2.6 produces 

AE = 1.76eV. Taking into consideration the difference between work functions of Fe and 

Au (0.4eV difference [66]), this estimate is in close agreement to the estimate obtained 

from experimental results for alkane-thiols between gold contacts [13]. 

The zero bias transmission probabilities for the Fe-ODT molecular wire are shown in 

Figure 4.7 for parallel (a) and anti-parallel (b) magnetization of the contacts. As ODT is 

an insulator, the strongest transmission features near the Fermi energy are weak resonant 

features associated with the (nearly degenerate) HOMO, roughly 1.8eV below the Fermi 

energy; because alkane carbon bonds are saturated (with hydrogen atoms), de-localized 7c- 

orbitals are not present and the HOMO is weakly transmitting, in contrast to BDT. Hence, 

%ee endnote 32 of Ref. [13]. 
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Figure 4.7: Spin-dependent transport for the Fe-ODT molecular wire in Fig. 4.6. (a) Trans- 

mission probabilities vs. energy at zero bias for the spin u and d configurations for parallel 

magnetizations. Fermi energy = OeV. (b) Spin ud transmission for anti-parallel magnetiza- 

tion. (c) Current vs. voltage for parallel (p) and anti-parallel (a) magnetizations. MR (j) is 

also shown. 

the HOMO is localized mainly at and near the sulfur atoms and decays rapidly along the 

molecule's carbon backbone. Transmission through the LUMO occurs at higher energies 

than those plotted (due to the large HOMO-LUMO gap of ODT). Other weakly transmit- 

ting states appear closer to the Fermi energy (about 0.5eV below) due to hybridization of 

molecular sulfur and Fe d-orbitals. These states are similar to those predicted in the case of 

BDT: the up -+ u p  transmission is largest as Fe u p  d-electron states are closest in energy 
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to the ODT HOMO. Similar to BDT, weak down interface resonances predicted above EF 

are shown in the insets. The fact that the interface states are located similarly to those for 

conducting Fe-BDT molecular wires reflects the importance of the Fe d-states and their 

energy location as represented by surface and bulk DOS (as summarized in Chapter 3). 

The calculated current-voltage characteristics are shown in Figure 4.7(c). At moderate 

bias, symmetry between the source and drain electrodes in the parallel magnetization con- 

figuration leads to positive magnetoresistance. At higher applied bias, by the same mecha- 

nism described for BDT, the magnetoresistance becomes negative, but here the cross-over 

doesn't occur until nearly 1.2V. The similar trends in magnetoresistance for insulating 

and conducting molecular wires are indicative of the robustness of the mechanism and its 

dependence on the electronic states at the Fe-S interfaces. 

Because its mechanism relies on the simultaneous suppression of transmission for paral- 

lel magnetizations on the contacts and enhancement of the transmission in the anti-parallel 

ud transmission channel, this intrinsic negative magnetoresistance requires strongly spin- 

split energy bands providing a large magnetic moment. No such negative magnetoresistance 

has been reported for calculations on symmetric molecules bridging ferromagnetic nickel 

junctions [38, 40, 41, 421 and calculations on similar systems performed in the course of 

the present research7 suggest that this different behavior may be related to the smaller spin- 

splitting in Nj: At sufficient bias to induce resonant transmission in the ud channel (the 

required bias is relatively small for Ni) much symmetry and overlap remain in the u trans- 

mission channel where energy levels are not adequately shifted apart. In addition, maximal 

features in the DOS for Ni electrodes occur on the same side of the Fermi energy for both 

spin configurations [64] and thus any enhanced transmission in the spin ud channel may 

contribute only off-resonantly to the current. Therefore the mechanism should be less ef- 

fective in nanosystems based on nickel. However a related mechanism for negative magne- 

toresistance based on the appearance of asymmetric interface states in Ni contacts bridged 

with spatially asymmetric molecules (as were considered in the experiment [47]) will now 

be presented. 

7 ~ o r  example, see the calculated transmission for Ni-ODT in the following section (Fig. 4.1 O(a)). 
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4.4 Spin-dependent Transport in Asymmetric Molecular 

Wires with Ni Contacts 

The predictions of the previous sections for molecular wires with ferromagnetic Fe contacts 

indicate that bias-dependent and negative MR may be intrinsic properties of at least some 

molecular junctions, i.e., they are not necessarily signatures of impurities in such systems. 

The corresponding phenomena will now be investigated for ferromagnetic nickel contacts 

bridged by a single 8 carbon alkane-thiolate, or octane-thiolate (OT), molecule (nickel con- 

tacts separated by a SAM of OT molecules were investigated experimentally [47]). 

Experimental studies have indicated that methyl-thiolates adsorb on Ni (100) surfaces in 

four-fold hollow site positions [126, 1271 and that the molecular S-C bond is normal to sur- 

face [127]. Similar surface geometries are therefore assumed for the Ni-OT molecular wire. 

Each Ni cluster of the extended molecule is built from 5 x 5 ,4  x 4 ,3  x 3 ,2  x 2 (100)-oriented 

layers (54 atoms total) of atoms in the bulk geometry of FCC Ni. The perpendicular four Ni 

atom plane-S separation is estimated to be 1.773A; the separation between the molecular 

carbon atom (on the non-thiolated molecular end) and the Ni electrode is estimated as 4.1A 

[65]. While the magnitudes of the currents depend exponentially on the Ni-C separation, 

the magnetoresistance is qualitatively insensitive to this separation for a range of values. 

The qualitative predictions are also not overly sensitive to the Ni-S distance. The NiICYTINi 

extended molecule is displayed in Figure 4.8. 

The hybrid semi-empirical tight-binding model of Section 2.6 is used to model the elec- 

tronic structure of the Ni-molecular wire8; a similar tight-binding model has been used 

previously to investigate transport through Ni-BDT molecular wires 1381. In contrast to 

the relatively small separations predicted between the sulfur atoms and metal contacts for 

dithiolated molecules in the previous sections, a substantial spatial gap is predicted at the 

interface between the metal contact and the non-thiolated molecular end of OT. In the nu- 

merical results presented here, for simplicity, it is assumed that ha]? of the applied bias 

 he Fermi energy alignment is estimated to be A E  = 1.26eV. 
' ~ ~ ~ r o x i m a t i n ~  the molecular wire system as a parallel-plate capacitor with plates separated by a het- 

erogeneous junction formed from two materials with different dielectric constants (a molecular film with a 

dielectric constant of 2.5 - 3 and air) yields a potential profile where approximately 1 - 1.5 times as much 

bias drops over the molecule as over the vacuum gap. 
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Figure 4.8: Extended molecule for a Ni-octane-thiolate molecular wire. Each Ni cluster 

consists of 54 Ni atoms arranged in the bulk geometry of (100) FCC Ni. 

voltage drops at this interface and half drops across the molecule. The predicted magne- 

toresistance shows no strong sensitivity on the details of the potential profile as they are 

varied from one in which the bias drops linearly between the two contacts and one in which 

it drops entirely over the large spatial gap. 

The calculated spin-dependent electron transport results are presented in Figure 4.9 for 

the Ni/OT/Ni molecular wireL0. As displayed in Figure 4.9(d), the magnetoresistance for 

Ni/OT/Ni is predicted to be strongly bias-dependent and to become negative for both signs 

of the applied bias. The negative MR is again related to enhanced transmission in the spin 

ud channel (as seen in Figure 4.9(b)) that for this system occurs at zero bias; negative MR 

results primarily from the spatial asymmetry of the molecular bridge, not from the relative 

shifts of spin u p  and down contact states due to the application of applied bias (as was 

found for Fe-molecular wires). Thus negative MR for Ni/OT/Ni is predicted to result from 

a combination of interactions at the different metal-molecule interfaces: 

The transmission features in Figures 4.9(a,b) may be understood as manifestations of 

' O ~ h e  convention of current flow is that positive bias induces a net electron flux from the thiolated side of 

the molecular wire, i.e., with the right contact at a positive electrostatic potential relative to the left. I(-V) # 
- I ( V )  as the system is not mirror symmetric in the direction of electron propagation. 
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Figure 4.9: Spin-dependent transport for the spatially asymmetric Ni/OT/Ni molecular wire 

in Figure 4.8. (a) Transmission probabilities vs. energy at zero bias for the spin u and 

d configurations for parallel magnetizations. Fermi energy = OeV. (b) Spin ud and du 

transmission probabilities for anti-parallel magnetization. (c) Calculated current vs. applied 

bias voltage for parallel (p) and anti-parallel (a) magnetizations. (d) Magnetoresistance vs. 

bias voltage. 
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consecutive transmission of electrons through the two different metal-molecule interfaces 

of the Ni/OT/Ni junction. However, since a molecular wire can not be constructed with a 

single metal-molecule interface, in order to develop an intuitive understanding of the pre- 

dicted effects, the transmission through two closely related symmetric molecular junctions 

will be considered next (the physical justification for this analysis is provided in Appendix 

D): Figure 4.10(a) shows the zero-bias transmission probability for a molecular wire where 

both metal-molecule interfaces are similar to the thiol-bonded contact of Ni/OT/Ni (i.e., 

this transmission is for a Ni/ODT/Ni wire); Figure 4.1 0(b) is for both interfaces similar to 

the non-thiolated contact (i.e., for ~i/octane/Ni)' ' . 
The transmission resonances near the Fermi energy in Figure 4.10(a) (labeled u and d 

for the different spin orientations) are (as for Fe-molecular wires) due to interface states; 

they occur as a result of strong hybridization between the sulfur orbitals of ODT and Ni d- 

orbitals, and are located in the vicinity of the Ni density of states maxima for the respective 

spin configurations. Since Ni d-energy bands are energetically localized and spin-split, 

a relatively sharp interface state resonance occurs (at different energies) near the Fermi 

energy for spin up (u) and down (d) configurations. Similar spin-split resonances have been 

predicted as the primary source for strong magnetoresistance in symmetric Ni-molecular 

junctions [38, 42,441. However, as they are located here on the same side of EF, resonant 

inversion under bias of MR (as was predicted for Fe-molecular wires) is suppressed in 

symmetric Ni-molecular wires. 

Figure 4.1 0(b) displays the transmission probability for Ni/octane/Ni. Since the octane 

molecule is not strongly bonded to either contact, such a geometry is unlikely to be phys- 

ically realizable. Nevertheless, it is instructive to consider the transmission through the 

junction and how it relates to that for Ni/OT/Ni. Since the molecule is not strongly bonded 

to either contact, strong hybridization of molecule-metal states does not occur and octane 

simply lowers the barrier for conduction; the resonant states labeled u and d are metal states 

for the different spin configurations (they are present also for vacuum tunneling between Ni 

contacts in the absence of any molecule). 

"The symmetric junctions are created by geometrically mirroring the left or right spatial halves of the 

asymmetric NilOTMi junction (without further geometry relaxations). The Fermi energy alignment of the 

contacts is the same in all three model systems, using that of the NiIOTMi wire as the reference. Parallel 

magnetization is assumed in all cases. 
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Figure 4.10: Spin-dependent transmission probabilities at zero bias for symmetric Ni- 

molecular wires. (a) Transmission probabilities for the spin u and d configurations for a 

Ni/ODT/Ni molecular wire. (b) Transmission probabilities for a Ni/octane/Ni wire. 

The transmission features in Figure 4.9(a,b) for Ni/OT/Ni may now be understood as 

convolutions of the transmission functions in Figures 4.1 O(a,b) (see Eqn. (D.2)). In the case 

of parallel magnetizations of the two contacts, the resonances u and d in Figure 4.9(a) are 

located as those in Figure 4.10(a). They are clearly due to interface state formation at the 

Ni-S interface and are weaker than those in Figure 4.10(a) as interface states form only on 

one side of OT (the side thiol-bonded to the Ni contact). Transmission features due to the 

metal resonances of Figure 4.1O(b) are also clearly present in Figure 4.9(a). 

For anti-parallel magnetizations, the resonance labeled du for down -+ u p  transmission 

in Figure 4.9(b) is again due to the interface state resonance d in Figure 4,10(a). It is 

comparable in magnitude to d in Figure 4.9(a) as the interface state forms only on one side 

of OT. For u p  -+ down transmission, a significant transmission resonance emerges near 

0.7eV below the Fermi energy. Here the interface state u in Figure 4.10(a) exactly overlaps 

the metal state d in Figure 4.1 0(b) and the transmission is greatly enhanced for the u p  -+ 

down spin configuration of OT. Therefore, the transmission resonances for Ni/OT/Ni (that 

dominate measurable quantities in the experimentally accessible moderate bias regime) are 
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due to a combination of interface states and metal resonances. 

While the transmission resonance labeled ud in Figure 4.9(b) decreases in magnitude 

with bias (as states on either side of the molecular junction are shifted apart), it maintains its 

dominance over a wide range of bias voltages. Hence, once the bias increases sufficiently 

so that the ud resonance enters the window of integration in Eqn. (2.1), the MR inverts, as 

displayed in Figure 4.9(d). Therefore, strong bias-dependence and inversion of the MR are 

predicted for ideal Ni/OT/Ni molecular tunnel junctions suggesting that such phenomena 

are not necessarily signatures of impurities (in contrast to the rationale provided by Petta el 

a1 [47]). Furthermore, the maximum MR predicted in Figure 4.9(d) is approximately 12%, 

inline with that obtained by the experiment [47], suggesting that the MR may not have been 

limited by the presence of impurities. Both the experimental value and the theoretical esti- 

mate are markedly lower than the 21% predicted by the JulliCre formula (Eqn. (3.4)) with 

commonly accepted spin polarizations for Ni electrodes [91]. This apparent contradiction 

will be resolved in the following section. 

Quantitative comparison with experiment [47] is, however, difficult. First, a titanium 

adhesion layer between the non-thiolated OT end and the Ni contact was employed in the 

experiment. Such a Ti layer is known to react with molecules, likely forming a Ti-carbide 

layer [I281 that is not considered in the present theoretical study. Also, the MR was ob- 

served to decay on a voltage scale of approximately 50mV (roughly an order of magnitude 

faster than predicted in Figure 4.9(d)); such short MR decay scales have been attributed 

(among other factors) to the presence of impurities in conventional MTJs [98]. Strong tem- 

perature dependence, that has also been attributed to the presence of impurities [98], was 

also observed in the experiment. These observations suggest that, though perhaps not re- 

sponsible for all of the observed phenomena, metal impurities may have been present within 

the experimental molecular film. 

Moreover, because the device was realized with a 'nanopore' geometry (with an evap- 

orated top metal contact) the surface orientation of the contacts is unknown (and may not 

even be crystalline). Experimental studies have indicated that thiolated molecules adsorb 

also on Ni (1 1 1 ) surfaces [I 29, 1 30, 13 11. Calculations performed in the course of the 

present research for Ni/OT/Ni junctions with (1 1 1) surface orientations yielded similar bias- 

dependent and negative MR trends to those for (100) orientations. However, in some cases 

(depending on the binding site) a MR maximum of - 30% was predicted (larger than that 
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predicted by the JulliCre estimate) while in others, negative MR on the same small voltage 

scales (as was observed in the experiment) was calculated. The latter predictions were not, 

however, as robust to variations in model electronic and structural properties. Quantitative 

comparison between the present theory and experiment [47] thus requires atomic charac- 

terization of the experimental system that was not carried out experimentally, and better 

sample preparation techniques that do not rely on the inclusion of a titanium layer in the 

system. 

4.5 Effective Spin Polarizations of Molecular Wires 

In the preceding section, a maximum magnetoresistance of approximately 12% was calcu- 

lated for a Ni/OT/Ni molecular wire with (100) Ni contacts, markedly lower than the 21% 

predicted with the JulliCre formula (Eqn. (3.4)) and commonly accepted spin polarizations 

for Ni electrodes (P=0.31) [91]. The MR was predicted to be strongly bias-dependent and 

to become negative, also in apparent contradiction to the Julliere theory of SDT. Along with 

the predicted results for Fe-molecular wires displaying similar trends, these results suggest 

that the JulliCre formula together with measured spin polarizations for bulk Ni electrodes is 

inadequate. 

It is well known that the magnetoresistance of conventional MTJs is sensitive to in- 

terface effects [95, 96, 98, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 1071. In the preceding sec- 

tions, interface effects were predicted to dominate the conduction for ferromagnetic systems 

bridged with molecules at moderate bias voltages. Hence, the present research suggests that 

if the JulliCre formula is to be used reliably, the commonly accepted bulk spin polarizations 

must be replaced with efSective spin polarizations due to each contact [ loll  that include 

the influence of the metal-molecule interface. The electronic simplicity of the Ni/OT/Ni 

molecular MTJ, namely the tunneling nature of the conductance (i.e., the HOMO is not 

strongly conducting), the large HOMO-LUMO gap, that the conducting states at low bias 

are located mainly within the Ni contacts, and the weak bonding between the Ni contact 

and the molecular carbon atom, allows quantitative values for effective spin polarizations 

to be extracted for this system. 

A procedure for extracting bias dependent quantitative effective spin polarizations that 

are influenced strongly by both the ferromagnetic leads and the coupling to the molecule 
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Figure 4.1 1: Effective spin polarizations and MR for a Ni/OT/Ni molecular wire. (a) Ef- 

fective spin polarizations vs. bias voltage. ODT labels the spin polarization of the thiol- 

bonded Ni contact of the Ni/OT/Ni junction. Octane labels the spin polarization for the 

non-thiolated contact. (b) Magnetoresistance calculated with the Julli6re formula and ef- 

fective spin polarizations in (a). 
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is outlined in Appendix D. Together with the Jullie're formula (Eqn. (3.4)), the calculated 

effective spin polarizations of each Ni/OT/Ni contact that are shown in Figure 4.1 1 (a) repro- 

duce the main features of the calculated magnetoresistance (Figure 4.1 l(b) is qualitatively 

similar to Figure 4.9(d)). As displayed in the figure, the resulting spin polarizations are 

strongly bias-dependent and very different from their commonly accepted bulk values [91]. 

These spin polarizations indicate that the bulk spin polarization of Ni should not be used 

as the basis for MR calculations once the Ni electrodes have been bridged by a molecule; 

as the calculated effective spin polarizations are bounded by neither +31% nor -31% (the 

measured values for Ni electrodes [91]), it is clear that bulk spin polarizations can not be 

used reliably even to calculate upper limits for the magnetoresistance. (This is supported by 

the calculated MR maxima of - 30% for Ni-molecular wires with (1 1 1 )  surfaces predicted 

in the previous section.) 

Similar effective spin polarizations may be obtained for the symmetric molecular wires 
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based on Fe (though for conductive wires such as those involving BDT the analysis is 

strictly qualitative), however, the important conclusions are clearly demonstrated in Figure 

4.1 1(a) for Ni/OT/Ni by the radically different spin polarizations associated with each of 

the asymmetric contacts. In Figure 4.1 1 (a), the spin polarization of the thiol-bonded con- 

tact (labeled ODT) starts out negative at low bias due to the dominance of the spin down 

transmission near the Fermi energy as in Figure 4.10(a). As the interface states are shifted 

to higher energies under bias into the window of conduction, the effective spin polarization 

starts to increase becoming positive as the spin up resonance (as in Figure 4.10(a)) enters 

the window. Due to the dominance of the spin down Ni-metal states (as in Figure 4.10(b)), 

the effective spin polarization for the non-thiol-bonded contact is negative throughout the 

range of bias voltages shown in Figure 4.1 l(a). Thus, as the spin polarizations of the two 

contacts for Ni/OT/Ni become opposite in sign, the Jullie're formula (Eqn. (3.4)) predicts 

negative magnetoresistance in Figure 4.1 1(b) similar to that predicted in Figure 4.9(d) by 

the full quantum mechanical calculation. Thus, if the commonly accepted spin polarizations 

for isolated ferromagnetic electrodes are supplanted by effective spin polarizations that in- 

clude the influence of the metal-molecule contacts, the Jullie're Eqn. (3.4) may yield reliable 

predictions for spin-dependent transport phenomena. However, since such an approach re- 

quires a full quantum mechanical calculation, while it provides intuitive insights, it offers 

no additional predictive power. However, the concept that the properties of an asymmetric 

molecular wire can be understood in terms of those of a pair of symmetric wires at zero bias 

(expressed quantitatively in Equations (D.3) and (D.4)) is extremely useful for identifying 

systems that may exhibit novel properties, as discussed in the two chapters that follow. 

4.6 Conclusions 

Molecular wires with ferromagnetic Fe contacts were predicted to exhibit pronounced mag- 

netoresistance effects, i.e., to function as molecular spin valves. Bias-dependent and inverse 

magnetoresistance phenomena were predicted for systems where Fe electrodes are bridged 

by two very different molecules (conducting and insulating). The phenomena were at- 

tributed to states that develop at the Fe metal-molecule interface due to the strong chemical 

bonding between molecular sulfur orbitals and Fe d-electron orbitals; resonant enhance- 

ments in the interface state transmission (that dominate the current) for parallel and anti- 
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parallel magnetizations on the source and drain contacts were predicted for some values of 

the applied bias voltage. Relatively large in magnitude and occurring at modest applied bias 

voltages, the negative magnetoresistance predicted here should be accessible with present 

day experimental techniques. Thus Fe-molecular wires may be attractive candidates for 

technological applications in devices based on molecular spintronics, but operated in the 

negative magnetoresistance regime. 

Bias-dependent and negative magnetoresistance was also predicted for ferromagnetic 

nickel contacts bridged with an asymmetric octane-thiolate molecule. These results sug- 

gest that similar trends observed in experimental data may be intrinsic to such molecular 

tunnel junctions, i.e., not dependent on the presence of impurities within the molecular 

film. (However experiments on better quantity samples characterized at the atomic scale are 

clearly desirable.) The transport mechanism responsible for these phenomena in Ni/OT/Ni 

molecular wires was predicted to result from asymmetric interface state formation due to the 

spatial asymmetry of the octane-thiol molecule (as opposed to the negative magnetoresis- 

tance induced primarily by applied bias voltage for Fe-molecular wires). Thus, in principle, 

negative magnetoresistance for Ni/OT/Ni wires may be attainable at very low (or even zero) 

applied bias voltages. 

The effects of asymmetry of the molecular junction (with symmetric nickel leads) and 

applied bias voltage are beyond the scope of the classical Jullidre theory for spin-dependent 

transport with commonly accepted spin polarizations for nickel electrodes; a methodology 

for extracting quantitative effective spin polarizations of each contact under bias voltage was 

developed in this chapter. When used together with the Jullie're theory (in place of the com- 

monly accepted spin polarizations for Ni electrodes), the effective spin polarizations, that 

are strongly dependent on the Ni/OT/Ni metal-molecule interface and strong functions of 

applied bias, reproduce the bias-dependent magnetoresistance predicted by detailed quan- 

tum mechanical calculations. 



Chapter 5 

Interface States, NDR and Rectification 

in Molecular Wires with Transition 

Metal Contacts 

5.1 Introduction 

The results presented in Chapter 4 for molecules bridging electrodes of different contact 

materials and surface structures demonstrate that the structural and chemical characteristics 

of the metal-molecule interfaces are expected to significantly affect the transport proper- 

ties of molecular wires. Many theoretical studies have elucidated the nature of such effects 

in gold/molecule/gold junctions for which the influence of the specifics of the molecules 

themselves and of the atomic geometry of the Au interface on transport has been investi- 

gated in great detail [5,25,26, 27,29, 30,67, 120, 132, 133, 134, 135, 1361. There has also 

been interest in molecular wires with other noble metal contacts including silver, copper, 

and aluminum with transport results comparable to those for Au [I 32, 1371. 

For thiolated molecules bridging Au electrodes, some studies have predicted very weakly 

transmitting hybridized molecular-contact states to appear within the molecular HOMO- 

LUMO gap [135, 1361. These metal-induced gap states (MIGS) or interface states form 

as a result of hybridization between molecular thiol groups and surface states of the metal 

contacts. In Au/molecule/Au molecular wires, these interface states have been shown to 
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play only a minimal role in transport 1135, 1361. 

In contrast, metal-molecule interface states were, in the previous chapter, predicted to 

dominate the transport for molecular wires with iron electrodes leading to unusual transport 

phenomena including inversion of the magnetoresistance under bias 1431. Also interface 

states were (and have previously been [38, 42, 441) predicted to dominate the current in 

molecular wires with nickel electrodes. Important differences between the Au and magnetic 

metal-molecule wires that lead to the crucial role played by interface states in systems of 

the latter type are due to the non-trivial d-electron character of the magnetic electrodes 

near the Fermi energy. Similarly, interface states that form near the Fermi energy due to 

hybridization between thiolated molecules and d-electron states of platinum [132, 1381, 

palladium 11321 and other transition metal [I321 electrodes have been predicted to produce 

larger low bias conductances than for systems based on Au where d-orbitals play a relatively 

minor role. 

In this chapter, the transport properties that emerge when simple organic molecules 

bridge nun-magnetic transition metal electrodes that have more complex electronic struc- 

ture than Au leads will be systematically investigated. As a prototype system, a single 4 

carbon alkane-dithiolate molecule (or butyl-dithiolate, hereafter denoted  AT^)' bridging 

Pd contacts2 will be considered, however, the qualitative findings are applicable to a wide 

range of molecular wires consisting of different thiolated molecules bridging a variety of 

metal contacts with d-electronic states near the Fermi energy. 

The non-trivial d-electron character of the transition metal electrodes will be shown to 

result in interesting transport properties (different from those of Au molecular wires) that 

are due to hybridized interface states between the molecular sulfur atoms and the metal 

contacts that form within the molecular HOMO-LUMO gap [49,50]. These interface states 

dominate the transmission through the junction at moderate bias. Under bias, the energies of 

these interface states lock to the shifting electrochemical potentials of the contacts and, for 

some values of the bias, resonantly enhance the transmission (similar to the mechanism that 

'~ut~l-dithiolate is similar to octane-dithiolate but with a backbone consisting of four carbon atoms in- 

stead of eight. The molecules have similar electronic properties. 
2 ~ o m e  previous studies have indicated that small Pd nanoclusters possess weak ferromagnetism, but that 

magnetism is limited to very small nanoclusters and even then is controversial [139]. As the Pd clusters con- 

sidered in the following sections are of appreciable size (54 atoms) and employed to model real macroscopic 

leads, ferromagnetism is not relevant here. 
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was predicted to yield negative MR for Fe-molecular wires in the previous chapter), giving 

rise to non-linear transport phenomena including negative differential resistance (NDR)~ 

and rectification. Thus a new mechanism for both NDR and rectification in molecular wires 

will be introduced [49,50], that differs from previously proposed mechanisms4 [ I ,  5,7, 10, 

12, 18, 22, 23, 32, 34, 134, 143, 144, 145, 146, 147, 148, 149, 150, 151, 152, 153, 154, 

155, 156, 157, 158, 159, 160, 1611 in that here resonant inteflace state transmission is the 

source of these phenomena. This prediction is far from obvious a priori since alkane-thiols 

are insulators and thus for simple metal contacts such as gold they display featureless, 

monotonic current-voltage characteristics (See for example Ref. [13]). Furthermore, the 

present results indicate that these transport phenomena are strongly dependent on the atomic 

parameters of the molecular junctions, which in  principle will depend on how samples 

are fabricated and thus offer avenues for control of the properties of non-linear molecular 

electronic devices. 

In Section 5.2, the methodology developed in Chapter 2 is applied to study PdlAT4lPd 

molecular wires at zero bias and the nature of the interface states that dominate the transmis- 

sion probability at moderate bias is discussed in detail. The evolution of the interface states 

as the Pd electrodes are brought into increasingly close contact with the molecule is investi- 

gated. Next the dependence of the shape, strength and energy location of the interface state 

transmission resonances on the interfacial binding site and Pd crystal surface orientation is 

examined. The effect that increasing the length of the molecular carbon backbone has on 

the interface state transmission is also discussed and a decay parameter, is extracted from 

the transmission calculations. Once the nature of the interface states has been elucidated, 

the effect of finite bias on the transmission is considered explicitly in Section 5.3. Because 

the interface states are localized mainly within the metal electrodes, their energies accu- 

rately track the electrochemical potentials of the contacts when a variable bias is applied 

3~egative differential resistance is a decrease in current occurring in response to an increase in the bias 

voltage applied across an electronic circuit element. NDR has important device applications including high 

frequency oscillators [140], analog-to-digital converters [141], and logic [142]. 
4~ number of possible explanations of NDR in molecular wires have been proposed including: current- 

induced charging or conformational changes in the molecules [7, 10, 143, 144, 145, 146, 147, 1481, metal 

filaments [I491 or impurities [150, 15 11 within the molecular layer, bond fluctuation [34], vibronic mediation 

[152, 1531, and polaron formation 11541. These proposed mechanisms are complex and controversial and the 

NDR has been difficult, at best, to control experimentally. 
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across the junction leading to enhancements in the transmission for some values of applied 

bias. As introduced in Section 5.4, such resonant enhancement and reduction of the in- 

terface state transmission results in negative differential resistance in molecular wires with 

Pd nanocontacts. Moreover, the NDR may be tailored by suitably choosing the nanocon- 

tact materials: If a Rh electrode is substituted for one Pd contact, enhancement of these 

NDR effects is predicted. The same mechanism is also predicted to produce rectification in 

Pd/molecule/Au wires; the details are discussed in Section 5.5. 

5.2 Interface States in Molecular Wires with Transition 

Metal Contacts 

5.2.1 Nature of the Interface State Transmission 

Palladium contacts are selected here as the prototypical material for studying molecular 

wires with transition metal electrodess. Pd can be prepared with either (100) or (1 11) 

oriented surfaces6. Thus while Pd (100) oriented electrodes are assumed at the outset, 

molecular wires with Pd (1 11) electrodes are also investigated in the sections that follow. 

Hollow site molecular binding is assumed; top binding sites for thiols on Pd (1 11) and 

Pt (1 11) surfaces have been predicted least stable [162]. Each Pd cluster included in the 

PdIAT4Pd extended molecule (not shown) is built from 5 x 5,4 x 4,3 x 3,2 x 2 (100)- 

oriented layers (54 atoms total) of atoms in the bulk geometry of FCC Pd. The sulfur atoms 

of AT4 are estimated to sit 1.74A above the four-fold Pd hollow site [65] and the molecular 

S-C bond is assumed perpendicular to the surface. 

As for the ferromagnetic metal-molecular wires in the preceding chapters, the elec- 

tronic structure of the (Pd, Pt, Rh, and Au) molecular wires in this chapter is described 

by the hybrid semi-empirical tight-binding model of Section 2.6. Thus the tight-binding 

parameters for the metal clusters, H ; . ~ ,  are based on fits to ab initio non-magnetic band 

5~alculation and experiment have demonstrated that thiolated molecules chemisorb on both palladium 

and platinum surfaces [162, 163, 1641. 
'~ tomic  reconstructions of the electrodes, that may occur physically as macroscopic Pd electrodes come 

together in a nanoscale region to contact a molecule, are not considered. 
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structures of the metal crystals [6417. The molecular electronic parameters, H ~ ,  as well 

as the electronic parameters describing the molecular coupling, WY, to the electrodes are 

described by the (unmodified) tight-binding formalism based on extended-Hiickel theory. 

For Pd contacts, the separation between the Fermi energy and HOMO of AT4 is estimated 

to be M = 1.49eV. 

The calculated transmission probability at zero bias for the PdIAT4lPd molecular wire 

is shown in Fig. 5.1. The nearly degenerate molecular HOMO gives rise to the broad 

transmission 1.5 - 2eV below the Fermi energy EF = OeV; it is weakly transmitting because 

the HOMO of AT4 is primarily localized on the sulfurs and only weakly de-localized on 

the carbon backbone. The LUMO resonance lies outside of the plotted energy range due 

to the large HOMO-LUMO gap of AT4. More important, however, as they influence the 

current at lower bias, are resonant states within the HOMO-LUMO gap (similar to those 

that were predicted for Fe-molecular wires in Chapter 4) arising from strong hybridization 

between the molecular sulfur and Pd d-electron surface states. In Fig. 5.1 these states 

give rise to the relatively sharp transmission features (the double-peaked feature) between 

the Fermi energy and the HOMO resonances mentioned above. The inset in Figure 5.1 

shows a representative molecular orbital for an interface state with energy in the range of 

the transmission peak closest to the Fermi energy; interface states responsible for each peak 

have similar molecular orbital character. The electronic wavefunction is spatially localized 

on the sulfur-metal region, (the metal-molecule interface) therefore these molecular orbitals 

are inte$ace states; not much of the wavefunction lies on the carbon backbone. (As they 

result from hybridization of the molecular HOMO, the interface state molecular orbitals on 

the atoms of the molecule have similar character to that of the HOMO for isolated AT4.) 

An important difference between the interface state and the HOMO resonances in Fig- 

ure 5.1 is that the former appear well within the molecular HOMO-LUMO gap very near 

the Fermi energy. Another difference is that the interface resonances are due primarily 

to hybridization of the molecular HOMO with metal d-orbitals whereas the HOMO reso- 

nance arises primarily from hybridization between the molecular HOMO and metal s and 

p-orbitals; the interface state resonances completely disappear if the coupling between the 

metal d-orbitals and the molecule is switched off. The HOMO resonance does not. The en- 

ergies of the interface state resonances are comparable to those of Pd electrode d-electron 

7 ~ h e  transmission probability is spin-independent thus a multiplicative factor of 2 appears in Eqn. (2.1). 
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Figure 5.1: Transmission probability at zero bias for the PdIAT4Pd molecular wire. El: = 

OeV. The inset displays a ball-and-stick model of the molecule and four surface atoms of 

each contact with a molecular orbital plot for an interface eigenstate (of the entire extended 

molecule) with energy in the range of the transmission peak closest to the Fermi energy. 

orbitals as determined from maxima in the bulk [64] and (100) surface [165] densities of 

states for Pd. The sharpness of the interface state transmission features near the Fermi en- 

ergy relative to the resonances associated with the HOMO reflects the fact that Pd d-electron 

bands are energetically localized; because transmission through the HOMO is dominated by 

Pd s and p-electrons, which are described by broader energy bands, the molecular HOMO 

broadens severely (Figure 5.1). 

These interface state transmission features can be contrasted to Au-BDT systems (Refs. 

[30, 1351 for example), and results for Au-AT4 obtained in the course of the present re- 

search, where the d-electron states for Au are below the molecular HOMO in energy and 

so are largely out of range at low bias, hence, interface state formation is negligible. In 

molecular-transition metal systems, such as BDT or AT4 bridging Pd, Pt, Rh, Cr, Mo, Ni or 

Fe, where the electron d-states are close in energy to the Fermi energy, interface states have 

been found in the present work to be the dominant features at low bias. In particular, once 

the interface states have been formed (the molecule-lead separation is at its equilibrium 

value so that the molecule-lead coupling is strong) the interface state resonances in general 

appear close in energy to the maxima in the transition metals' densities of states (both bulk 

and surface DOS are relevant as noted in the previous chapters for molecular wires with Fe 

electrodes), which are dominated by d-electronic states. 

The interface states are located primarily within the metal contacts. Because of this, 
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as will be shown in Section 5.3, the energies of the interface states under bias lock to 

the shifting electrochemical potentials of the contacts, making these energy levels strongly 

dependent on the bias, leading to resonant enhancements in the transmission (and current 

through the molecule) for some ranges of bias. 

5.2.2 Evolution as Molecule is Contacted 

More insight into the interface states and their formation can be gained by studying their 

evolution as the molecule is brought into contact with the leads. To that end, the transmis- 

sion through the Pd/AT4/Pd system will now be studied as a function of separation between 

the thiols and the Pd contacts. Figure 5.2(a-d) shows the transmission at zero bias as a 

function of increasing thiol-Pd separation, where symmetry of the system is maintained by 

simultaneously varying the Pd-S separations on both ends of the molecule. For compari- 

son, Figure 5.2(e-h) shows transmission results for a sequence of geometries that should 

be more readily accessible experimentally; here the thiol-Pd distance is fixed at its equilib- 

rium value on one side of the molecule (the molecule is bonded to that contact), while the 

distance between the other contact (which may represent an STM tip) and the molecule is 

allowed to vary. Similar results are predicted in both cases, but the differences arising from 

increasing the separation are more prominent in the symmetric case. 

As the thiol-contact separations are increased from the predicted 1.744 equilibrium 

value (Figure 5.1) to 2A, the result for which is shown in Figure 5.2(a), the transmission 

near the Fermi energy remains dominated by interface states. Hybridization of the HOMO 

occurs for a slightly smaller energy range of Pd electron states and as a result the interface 

state resonances are located slightly further from the Fermi energy (closer to the molecular 

HOMO). The interface state resonance becomes larger in magnitude, while the structure of 

the HOMO resonance also changes. As discussed below, such effects arise not only from 

changes in the Pd-S coupling, but as a result of changing properties of the whole system 

and therefore are difficult to quantify a priori. As the separation is increased to 2.3A, as 

in Figure 5.2(b), the transmission becomes more energetically localized near the HOMO 

resonance where it grows in magnitude (note the change in y-axis scale in Figure 5.2(b)) 

while the interface state resonance is diminished. Also the interface state resonance shifts 

further towards the broadened HOMO, as hybridization occurs with an even smaller range 
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Figure 5.2: Transmission probabilities at zero bias for increasing thiol-Pd contact separation 

for the Pd/AT4/Pd molecular wire. EF = OeV. (a) Transmission probability with the Pd-S 

separation increased to 2A for both contacts symmetrically. (b) 2.3A Pd-S separation. (c) 

2.5& (d) 3.5A (e-h) Corresponding transmission probabilities for a sequence of STM-like 

geometries with one Pd-S distance fixed at the equilibrium value (1.744 and the other 

varied as in (a-d), respectively. 
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of Pd electron states. This trend continues as the separation is increased to 2.5A (Figure 

5.2(c)), where only very slight formation of interface states occurs at the high energy side 

of the broadened HOMO resonance. As a result of the lack of sulfur hybridization with 

Pd electron states with energies much different from the HOMO, the HOMO resonance 

becomes quite localized and strong. As the distance is increased further to 3.5A, as in Figure 

5.2(d), no hybridization of the HOMO into interface states occurs, and the transmission 

through the HOMO evolves into two closely spaced peaks that are very narrow because of 

the weakness of the coupling between the molecular thiol groups and the electrodes at this 

separation; the HOMO of the isolated AT4 molecule (that is located primarily on the thiol 

end groups) is similarly split in energy. 

The trends presented in Figure 5.2 can be understood as follows: For large Pd-S sepa- 

rations, the molecule is only weakly coupled to the Pd contacts and so molecular orbitals 

only weakly transmit. As the separation is decreased, the HOMO couples more strongly 

to the surface states of the Pd contacts and broad transmitting states begin to form. As 

the distance is decreased further, the distance-dependent wave function overlaps between 

the HOMO and Pd surface states with diferent energies become non-negligible, and the 

HOMO couples to more surface states resulting in stronger hybridization (energetically 

well-separated quantum states couple and mix together only once their hopping or coupling 

energies are comparable to their energy spacings). Since the maximum in the Pd DOS is 

energetically localized and slightly below the Fermi energy and mostly of d-electron char- 

acter [64] (this is true for the surface DOS as well [165]), as the separation is decreased, 

the HOMO couples to more and more d-states near the Fermi energy, causing the overall 

upwards shift in energy of the interface state resonances. Near the equilibrium separation 

these transmitting states are well separated from the HOMO resonance and have evolved 

into interface states. Since the HOMO of AT4 is primarily localized on the sulfurs (only 

very weakly de-localized on the carbon backbone), as the coupling between the sulfurs and 

the Pd is increased, the nature of the HOMO changes significantly and the transmission 

through the HOMO is dramatically affected (reduced). 

At this point it is worthwhile to point out a subtle distinction that exists between the cou- 

pling between the metal surface states and the sulfur orbitals, which gives rise to interface 

states (i.e., if the coupling is too weak, no hybridization into interface states occurs) and 

the coupling between electronic states deep in the lead and the interface states themselves. 
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The latter coupling controls the width and overall shape of the interface state resonances 

and is strongly dependent on the properties of not only the interface, but of the whole sys- 

tem. Therefore, this coupling is difficult to quantify a priori. This is exemplified by the 

variations in shape of the interface state and HOMO transmission resonances mentioned 

above and the differences in resulting transmission resonances that emerge upon binding 

the molecule at different surface sites, as discussed in the following section, 

Also, as alluded to above, once the equilibrium separation has been reached, the ener- 

gies of the interface states are strongly correlated with maxima in the bulk and surface metal 

DOS. For BCC transition metal leads, whose DOS show two distinctly separated maxima, 

interface states resonances are found to occur near each (as demonstrated for spin down 

transmission for Fe-molecular wires in Figure 4.4(a)). For FCC metal electrodes, interface 

state resonances such as those displayed in Figure 5.1 are predicted very near the maxi- 

mum in the densities of states (bulk and surface DOS are relevant). Their precise energies, 

however, are dependent on the properties of the interface and of the whole system. 

As an aside, it is clear from Figure 5.2(a) that if the equilibrium S-Pd separation were 2A 

instead of the 1.744 predicted by density functional calculations, interface state resonances 

would still dominate measurable quantities at low bias. Therefore the qualitative predictions 

presented here are not overly sensitive to the S-Pd separation. 

5.2.3 Dependence on Surface Orientation and Binding Site 

Pd can be prepared with either (100) or (1 1 1) oriented surfaces and molecules will adsorb 

on both. The effect on the interface states when AT4 molecules adsorb on (1 11) oriented 

Pd is now investigated. The transmission is calculated for each AT4 molecular sulfur atom 

symmetrically bonded over the (1 11) FCC and HCP hollow sites as well as a bridge site 

and a bri-FCC site8, all of which have been predicted stable or nearly stable sites for thiol 

adsorption on Au [122, 166, 1671. The thiol-Pd distances are based on estimates from 

density functional calculations [65]. They are predicted to be 1.83A for the hollow sites 

and 1.9A for the bridge sites. 

*The HCP site is a three-fold hollow site on the (1 11) surface in which a metal atom is present directly 

below in the second layer. No metal atom is present in the second layer for FCC sites. A bridge site is 

midpoint between two surface atoms and in the bri-FCC site, the molecule is adsorbed halfway between the 

bridge and FCC sites. 
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Figure 5.3: Transmission probabilities for different AT4 binding sites on (1 11) Pd contacts. 

(a) Molecular sulfur atoms adsorbed at HCP surface sites. (b) FCC surface sites. (c) Bridge 

site. (d) Bri-FCC site (sulfur atom adsorbs halfway between the FCC and bridge sites). 

The results presented in Figure 5.3 (and Figure 5.1) reveal interface states to form near 

the Fermi energy for all binding sites and to be similarly located for all binding sites and 

surface orientations; subtle differences in the exact energies and differences in the size and 

shape of the interface state resonances are apparent for the different binding sites. These 
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differences are due to the different geometries, i.e., S-Pd distances, different numbers of 

S-Pd bonds and different coordination numbers of Pd atoms at the surface, all of which 

strongly affect the overlaps between sulfur and Pd-d electron orbitals. The results indicate 

that the HCP binding site gives rise to the strongest interface state resonance (Figure 5.3(a)), 

while the bri-FCC site results in the weakest (Figure 5.3(d)). Both the bridge (Figure 5.3(c)) 

and bri-FCC site junctions result in the appearance of an interface state resonance closer to 

the Fermi energy than for the (100) surface site (Figure 5. I), while for the HCP and FCC 

(Figure 5.3(b)) sites it is only slightly closer. Additionally, the double-peaked interface state 

transmission feature, as in Figure 5.1, is present but not as prominent for the FCC binding 

site while only a single feature is present for the HCP and bridge site. The resonance is 

more broadened in the case of bri-FCC binding. Since the transmission resonances near the 

Fermi energy are associated with inter-Jace states, it is not surprising that differences emerge 

when switching orientations or binding sites and therefore changing the atomic structure of 

the interface. 

The strength and shape of the HOMO resonance is also strongly dependent on surface 

orientation and binding site; the HOMO of AT4 is localized mainly on the sulfur atoms thus 

the resonance is sensitive to atomic variations in the S-Pd interface. As discussed above, the 

characteristics of both interface state and HOMO resonances are also strongly dependent 

on the properties of the whole system that extend beyond the metal-molecule interface. 

5.2.4 Dependence on Length of the Molecule 

To determine the relationship between interface state transmission and length of the insu- 

lating molecule, the transmission through molecular wires where n alkane-dithiolates (with 

n = 4,6,8 carbon atoms) bridge Pd contacts was also investigated. Both at zero bias, and 

under finite bias (see Section 5.3 below), the calculated transmissions for the three differ- 

ent molecules are quite similar in shape, differing by a scaling factor: The transmissions 

were found to scale as e-pn where n is the number of carbons and P = 1.08. This can be 

compared to theoretical results for n alkane-thiolates bridging Ni contacts (P = 0.88) [42], 

as well as theoretical (P = 0.95) [I361 and experimental conducting AFM (P = 1.2 191 and 

p = 0.8 [Il l)  and STM (P = 1 .O) 1191 results for Au contacts (see also 1131). This scaling 

of not only the very low bias tunneling background, but also of the resonances associated 
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with the interface states reflects the fact that interface states allow electrons to resonantly 

tunnel into and out of the molecule-metal interface, reducing the width of the tunnel barrier. 

As the length of the molecule increases, so too does the width of the tunnel barrier and the 

resonances due to interface states scale with the background tunneling transmission. 

5.3 Bias-Dependence of Interface State Transmission 

In the previous sections the transmission characteristics at zero bias have been considered, 

however, interesting non-linear current-voltage and behavior of the transmission features 

due to interface states emerge once the effects of finite bias are explicitly included. As 

with the magnetic-molecular wires studied in Chapter 4, finite bias effects will be included 

through the heuristic model outlined in Section 2.9; one-third of the applied bias is assumed 

to drop at each interface and the remaining one-third linearly over the length the molecule 

[29, 58, 1181. As discussed below, the predictions are not sensitive to the details of the 

assumed potential profile. 

The transmission probability as a function of energy for increasing bias for the (100) 

Pd/AT4/Pd molecular wire is shown in Figure 5.4. As shown in Figure 5.4(b), compared to 

the zero bias transmission probability in Figure 5.4(a), the applied bias results in an overall 

decrease of the strength of the resonances associated with the hybridized interface states. 

The reason for this is as follows: The wave functions of the interface states responsible for 

transport at moderate bias are located primarily on the Pd electrodes and are only weakly 

coupled through the molecule. (The molecular orbital plot in the inset of Figure 5.4(a) 

shows only the portion of the interface states on a ball-and-stick model of the molecule and 

surface layers of the electrodes.) Approximately 90% of the interface state wave functions 

reside on the Pd electrodes, while most of the remaining 10% is located on the sulfurs. 

Therefore the energy levels of the interface states are pinned to the electrodes and follow 

the electrochemical potentials of the their respective electrodes with applied bias; as the 

magnitude of the bias increases, the electrostatic potential energy of electrons on the drain 

decreases while that of electrons on the source electrode increases and the interface state 

resonances follow. 

This is illustrated in Figure 5.5 where the energies S1 and S2 (Dl and D2) of the two 

interface states at the source (drain) Pd electrodes are seen to track the electrochemical 
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Figure 5.4: T ( E ,  V) for the (100) PdAT4Pd molecular wire. (a) Transmission probability 

at zero bias. (b) 0.2V bias. (c) 0.4V. (d) 0.8V. Under bias the interface state in the inset of 

(a) is replaced with interface states associated with the drain (e) or source (f) electrodes. 
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Figure 5.5: Energies of interface state resonances (solid and dotted lines) and electrode 

electrochemical potentials (dashed) labeled according to the respective electrode vs. bias 

applied across the PdIAT4Pd junction. S(D) stands for the electron source (drain) elec- 

trode, while 1(2) stands for the high (low) energy interface state. 

potentials ps (pD) of their respective electrodes. At zero bias, interface states on the source 

and drain electrode are degenerate, and molecular orbitals form near the Fermi energy with 

significant wavefunction weight on both source and drain interfaces, as in the inset of Figure 

5.4(a), resulting in the relatively strong transmission below the Fermi energy in Figure 

5.4(a). As the interface states on the source and drain move apart with increasing bias, 

hybridization typically only occurs strongly at one end of the molecule at a given energy 

and the transmission at those energies is therefore diminished. 

This effect is most clearly demonstrated at larger applied bias when the interface state 

resonances on the source and drain become well separated: Figures 5.4(e,f) show the effect 

of 0.8V applied bias on the interface state displayed in the inset of Figure 5.4(a), corre- 

sponding to the transmission probability in Figure 5.4(d). As the electronic states of the 

drain electrode are shifted down 0.4eV in energy, and the source up 0.4eV in energy, the 

degeneracy is lifted and the zero bias interface state in Figure 5.4(a) is replaced with inter- 

face states coupled to either the drain (Figure 5.4(e)) or the source (Figure 5.4(f)) electrodes. 

These two separated interface states give rise to the separated resonance peaks S1 and Dl 

(each being the higher energy peak of a double-peaked feature as in Figure 5.4(a)) in Figure 
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5.4(d) (A closer view of T(E,V) due to interface states near OeV is shown in the inset). 

This mechanism results in the reduction of the transmission resonance near the Fermi 

energy as 0.2V bias is applied across the molecular junction (Figure 5.4(b)). At 0.4V ap- 

plied bias (Figure 5.4(c)), the interface states responsible for the lower energy resonance of 

the double-peaked zero bias interface state transmission feature (near 0.8eV below EF in 

Figure 5.4(a)) shift into resonance with those responsible for the higher energy peak (near 

0.4eV below EF in Figure 5.4(a)) and the transmission is enhanced at 0.6eV below the zero 

bias Fermi energy (labeled S2D1 in Figure 5.4(c)). As this enhancement of the transmission 

remains outside of the window of integration in Eqn. (2.1), (interface states Dl and S2 cross 

outside of the energy range between ps and po at an applied bias of 0.4V in Figure 5.5) it 

will not directly contribute to the current, but can contribute weakly in an off-resonant fash- 

ion. Resonant enhancements and reductions in the transmission, especially when occurring 

within the current window, can give rise to non-linear transport phenomena such as NDR, 

as will be discussed in Section 5.4. They were also predicted in Chapter 4 to produced neg- 

ative magnetoresistance for molecular wires with iron electrodes under bias. An intuitive, 

analytic two-level quantum model is presented in Appendix E to better understand these 

resonant enhancements. 

Once the two transmission resonances have passed through one another, the interface 

states on the source and drain electrode continue to part in a monotonic fashion as in Figure 

5.4(d). Departure from this trend occurs once the interface states on the drain contact 

shift into resonance with the broadened HOMO states 1.5 - 2eV below the zero bias Fermi 

energy. As this occurs well outside of the window of integration in Eqn. (2.1) for the low 

bias results presented here (up to 2V in Sections 5.4,5.5), this will not be discussed further. 

As the interface states on the source side of the molecule are shifted higher in energy, the 

double-peaked interface state feature (on the source side of the molecule) shifts with them, 

as can be seen in the inset of Figure 5.4(d). The magnitude of that transmission feature 

diminishes as a function of increasing bias, as the interface states are shifted away from 

the HOMO; surface Pd d-states become more energetically separated from the molecular 

HOMO under bias and the hybridization is weaker (see Section 5 . 2 . ~ ) ~ .  

The model potential profile assumed above is expected to be a reasonable approxima- 

9 ~ o t i c e  that this is also why the spin up interface state resonances in Chapter 4 for Fe-molecular wires are 

stronger than those for spin down: Spin up d-electrons are closer in energy to the molecular HOMO. 
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tion to the full self-consistent potential profile. Nevertheless, to assess the dependence of 

the results on this assumed model profile, two additional potential profiles have been stud- 

ied: one in which all of the bias drops at the two metal-molecule interfaces, and one in 

which the applied bias drops linearly between the ends of the two Pd contacts (these are 

the analogues of the potential profiles assumed for Fe quantum point contacts under bias in 

Chapter 3). Nearly identical transmission characteristics to those in Figure 5.4 emerge in all 

bias models. This reflects the fact that the wave functions of the interface states lie primar- 

ily within the Pd contacts, and so the energy levels of the interface states are pinned to the 

electrochemical potentials of the contacts, and move rigidly with applied bias. Therefore 

measurable quantities such as the current and conductance show no significant differences 

under the different potential profiles up to 2V. Thus the details of the model potential profile 

are not crucial to the predictions at moderate bias presented in this thesis. 

As explained in Chapter 4, molecular charging under bias is not expected to be signif- 

icant for the results up to 2V presented here; the assumed potential profile that includes 

the effects of capacitive charging of the electrodes in an averaged sense is expected to be 

reasonable. This is supported by the robustness of predictions to variations in the model 

potential profile. The sensitivity of the interface states to charge transfer effects (due to the 

electronegativity of sulfur) was also investigated (as in Chapter 4) by introducing variations 

in AE. The HOMO resonance was found to be sensitive to such shifts while the energies of 

interface state resonances were not, being pinned to features in the d-band density of states 

of the contacts, although the strength of the interface state resonances was influenced by 

such shifts. This is reflected also in the inset of Figure 5.4(d) where the qualitative character 

of the interface state transmission in unchanged by the applied bias voltage (which mimics 

the effects of variations in AE on the source contact), as noted above. Thus charge transfer 

effects may influence quantitative results but the qualitative predictions presented here are 

expected to be robust. 
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5.4 Negative Differential Resistance in Molecular Wires 

with Transition Metal Contacts 

In his seminal theoretical paper elucidating NDR in mesoscopic junctions, Lang consid- 

ered a pair of bulk electrodes in contact through a pair of aluminum atoms [155]. The 

atoms were weakly bonded to the bulk electrodes and their energy levels did not hybridize 

strongly with the energy bands of the electrodes; thus the transmitting states near the Fermi 

energy remained sharp. Lang showed [I551 that negative differential resistance (NDR) is to 

be expected when sharp transmitting states of such an atomic chain are resonantly shifted 

past one another under bias. By contrast, for the PdlAT4lPd molecular wire considered 

here, the predicted sharp transmitting states are due to interface states that form due to 

strong hybridization between molecular sulfur states and Pd d-electron bands; these inter- 

face states are located mainly within the contacts (rather than in the wire connecting them as 

in the system studied by Lang [155]). Nevertheless, as shown in Section 5.3 and analyzed 

in Appendix E, these sharp transmitting states should also move relative to each other under 

bias, suggesting that such interface states may also give rise to NDR. The present class of 

systems, being based on metal-thiol chemistry, should be easier to fabricate and much more 

robust chemically, and thus better suited to potential applications in nanoelectronic devices. 

5.4.1 NDR in Molecular Wires with Symmetric Transition Metal 

Contact Materials 

Appreciable NDR is expected when interface state resonances appear close to the zero 

bias Fermi energy so that much of the enhancement (as in Figure 5.4(c)) and subsequent 

decrease of the transmission when interface states are resonantly shifted past one another 

will occur within the window of integration in Equation (2.1) when calculating the current 

as a function of bias. Since for the PdfAT41Pd system the interface state resonances are 

not located at EF (and the enhanced transmission occurs outside of the conduction window, 

as depicted in Figure 5 3 ,  only a small portion of the resonantly enhanced transmission 

contributes (off-resonantly) to the current. Therefore, the magnitude of NDR, determined 

by the maximum peak-to-valley ratio of the current, is in this case quite small. This can be 

seen in Figure 5.6 where the calculated current for the PdlAT4lPd molecular wire is shown 
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Figure 5.6: Current-voltage characteristic for the PdlAT4lPd molecular wire. 

as a function of applied bias; this result is obtained from Eqn. (2.1) with T ( E , V )  as shown 

in Figure 5.4. Though weak, NDR is present near 1V. 

At low bias the current through the PdlAT4lPd wire increases with bias in Figure 5.6 

because (as shown in Figure 5.5) the transmission resonance due to the high energy in- 

terface state on the source electrode (S1) is approaching the energy window between the 

source and drain electro-chemical potentials hs,p) in which (according to Equation (2.1)) 

electron transmission contributes the most effectively to the current. Once the S1 interface 

state resonance has fully entered the window, the current begins to plateau until the second 

transmission feature of the doublet (S2) approaches and enters the window. 

Once S2 has fully entered the window in Figure 5.5 the current begins to decrease due 

to the decaying amplitude of the resonance with increasing bias as it continues to sepa- 

rate in energy from the interface state resonances on the drain (Dl and D ~ ) " .  This results 

in the subtle NDR near 1V in Figure 5.6". As the bias increases further, the current be- 

gins to increase again because of the increasing width of the window between ,us and po 

and the decreasing importance of the interface state transmission resonances relative to the 

background transmission due to non-resonant tunneling through the AT4 molecule. 

Since enhancements and subsequent decreases in the transmission (the crossing of S2 

and Dl in Figure 5.5) occur outside of the window of integration and contribute only off- 

resonantly to the current, the full potential NDR via this mechanism will not be realized 

'OAS can be seen in the inset of Figure 5.4(d), some small but non-negligible overlap remains close to the 

edge of the window of integration at 0.8V. 
"Slightly stronger NDR is predicted for a molecular wire with symmetric platinum contacts (as will be 

displayed in Figure 5.1 1) as the interface state resonances are stronger than for Pd. 
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for this system. However it will be shown next that stronger NDR should occur in systems 

for which interface states form on opposite sides of the zero bias Fermi energy and thus 

can be shifted into resonance (within the energy window of integration in Equation (2.1)) 

by the application of bias. Energetically separated interface state resonances have already 

been predicted in this thesis for BCC transition metals, where the DOS contains two well 

resolved maxima on either side of the Fermi energy (see for example spin down trans- 

mission for Fe-molecular wires in  Figure 4.4(a)). However, in all of the considered BCC 

metal-molecule systems, these interface state resonances are not sharp enough in energy to 

provide NDR; the mechanism for negative magnetoresistance introduced in Chapter 4 does 

not require sharp interface state transmission resonances. 

5.4.2 NDR in Molecular Wires with Asymmetric Transition Metal 

Contact Materials 

The analysis developed in Appendix D for the factorization of the transmission function 

for an asymmetric insulating molecular wire into functions for two symmetric wires (Eqn. 

(D.2)) suggests another approach to maximizing NDR via this mechanism based on the in- 

tegration of asymmetric FCC contacts, where the source electrode has DOS maxima below 

the zero bias Fermi energy, as for Pd, while the drain electrode has DOS maxima above the 

Fermi energy (both surface and bulk DOS are again relevant). Substituting a (100) Rhodium 

electrode for the Pd drain electrode of the Pd/AT4/Pd molecular wire satisfies this criterion 

[64]: The zero bias transmission probability is shown in Figure 5.7(a) for AT4 bridging 

symmetric (100) Rh contacts. Here the contacts are again constructed from 54 Rh atoms 

arranged in a bulk Rh FCC geometry and the equilibrium S-Rh separation is predicted to 

be 1.82A [65]; the qualitative predictions are not sensitive to this separation'2. Near 2eV 

below the Fermi energy, there is weak transmission due to the broadened HOMO, but more 

importantly, a strong, sharp interface resonance appears just above the Fermi energy. Thus, 

as displayed in Figure 5.7(b), the combined Pd/AT4/Rh system possesses a doubly-peaked 

interface state on the Pd source side (labeled Pdl and Pd2) below the zero bias Fermi energy 

121f a Rh-S separation of 2A is assumed, the transmission (and resulting current calculatjons) are not 

significantly affected. In fact, for 2W separation, the interface state resonance occurs closer to the Fenni 

energy causing an earlier onset of NDR for the following system. It is only slightly diminished in magnitude. 
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Figure 5.7: Transmission probabilities for molecular wires with Rh contacts. (a) Zero bias 

transmission probability for a symmetric RhlAT4lRh molecular wire. (b) Transmission 

probability for the PdlAT4JRh molecular wire. 

and an interface state on the Rh drain side (labeled Rh) which is above the Fermi energy13. 

The interface state resonances are weaker in Figure 5.7(b) than in either Figure 5.4(a) or 

5.7(a) as interface states form only on one side of the molecular junction at a particular 

energy. 

The effect of applied bias (employing the assumed potential profile discussed in Section 

5.3) on the interface state resonances in Figure 5.7(b) for the PdlAT41Rh molecular wire is 

'"ince the work functions of Pd and Rh are different, once AT4 has bridged the leads, a current will flow 

(at zero bias) between to two contacts until an equilibrium Fermi energy has been established, creating an 

electric field in  the vicinity of the molecule. This electric field (or contact potential [168]) is treated in an 

similar way to that created by application of bias, where the molecular energy levels are shifted under the 

assumed potential profile, as discussed in Section 5.3. Calculations have been carried out for other choices 

of the model potential profile arising from the difference in work function between Rh and Pd with almost 

identical results. The reason for this insensitivity to the details of the potential profile is that the interface 

states that mediate transport in this system are located mainly within the metal contacts while the insulating 

AT4 molecule behaves qualitatively like a simple potential barrier; thus neither is sensitive to the details of 

how the electrostatic potential drops between the metal contacts. 
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Figure 5.8: Transmission probabilities as different bias is applied across the PdlAT4lRh 

molecular wire. (a) Transmission probability vs. energy at 0.6V. (b) 0.9V bias. (c) 1.6V. 

clearly demonstrated in Figure 5.8, where the transmission probability for increasing bias 

voltage applied to the Rh contact is plotted. (Forward bias is defined as the bias that causes 

electrons to flow from the source Pd electrode to the drain Rh electrode, i.e., with the Rh 

contact at a positive electrostatic potential relative to the Pd.) As the magnitude of the bias 

increases, the electrostatic potential energy of electrons on the Rh electrode decreases while 

that of electrons on the Pd electrode increases. Therefore, since the interface state respon- 

sible for the transmission resonance that is above the Fermi level (Rh in Figure 5.7(b)) is 

located predominantly at the Rh electrode, the energy of that resonance decreases with in- 

creasing bias. Similarly the energy of the interface state transmission resonances that are 

below the Fermi level (Pdl and Pd2 in Figure 5.7(b)) increase with increasing bias because 

those states are located at the Pd electrode. Hence, in Figure 5.8(a) for 0.6V applied bias, 
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Figure 5.9: Currents for the PdlAT41Rh molecular wire. Solid curve is current for forward 

bias, dashed curve is magnitude of current for reverse bias, 11- I. Forward bias induces a net 

electron flux in the direction from the Pd source electrode to the Rh drain electrode. 

the separation between the energies of the interface states on the Pd and Rh contacts has 

decreased relative to that in Figure 5.7(b). At an applied bias of 0.9V (Figure 5.8(b)), the 

interface state Pdl shifts into resonance with the Rh state (the resonantly transmitting state 

has strong contributions at both metal-molecule interfaces) and the transmission is greatly 

enhanced (note also the change in y-axis scale). At 1.6V, the Rh interface state has shifted 

past both Pd states and the transmission has weakened. 

The predicted currents for the Pd/AT4/Rh molecular wire are shown in Figure 5.9. 

As suggested by the weakening of the transmission in Figure 5.8(c), pronounced NDR 

is apparent in the forward bias direction (solid curve in Figure 5.9) near 1.1V and 1.6V. 

(I(-V) # -I(V) as the system is not mirror symmetric.) The two occurrences of NDR are 

related to the double-peaked interface state transmission feature (Pdl and Pd2) in Figure 

5.7(b): The sharp Rh interface state resonance above the Fermi energy in Figure 5.7(b) 

scans through both Pd interface transmission resonances, as depicted in Figure 5.10, cross- 

ing the high (Pdl) and low (Pd2) energy Pd interface states resonances near 0.9V (cor- 

responding to the enhanced transmission in Figure 5.8(b)) and 1.4V, respectively. The 

decrease in current with increasing voltage (i.e., NDR) seen above the current peaks in 

Figure 5.9 is due to the overall weakening of the resonant transmission as the energies of 

the transmitting interface states separate with further increase of bias voltage (as in Fig. 

5.8(c)). Thus there are two enhancements and subsequent decreases in the transmission 

within the window of integration between ,us and , u ~  in Figure 5.10, corresponding to the 
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Figure 5.10: Energies of interface state resonances (solid and dotted lines) and electrode 

electrochemical potentials (dashed) labeled according to the respective electrode vs. (for- 

ward) bias applied across the Pd/AT4iRh molecular wire. l(2) stands for the high (low) 

energy Pd interface state. 

two peaks and valleys in the current in Figure 5.9. 

The predicted significant NDR for Pd/AT4/Rh suggests potential avenues for controlling 

negative differential resistance in molecular wires: Though the qualitative predictions are 

robust, quantitative current-voltage characteristics, and values of NDR, are dependent on 

the interface properties of the molecular junction. This is demonstrated in Figures 5.1 l(a,b) 

which display the current-voltage characteristics for AT4 bridging asymmetric Pd and Rh 

contacts with (1 11) surface orientations where the molecular sulfur atoms chemisorb at 

HCP and FCC sites, respectively. Due to the strength of the AT4-Pd (1 11) interface state 

resonance shown in Figure 5.3(a) for the HCP binding configuration, the predicted NDR in 

Figure 5.1 l(a) is also quite strong for the HCP adsorption site. It is weaker for the case of 

FCC site binding (Figure 5.1 l(b)). Since the geometry and interface properties in general 

depend on how samples are fabricated, these results suggest that improved control over 

sample preparation may offer further control over NDR transport phenomena. 

The NDR can also be tailored by choosing different transition metals for the contacts. 

For example, similar calculations performed in the course of the present research predict 

that if the Pd (1 11) electrode is replaced with Pt (1 1 I), the onset of NDR should occur at 
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Figure 5.1 1: Calculated I (V )  for molecular wires with (1 11) metal contacts. Pd/AT4/Rh 

molecular wire with (a) HCP site adsorption. (b) FCC site adsorption. (c) Pt/AT4/Rh wire 

with HCP site binding. (d) Symmetric PtlAT41Pt junction with HCP site binding. 

higher bias, as in Figure 5.1 1(c). As displayed in Figure 5.1 l(d), relatively strong NDR 

may also occur at earlier bias if symmetric Pt (11 1) contacts are bridged by AT4. The 

mechanism is similar to that depicted in Figure 5.5 for symmetric Pd contacts, but here the 

interface state resonances are stronger, singly peaked and located slightly closer in energy 
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to EF, thus the NDR is stronger and occurs earlier. These results suggest for the first time 

that it may be feasible to design the non-linear current-voltage characteristics (NDR) of 

molecular nanoelectronic devices by appropriate choices of the specific transition metals 

used for the contacts and their crystallographic orientations. 

Also, since transmission enhancements due to interface states on the source electrode 

shifting into resonance with interface states on the drain do not involve any structural 

rearrangement of the molecule or contacts, this mechanism for NDR is not expected to 

be accompanied by hysteresis. Since hysteresis has been found experimentally in many 

metal/molecule/metal devices exhibiting NDR to date, lack of hysteresis accompanying the 

NDR in a molecular device (in which d-electron interface states are expected) should be an 

important experimental characteristic of the NDR mechanism that has been identified here. 

It is clear that because this NDR mechanism requires the relative shifting of interface 

states on the source (Pd) upwards in energy and into resonance with interface states on the 

drain (Rh), NDR will only occur for one direction of applied bias. In fact, in the reverse 

direction of bias, no significant transmission features enter the window of integration and 

the current is weak as displayed by the dashed curve in Figure 5.7(c) ( ! I -  ( vs. IV( is plotted 

in the same quadrant as positive bias for easy comparison). Therefore, the PdlAT4lRh 

molecular wire is predicted to also act as a rectifier, yielding appreciable rectification. 

5.5 Rectification in Molecular Wires with Transition 

Metal Contacts 

To explore molecular rectification further, the possibility of rectification when molecules 

form a bridge between Pd and Au contacts will now be investigated. (100) surface ori- 

entations are considered; very similar results are found for other surface orientations and 

binding sites. The Au-S separation is taken to be 2A, as predicted with density functional 

calculations [65], where the sulfur adsorbs above a four-fold Au hollow site. 

The transmission, and currents for both directions of bias, for a PdIAT4lAu molecular 

wire are shown in Figure 5.1 2. The double-peaked interface state transmission resonances 

below the Fermi energy in Figure 5.12(a) are weaker than those in Figure 5.4(a) as interface 

states form there only on one (the Pd) contact for the PdIAT4lAu system; as alluded to 
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Figure 5.12: Currents displaying rectification. (a) Transmission probability at zero bias 

for a PdIAT4lAu molecular wire. (b) I(V) for PdlAT41Au molecular wire. Solid curve is 

current for forward bias, dashed curve for reverse bias. Forward bias induces a net electron 

flux in the direction from the Pd source electrode to the Au drain electrode. 

earlier, interface states do not form near the Fermi energy on the Au contact. The solid 

curve of Figure 5.12(b) is the current for the forward bias direction, I+ (i.e., positive bias 

applied to the Au contact); the dashed curve is the current for the reverse direction, /I-/. 

As can be seen I+ saturates near lV, once both Pd interface transmission features in Figure 

5.12(a) have completely entered the window of integration. The current profile for forward 

bias is quite similar to that predicted for PdlAT4lPd (Figure 5.6) because the latter current is 

dominated by resonant transmission from interface states on the source once they enter the 

window of integration (as in Figure 5.5 for SI and S2), which are also present for Pd/AT4/Au 

(Figure 5.12(a)), and is only weakly modified by off-resonant transmission tails of interface 

states on the PdlAT4lPd drain electrode, that are not present for PdlAT41Au. However there 

is no appreciable NDR for PdlAT41Au. 

In the reverse bias direction (dashed curve in Figure 5.12(b)), no appreciable trans- 

mission features enter the window of integration; the interface state resonances shift with 
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the electrochemical potentials of the Pd contact and remain outside of the current window 

(as in Figure 5.5 for Dl  and D2), while no significant resonant transmission features are 

present near the Fermi energy on the Au contact. Therefore, an appreciable rectification 

ratio (I+/(I- I) is predicted, reaching a value of roughly 6 near the 1V saturation bias. 

An asymmetric molecular wire system is necessary for a rectifying current-voltage char- 

acteristic. However, since the rectification in the present system emerges from interface 

states forming on the S-Pd contact and the lack of interface states on the S-Au contact, in- 

creasing the asymmetry by switching to a molecule with a single thiol does not drastically 

increase the rectification, provided that the thiol bonds to the Pd contact14. In fact quite 

similar current-voltage characteristics to those in Figure 5.12(b) are predicted for Pdlbutyl- 

thiolateIAu, up to a scaled decrease in the magnitudes of both forward and reverse currents 

due to the lack of strong bonding at the Au interface. Similar rectification is predicted 

for symmetric Pd leads bridged with an asymmetric molecule such as butyl-thiolate where 

significant interface states also form only on one side of the junction. 

Hence, interface states can provide rectification in such asymmetric systems: Reso- 

nances associated with interface states close to the zero bias Fermi energy shift rigidly 

(pinned to one contact) with bias but occur only on one side of molecule, either because 

only one contact is bonded to the molecule or because no d-states are present near the Fermi 

energy for one of the electrodes. Therefore, interface state resonances will enter the current 

window in Eqn. (2.1) only in one direction of applied bias. 

5.6 Conclusions 

Calculations were presented that indicate interface states in molecular wires should play a 

non-trivial role in transport when d-electron orbitals of the metal electrodes make a signifi- 

cant contribution to the density of states of the metal near the Fermi energy. As an example, 

butyl-dithiolate bridging Pd contacts was considered in detail and it was determined that 

electron transmission through the junction at moderate bias is dominated by interface states 

resulting from the strong chemical bonding between the thiolated ends of the molecule and 

the Pd d-orbitals. Resonant enhancements and reductions in the transmission due to in- 

1 4 ~ o  significant rectification is expected if thiols bond only to the Au contact. In this case, interface states 

are not expected to be significant. 
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terface states were predicted to occur when a bias voltage is applied across the junction. 

This was shown to result in non-linear transport phenomena including negative differential 

resistance and rectification, even for such simple molecules as alkane-thiols. Potential av- 

enues for tailoring these non-linear transport phenomena were also considered by replacing 

one Pd electrode with other transition metals: Integration of a Rh electrode was predicted 

to yield both strongly enhanced NDR and rectification. The strength of the NDR and the 

range of bias voltage in which it occurs were found to depend strongly on both the specific 

transition metals used as electrodes and their crystallographic orientations. These findings 

raise the prospect of designing the NDR of molecular wires for nanoelectronic device ap- 

plications by appropriate choice of transition metal electrodes and their surface structures. 

It is reasonable to expect the qualitative prediction that NDR should occur in Pd/AT4/Rh 

(and PtlAT4lRh) systems to be model-independent for the following reasons: The Pd elec- 

trode has its d-orbital density of states maxima below the zero bias Fermi energy, while the 

Rh electrode has its d-orbital density of states maxima above the Fermi energy 1641. Since 

the interface states are located primarily in the contacts and have transition metal d-orbitals 

character there, their energies are pinned to the maxima of the Rh and Pd d-orbital densities 

of states. Therefore the strong difference between the d-electronic structures of Rh and Pd 

must result in the interface states on the Rh and Pd electrodes occurring at well-separated 

energies at zero bias. Furthermore since these interface states are each confined mainly 

to one electrode, when a bias is applied across the junction the energies of these interface 

states must follow the electrochemical potentials of their respective electrodes. Therefore 

if the bias is increased sufficiently (with the appropriate sign) the interface state energies 

must cross resulting in enhancement followed by weakening of the transmission and hence 

NDR. These qualitative considerations should hold for any realistic model of this system, 

and therefore the prediction that NDR should occur in this system is expected to be robust. 



Chapter 6 

Spin Current Rectification in Molecular 

Wires 

6.1 Introduction 

As illustrated in Chapter 5, spatial asymmetries that manifest as asymmetries in the elec- 

tronic characteristics of a molecular wire may produce rectification of electric current 

(I(-V) # -I(V)). Positive or negative bias voltages applied across the two terminals of 

the asymmetric device give rise to electronic eigenstates that contribute differently to the 

current causing the asymmetry under bias inversion. Such spatial asymmetry, and therefore 

rectification, may result from the use of spatially asymmetric molecules, different materials 

for source and drain electrodes, asymmetric molecule-lead binding, or a combination of all 

three [I, 22,23, 32, 50, 157, 158, 159, 160, 1611. 

As with the electronic (charge) current, spatial asymmetry in a molecular wire with 

one or more magnetic electrodes may result in the net spin current, Is, being asymmetric 

under bias inversion. However, although there have been several theoretical studies of spin 

transport through molecular wires [38,39,40,41,42,43,44], the possibility of spin current 

rectification in such systems has not been explored. This topic is addressed in the present 

chapter. 

While thermodynamics requires the electronic current to reverse direction when the 

bias is reversed, there is no such requirement for the spin current. Therefore it is proposed 
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here that spin current rectification of two kinds should be possible in principle in spatially 

asymmetric systems: 

(1) Weak spin current rectification where the direction of the spin current reverses and 

the magnitude of the spin current changes when the applied bias is reversed; this is the spin 

analog of charge current rectification. 

(2) Strong spin current rectification where the direction of the spin current remains 

unchanged when the applied bias is reversed. This effect has no charge current analog. 

The possibility of spin current rectification occurring in specific asymmetric molecular 

wires is explored theoretically in this chapter. It will be predicted that both weak and 

strong spin current rectification should be realized in practice, depending on the details of 

the system and the magnitude of the applied bias voltage [5 11. 

As with charge current rectification, spin current rectification is a non-linear transport 

phenomenon; at infinitesimal bias (in the linear response regime) no rectification is pos- 

sible. Weak spin current rectification becomes possible in asymmetric magnetic wires as 

the system exits the linear response regime with increasing bias, and strong spin current 

rectification is predicted to be attainable in some systems at still higher bias. Therefore the 

predictions summarized above regarding the nature of spin current rectification are relevant 

to asymmetric junctions that can sustain a significant bias voltage, such as molecular and 

nanoscale atomic junctions and metal/insulator/metal thin-film systems1. 

Because weak spin rectification is closely tied to current rectification, these findings 

demonstrate that it should be possible to design molecular electronic devices that simulta- 

neously function as current rectifiers and spin rectifiers, thereby providing such molecular 

wires with dual functionality based on the transport of both charge and spin. Such function- 

ality may ultimately allow both logic and memory to be implemented with a single device, 

and the design of such a device based on molecules may allow for its construction using the 

smallest possible circuit elements. 

In the following section, the formalism, analysis and general understanding of molec- 

ular wires with transition metal electrodes, developed in the preceding chapters, are ap- 

plied to asymmetric wires where a single octane-thiolate (OT) or octane-dithiolate (ODT) 

molecule bridges the gap between Au or Pd and ferromagnetic Fe electrodes. These molec- 

' ~ x ~ e r i m e n t a l  work has demonstrated a variety of molecular wires to support applied bias voltages in 

excess of 1 Volt without breaking down; see for example Refs. [4, 1691 
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ular wires are predicted to function as current and spin current rectifiers, and to exhibit both 

weak and strong spin current rectification, depending on the value of the applied bias. In 

Section 6.3, a junction in which an OT molecule bridges Au and Ni electrodes is consid- 

ered. Less pronounced charge and spin current rectification effects are predicted for this 

system than in the corresponding one with an Fe contact. 

Spin-flip processes are not considered, consistent with weak spin-orbit interaction in 

molecules and the high degree of spin polarization retained in observations of spin-dependent 

transport in molecular wires [45, 46, 471; transmissions and currents (Eqn. (2.1)) are cal- 

culated independently for spin up (IT(V)) and down (Z1(V)) electrons. The total current 

through the molecular device is given by the sum of the currents for the separate spin chan- 

nels, I (V) = It (V) + II (V), while the net spin (angular momentum) current is defined as 

Spin Current Rectification in Molecular Wires with 

Fe Contacts 

AuIOTlFe Molecular Wires 

The extended molecule for the Au/OT/Fe molecular wire is shown in Figure 6.1. Each 

metallic cluster of the extended molecule is built from 5 x 5,4 x 4,3 x 3,2 x 2 (100)-oriented 

layers (54 atoms total) of atoms in the bulk geometry of the metal. The sulfur atom is esti- 

mated to sit 2A above the four-fold FCC Au hollow site [65], while the BCC Fe electrode 

surface is estimated to be 4.1A from the molecular carbon atom2. Such molecular junction 

geometries may be realized with STM or break junction systems where the Fe-C distance 

may vary. However, while the magnitudes of the currents depend exponentially on the Fe- 

C separation, the qualitative transmission features and ratios of currents are insensitive to 

the separation for a wide range of values. The qualitative predictions are also not overly 

sensitive to the metal-S distance. 

The electronic structure of the molecular wires with asymmetric contacts studied in this 

chapter is described by the hybrid semi-empirical tight-binding model of Section 2.6. When 

2 ~ h i s  estimate is based on a geometry relaxation of a Ni surface over OT. 
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Figure 6.1: Extended molecule for an AdOTIFe molecular wire. Each metal cluster con- 

sists of 54 atoms that coincide with sites of (100) crystal lattices. 

different metals are used for the two electrodes of the molecular device, their differing work 

functions give rise to electrostatic fields between the electrodes even if no bias is applied 

across the device. This contact potential-related field [168] is included approximately in 

the model: It is treated in an similar way to that created by application of bias (discussed 

below), but with the molecular atomic site energies being shifted according to a linear 

potential profile. 

Rectification of electronic current is attainable only under the application of significant 

bias. Most of the molecular bridges considered in this chapter are monothiolates; for these 

systems a substantial spatial gap is predicted at the interface between the metal contact and 

the non-thiolated molecular end (in contrast to the relatively small separations predicted 

for dithiolated molecules in the previous chapters). In the numerical results presented here 

for these systems, for simplicity, it is assumed that half of the applied bias drops at this 

interface and half drops across the molecule (see Section 4.4). The predictions regarding 

the strong and weak spin current rectification regimes do not change qualitatively if other 

model potential profiles are adopted. 
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The calculated transmission probabilities at zero bias for spin u p  (u) and down (d) elec- 

trons are displayed in Figure 6.2(a) for the Au/OT/Fe wire; the common Fermi level of 

the metal contacts is at OeV. The mechanisms that give rise to the resonant transmission 

features that are visible near - l e v  and 0.8eV at zero bias in Figure 6.2(a) control both 

the charge current I (Figure 6.3(a)) and the spin current Is (Figure 6.3(b)) at moderate 

bias. These mechanisms involve interactions of the molecule with both metal interfaces; 

to understand them it is helpful to examine the roles of the two different metal-molecule 

interfaces separately (i.e., by way of Eqn. (D.2)). This is accomplished by consider- 

ing a pair of closely related symmetric molecular wire systems, Au/octane-dithiolate/Au 

and Fe/octane/Fe. In the former system both metal-molecule interfaces are similar to the 

Au/molecule interface of Au/OT/Fe while in the latter both are similar to the Fe/molecule 

interface of AU/OT/F~~.  The calculated zero bias transmission probabilities for these two 

symmetric systems are plotted in Figure 6.2(b) and Figure 6.2(c) respectively; for the 

Fe/octane/Fe system parallel magnetization of the two Fe electrodes is assumed and both 

the spin u p  and spin down electron transmission probabilities are shown. Since the trans- 

mission features due to the interaction of the molecule with the source and drain interfaces 

are degenerate at zero bias for spatially symmetric wires, the analysis of the transmission 

probabilities in Figures 6.2(b,c) is more straight forward than of those in Figure 6.2(a): 

For the symmetric Au/ODT/Au junction, the weak transmission resonance near - 1 S e V  

in Figure 6.2(b) is due to resonant conduction through the molecular HOMO. The conduc- 

tion is weak because the HOMO is localized mainly at and near the sulfur atoms and decays 

rapidly along the molecule's carbon backbone. The transmission probability decreases to- 

wards the Fermi energy where it is due to off-resonant conduction via the tail of the HOMO 

resonance. The large transmission below the HOMO resonance is due to molecular con- 

ducting states lower in energy, including the HOMO-I. The lowest unoccupied molec- 

ular orbital (LUMO) is located above the plotted energy range due to the large molecular 

HOMO-LUMO gap and does not contribute significantly to the current for any of the results 

presented here. Due to the resonant conduction through the HOMO and its off-resonant 

3The geometries of the symmetric junctions are obtained by geometrically mirroring the asymmetric 

Au/OT/Fe junction to the left and to the right without further geometry relaxations. The Fermi energy align- 

ment of the contacts is the same in all three model systems, using that of the Au/OT/Fe wire as the reference, 

as required by Eqn. (D.2). 
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Figure 6.2: Transmission probabilities vs. energy at zero bias for (a) Spin up (u) and 

spin down (d) electrons for the AuIOTRe molecular wire. Fermi energy= OeV. (b) An 

AuIODTIAu junction. (c) An FeIoctaneRe junction. 

transmission near the Fermi energy, the transmission probability for AuIODTIAu is very 

asymmetric about the Fermi energy (EF = OeV). Nevertheless, for a spatially symmetric 

junction, I(-V) = -I(V) and rectification is prohibited. However, the asymmetry of T(E) 

about EF for the Aulmolecule contact can result in strong rectification when this contact 

forms part of an asymmetric molecular wire (as for AuIOTRe) and the total transmission at 

the second contact is symmetric about EF. 

Such is nearly the case for the Fe contact, as is displayed in Figure 6.2(c) (while the 

total transmission T(E) = TT(E) + TL(E) is asymmetric about the Fermi energy, with the 

magnitudes of the u and d transmission peaks differing by roughly a factor of 2, it is much 

less so than T(E) in Figure 6.2(b)). As is the density of states for bulk Fe [64] (see Figure 
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3.1), the transmission features in Figure 6.2(c) are highly spin split: The transmission fea- 

tures near lev below EF for spin up and 0.8eV above EF for spin down in Figure 6.2(c) are 

due to Fe metal states. They are present even in the absence of molecules (as reported in 

Figure 3.10(a) for vacuum tunneling between Fe nanocontacts); since no strong hybridiza- 

tion occurs between the octane molecule and either Fe contact, the main role of the octane 

is to effectively lower the barrier for conduction (relative to vacuum) in the FeIoctaneBe 

wire. 

The origin and qualitative characteristics of the important features in the transmission of 

the asymmetric AuIOTlFe molecular wire seen in Figure 6.2(a) are now readily understood 

as manifestations of consecutive transmission of electrons through the Au/OT and OTIFe 

interfaces: The prominent spin up  transmission feature in Figure 6.2(a) around - lev is 

due to the peak in the spin u p  transmission between the Fe and the molecule in this energy 

range (Fig. 6.2(c)) coinciding with the molecular HOMO-mediated transmission at the 

Au/OT interface (Fig. 6.2(b)). The much weaker spin down transmission feature around 

0.8eV in  Figure 6.2(a) is due to the corresponding peak in the spin down transmission 

between the Fe and the molecule (Fig. 6.2(c)) occurring in an energy range where there is 

no transmission resonance associated with the AuIOT interface. The similarly weak spin 

down transmission around -lev in Figure 6.2(a) is due to weak spin down transmission at 

the OTBe interface coinciding with the (broad) molecular HOMO-mediated transmission 

resonance associated with the AuIOT interface. 

The total charge current, I(V) = IT(V) + Il(V), displayed in Figure 6.3(a) as a func- 

tion of applied bias voltage V is calculated according to the Landauer expression, Equation 

(2.1) from the bias-dependent transmission probability T (E, V). The latter quantity differs 

from T(E, 0) that is plotted in Figure 6.2(a) in that T(E, V) includes the effects of the bias 

voltage on the energies of the electronic states within the metal contacts as well as on the 

potential profile of the molecular junction. However, the behavior of the current can still 

be understood qualitatively in terms of electron transmission through the two molecule- 

metal interfaces discussed above if their bias-dependence is taken into consideration (i.e., 

in the spirit of Eqn. (D.4)): With increasing positive bias (applied to the Fe electrode) 

the transmission features due to the molecular HOMO levels that are associated with the 

Aulmolecule interface (Figure 6.2(b)) move to higher energies relative to the the transmis- 

sion features due to the Fe/molecule interface (Figure 6.2(c)). This results in an overall 
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Figure 6.3: Currents exhibiting rectification for the Au/OT/Fe wire. (a) Calculated current 

vs. voltage. (b) Calculated net spin down current given by Equation (6.1) vs. voltage. 

enhancement of T(E, V) relative to T(E,O) within the window of conduction between the 

electrochemical potentials of the source and drain electrodes, defined by Equation (2.1). By 

contrast, for negative applied bias the transmission features due to the Au/molecule inter- 

face (Figure 6.2(b)) move to lower energies and remain outside the window of conduction, 

resulting in an overall weakening of T(E, V). Thus the magnitude of the current, I, at posi- 

tive bias is markedly larger than that at negative bias, so that the Au/OT/Fe molecular wire 

behaves as a charge current rectifier as is evident in Figure 6.3(a). 

The net spin current given by Equation (6.1) is displayed in Figure 6.3(b). As ex- 

pected from the general considerations discussed above, there is a linear response regime 

at low bias (in this case for IVJ below approximately 0.4V) where there is no apprecia- 

ble spin current rectification, followed by (for (V( below approximately 0.6V) the onset of 

appreciable non-linearity with an associated weak spin current rectification regime where 

Is(V) # -Is(-V) although Is(V) and Is(-V) have opposite signs. However at still larger 

bias, the calculation predicts a qualitative change in the nature of the spin current recti- 

fication: The net spin current is positive for both directions of applied bias voltage over 

a substantial voltage range beginning near &0.6V, i.e., strong spin current rectification is 
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predicted. This is due to the asymmetry about the Fe Fermi level of the spin up and spin 

down transmission resonances associated with the Felmolecule interface that is evident also 

in Figure 6.2(c). For positive bias applied on the Fe contact, the transmission is dominated 

by the transport of spin down electrons through the molecule from the Au into unoccupied 

states of the Fe contact that are predominantly spin down. For similarly large negative bias, 

the transport is dominated by spin up electrons as the occupied states on the Fe contact are 

predominantly spin up. Therefore, for either direction of bias, the net spin down electron 

flux is towards the Fe contact. 

6.2.2 Au/ODT/Fe and Pd/OT/Fe Molecular Wires 

Calculations for an Auloctane-dithiolate(0DT)lFe molecular wire predict that this system 

should also function as a strong spin current rectifier comparable to AuIOTlFe. The mech- 

anisms involved are, however, somewhat different for the two systems: Whereas the spin 

rectification in the AuIOTlFe system arises from spin-split Fe metallic states at the non- 

thiolated Fe interface (as in Figure 6.2(c)), both contacts are thiol-bonded for AuIODTlFe. 

In this case, the low bias transmission on the Fe contact is dominated by intedace states 

at the sulfur-Fe interface (see Figure 4.7(a)) that are also spin-split and occur on opposite 

sides of the Fe Fermi energy. 

Calculations also predict similar spin rectification to that in Figure 6.2(b) if the Au 

electrode is replaced with Pd. Here, due to the strong hybridization that occurs between the 

molecular sulfur atom and the d-electronic states of the Pd contact (as elucidated in Chapter 

5; see Figure 5. l), the moderate bias transmission on the Pd/molecule contact is dominated 

by interface states that develop within the HOMO-LUMO gap [50]. They are located near 

the HOMO (below the Fermi energy) and as a result the transmission at the Pd/molecule 

contact is even more asymmetric about the zero bias Fermi energy than the transmission 

due to the Au/molecule contact (Figure 6.2(c)). 

The calculated total current, I, for the PdIOTlFe molecular wire is displayed in Figure 

6.4(a). Due to the large transmission asymmetry at the Pdlmolecule contact, the current ex- 

hibits stronger charge current rectification (the current is more asymmetric under inversion 

of bias) than that displayed in Figure 6.3(a) for the AuIOTlFe junction. Also, as is evident 

from the calculated spin current, Is, plotted in Figure 6.4(b), the PdOTlFe wire possesses 
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Figure 6.4: Currents exhibiting rectification for the PdIOTlFe molecular wire. (a) Calcu- 

lated charge current-voltage characteristic. (b) Net spin current vs. voltage. 
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significant weak spin rectification beginning for (VI above 0.2V and extending to applied 

biases of f lV. Since the transmission at the molecule1Fe contact is unchanged, the strong 

spin current rectification for (VI above 1V in Figure 6.4(b) is qualitatively similar to that in 

Figure 6.3(b). 

6.3 Spin Current Rectification in Molecular Wires with 

Ni Contacts: AuIOTlNi 
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Figure 6.5 shows the predicted currents for an Au/OT/Ni molecular wire4 (with (100) sur- 

face orientations). In this case the transmission probabilities for NiIoctanelNi displayed in 

Figure 4.10(b) serve to clarify the nature of the transmission at the Nilmolecule interface; 

Figure 6.2(b) relates to the Aulmolecule interface for the Au/OT/Ni system as well. 

Since the Nilmolecule transmission resonances are located below the Fermi energy for 

both spin u p  (u) and down (d) electrons in Figure 4.10(b), in contrast to the Felmolecule 

I I i 

I I I 

4 ~ h e  Ni-C separation is the same as the Fe-C separation considered in the Section 6.2.1. 
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Figure 6.5: Currents for an AuIOTlNi molecular wire. (a) Calculated current-voltage char- 

acteristic for the Au/OT/Ni wire. (b) Net spin current vs. voltage. 
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transmission resonances in Figure 6.2(c), the current and spin current rectification proper- 

ties of AuIOTlNi are predicted to be significantly different than for AuIOTFe and PdIOTFe: 

The total current, I, for Au/OT/Ni is displayed in Figure 6.5(a). The asymmetry in 

the magnitude of the current between positive and negative bias voltage is not as strong in 

Figure 6.5(a) as in Figure 6.3(a) or 6.4(a). This is a result of the transmission resonances 

associated with the Ni contact being located below the Fermi energy for both spin config- 

urations (Fig. 4.10(b)): As they are located similarly to the resonance for AuIODTlAu in 

Figure 6.2(b) (though they are smaller in magnitude), the effective asymmetry between the 

source and drain contacts is reduced relative to the AuImoleculeFe systems resulting also in 

a reduction of the strength of the charge current rectification. For the same reason, as is evi- 

dent from Figure 6.5(b), spin current rectification is predicted to be a much less pronounced 

phenomenon in the AuIOTlNi molecular wire than for either AuIOTFe or PdIOTFe: Weak 

spin rectification is predicted to extend over a wider bias range for the AuIOTlNi molec- 

ular wire than for the Fe junctions, and strong spin rectification is predicted to be largely 

or completely suppressed in the AuIOTlNi wire; while slightly positive, Is is very close to 

zero around - 1.75V in Figure 6.5(b). 
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6.4 Conclusions 

This chapter has identified that spin current rectification in molecular wires can take two 

different forms consistent with thermodynamic considerations: A weak form in which the 

spin current reverses direction when the bias applied to the junction is reversed and a strong 

form in which the direction of the spin current is unchanged upon reversal of the bias. Cal- 

culations were presented for spin-dependent transport in several molecular wires in which 

one metal contact is non-magnetic and the other consists of Fe or Ni. Both types of spin cur- 

rent rectification were predicted to occur (depending on the bias voltage) in the molecular 

wires with Fe, and the weak form to occur for Ni contacts. The results indicate that molec- 

ular wires displaying both spin current and charge current rectification should be possible, 

and may find practical application as nanoscale devices that combine5 logic and memory 

functions. Experimental observation and further theoretical studies of the phenomena pre- 

dicted here would be of interest. 

5~wo-terminal logic has been shown possible with molecular rectifying devices [170, 1711. Controllable 

spin injection and detection are required for memory devices that are based on electron spin [36]. Thus 

devices combining charge and spin current rectifying properties could in principle combine logic and memory 

functions. 



Chapter 7 

Summary and Outlook 

This thesis has presented a general theoretical analysis of electron transport in molecu- 

lar wires with transition metal electrodes. A transport methodology suitable for studying 

molecular wires with transition metal electrodes was developed on the basis of Landauer 

theory and ab initio and semi-empirical considerations. The electronic current (at moderate 

bias) in such wires was found to be mediated by electronic states at the metal-molecule 

interfaces that develop as a result of the strong chemical bonding between molecular sul- 

fur orbitals and transition metal d-electron orbitals; strong features in the transition metal 

electrode densities of states were predicted to enhance the transmission at corresponding 

energies. Being located mainly within the transition metal contacts and having strong tran- 

sition metal d-orbital character, the energies of the interface states were found to track with 

the bias voltage applied between the contacts of the molecular wire. Hence, resonant en- 

hancements and reductions of the current under applied bias voltage were predicted, result- 

ing in interesting transport properties and the identification of a number of new, physically 

important and potentially technologically relevant molecular electronic systems. 

Electron transport between iron point contacts bridged by iron atoms was investigated 

for a range of contact separations. Characteristic trends emerging in the transport predic- 

tions as the separation between the contacts is varied were attributed, in part, to the breaking 

of bonds and associated dangling bond formation resulting in spin-dependent transmission 

resonances. Spin-dependent transport mechanisms and device characteristics were also ex- 

plored for molecular wires with ferromagnetic iron contacts, systems that had not been 

considered previously, either theoretically or experimentally, and bias-dependent and in- 
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verse magnetoresistance phenomena were predicted. Relatively large in magnitude and 

occurring at modest applied bias voltages, the negative magnetoresistance predicted here 

suggests that iron-molecular wires may be attractive candidates for technological applica- 

tions in devices based on molecular spintronics, but operated in the negative magnetoresis- 

tance regime. Spin-dependent transport was also studied for an asymmetric octane-thiolate 

molecule bridging nickel contacts. Bias-dependent and negative magnetoresistance was 

again predicted, suggesting that similar trends observed in experimental data may be in- 

trinsic to such molecular tunnel junctions, i.e., not dependent on the presence of impurities 

within the molecular film. A JulliCre model for estimating the magnetoresistance, expressed 

in terms of efSective spin polarizations that take into consideration the influence on trans- 

port of the metal-molecule interfaces, was introduced to reconcile the results of the quantum 

transport calculations with the classical theory. 

A new, controllable negative differential resistance (NDR) mechanism with potential 

applications for molecular electronic technology was introduced for simple molecules, such 

as alkane-thiols, bridging palladium and platinum contacts. Potential avenues for tailoring 

these non-linear transport phenomena were also considered by replacing one Pd electrode 

with other transition metals: Integration of a Rh electrode was predicted to yield strongly 

enhanced negative differential resistance. The strength of the NDR and the range of bias 

voltage in which it occurs were found to depend strongly on both the specific transition 

metals used as electrodes and their crystallographic orientations. These findings raise the 

prospect of designing the NDR of molecular wires for nanoelectronic device applications 

by appropriate choice of transition metal electrodes and their surface structures. Lastly, 

spin current rectification in molecular wires was predicted to take two different forms con- 

sistent with thermodynamic considerations: A weak form in which the spin current reverses 

direction when the bias applied to the junction is reversed and a strong form in which the 

direction of the spin current is unchanged upon reversal of the bias. Calculations predicting 

spin current rectification of both types were presented for single molecules bridging several 

ferromagnetic and non-magnetic contacts. The results indicate that molecular wires dis- 

playing both spin current and charge current rectification should be possible, and may find 

practical application as nanoscale devices that combine logic and memory functions. 

Further theoretical studies of the systems identified here and their associated transport 

phenomena are of interest. In principle, it should be possible for such studies to incorporate 
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additional computational sophistication that permit consideration of effects such as: geom- 

etry relaxations (or reconstructions) of the metal contact surfaces, changes in the molecular 

wire geometry as a function of applied bias voltage, and self-consistent calculations for 

the potential profile (and contact-potential related fields) that include charging of molecular 

orbitals and charge transfer effects. However, due to the robustness of the predictions in 

this work to variations in phenomenological models and model parameters, the qualitative 

predictions presented in this thesis are expected to be model independent. Hence, the qual- 

itative phenomena predicted in this thesis should be accessible to present day experimental 

techniques and this work is intended to stimulate experiments directed at observing them. 

Incorporation of additional computational sophistication may be required when attempting 

quantitative comparison with experiment, however, the large degree of uncertainty about 

the atomic interface that persists in modern molecule electronics experiments will present 

a major challenge to such efforts in the near term. 

In conclusion, this thesis has developed a methodology and provided a thorough in- 

vestigation for an emerging and potentially important subfield of molecular electronics: 

Molecular wires with transition metal electrodes, systems for which interest is growing. 

The quantitative methodology developed here has yielded a 'big picture' approach for the 

qualitative identification of the transport properties for transition metal-molecular wires 

that should augment the established general understanding for molecular wires with sim- 

pler gold electrodes, that is based on the broadening of molecular orbitals into transmitting 

states. Based on a general consideration of the densities of states (surface and bulk) of the 

transition metal contacts (which may differ for source and drain electrodes), their chemi- 

cal interaction with the anchoring groups of the organic molecule forming the conducting 

bridge, and a qualitative account of finite applied bias voltage effects, qualitative trends in 

the current-voltage characteristics should now also be immediately identifiable for molecu- 

lar wires with transition metal electrodes. Hence, the understanding developed here should 

be indispensable for identifying systems that may combine transition metal electrodes with 

the nanoscale sizes and intrinsic functionality of organic molecules for novel nanoelectronic 

device applications. 



Appendix A 

Application of Energy Shift for 

Non-orthogonal Bases 

To obtain the procedure by which to adjust matrix elements in a non-orthogonal basis { I  j ) )  

in response to a shift in energy, consider the Schrodinger equation describing the scatter- 

ing problem, H I Y )  = E l Y ) .  A constant energy shift C  may be simultaneously added and 

subtracted yielding 

H I Y )  = E I Y )  + C I Y )  - C I Y ) .  64.1) 

The scattering energy E  after the shift may be redefined as El = E  + C. Writing IY) = 

Cj  Y 1 j )  and bracketing with (il in the non-orthogonal basis, Eqn. (A. 1) becomes the matrix 

equation 

Equation (A.2) is the matrix form of the Schrodinger equation with Hamiltonian 

Hence, Equation (A.3) provides the procedure by which to adjust not only diagonal ma- 

trix elements, but also off-diagonal matrix elements when the basis is non-orthogonal in 

response to a shift in energy by amount C. 



Appendix B 

Basis State Orthogonalization by 

Changing Hilbert Spaces 

The transport formalism introduced in Section 2.8 is based on the supposition of an orthog- 

onal basis. Thus the non-orthogonal bases employed in this thesis to model molecular wires 

require adjustment. 

Consider the Schrodinger equation H IY) = E lY) which in the tight-binding approxi- 

mation introduced in Section 2.3 has the matrix form of Eqn. (2.5) 

where (Y)  = Cj  Y; ( j )  expressed in the non-orthogonal basis { I  j)). Equation (B. 1) may be 

rewritten as 

Equation (B.2) now has the form of a matrix Schrodinger equation in an orthonormal basis. 

Thus it may be viewed as the matrix form of 

where IY') = CjY;J j )  and { I  j ) )  is an orthonormal basis. Thus the effect of Equation (B.3) 

is to transform from a Hilbert space A in which the basis states are non-orthogonal to the 
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Hilbert space A' in which they are orthonormal 172,731. As is evident from Equation (B.2), 

IY') has the same coefficients Y j  as /Y) .  Also since E is real and Hilj, Silj and 6i,j are 

Hermitian, H t j  must also be Hermitian. 

Thus the Hamiltonian matrix elements in the orthonormal Hilbert space H f j  = (ilHE 1 j )  

are energy-dependent and must be evaluated at each energy iteration of the transmission 

spectrum calculation. The energy-dependent Hamiltonian (and coupling) matrices then 

replace all occurrences of the matrices in Section 2.8. 



Appendix C 

Green's Functions for Semi-infinite 

One-dimensional Leads 

In addition to simplifying the expanded Lippmann-Schwinger equation and reducing com- 

putation requirements, the use of one-dimensional leads allows for analytic calculation of 

the Green's functions for the electrodes. Since the leads are orthogonal in a, the Green's 

function for the set of leads that models an electrode follows immediately from the calcu- 

lation of the Green's function for a single one-dimensional semi-infinite chain on the sites 

occupied by n = 1 ...m. The lead Green's functions of the source and drain electrodes differ 

only in their energy parameters that depend on electrode material, applied bias and spin. 

Hence, their Green's functions do not differ in form. 

An electron eigenstate of such a one-dimensional chain a is a sum of rightward and left- 

ward propagating Bloch waves l@z(ka)) = &Zf=l (einkaa - e-inkaa ) In, a) with eigenen- 

ergy Eku = + 2zcos(kaa). The normalization factor has been included so that the states 

j@g(ka)) are orthonormal in ka. For a semi-infinite chain, N approaches infinity. 

The matrix elements (G!) : ,  = (m,  alG;ln, a) = (m,  a l ( E  - H R  + ib)-' l n , a )  are cal- 

culated by inserting complete sets of states 

where the orthogonality of the states I@;(ka)) has been used along with the fact that they 

are eigenvectors of the lead Hamiltonian, H R  l@t(ka) )  = Eka (Og ( k a ) )  . 
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For a semi-infinite chain Zk -+ k J!, dk and upon insertion of 
a 

(C. 1) becomes 

I@:(ka)), Equation 

where L = N u .  Upon substitution for Eka the contour may be closed and the integral evalu- 

ated with residue theory to yield 

where the pole satisfies cos(k$a) = q. z is chosen large enough so that all modes are 

propagating (i.e., ka is real). 

The Green's function is required only on sites m = n = 1 in the right lead and m = n = 

- 1 in the left lead, thus both Green's functions have the form 

differing only in their energy parameters z. 
1 dE The group velocity of a Bloch state with energy E in channel a is given by Thus 

v, = -2zasin(kaa)/h. 



Appendix D 

Factorization of Transmission Functions 

for Asymmetric Molecular Wires and 

Effective Spin Polarizations 

An insulating molecular wire (such as an alkane-thiolate of length L bridging metal elec- 

trodes) may be modeled as a simple square tunneling barrier with width L and barrier decay 

constant K (see for example Ref. [13]). For sufficiently weak coupling between the two 

electrodes (eVKL << 1, i.e., multiple scattering may be ignored), the probability for an 

electron incident from the left side of the barrier to be transmitted into the right electrode 

may be expressed as 

T (E) = TI (E) ~2 ( ~ ) e - ~ ~  (D.1) 

where TI and T2 are the probabilities for the electron to be transmitted across the left and 

right metal-molecule interfaces, respectively (unequal transmission probabilities, TI and 

T2, are included for spatially asymmetric molecular wires). However, since a molecu- 

lar wire can not be constructed with a single metal-molecule interface, the transmission 

probabilities, TI and T2, will be estimated here by considering two symmetric systems, 

where the metal-molecule interfaces on both sides of the barrier are identical for each 

of the two systems. The total transmissions in such systems may therefore be expressed 

as T ~ ( E )  = TI ( ~ ) ~ e - ~ ~  and T ~ ( E )  = T ~ ( E ) ~ ~ - ~ ~  (all spatial asymmetry is assumed in- 

cluded in the interface, i.e., in TI and T2; thus both symmetric molecular wires are described 
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with identical tunneling parameters K and L). Rewriting Eqn. (D.l) in terms of TL(E) and 

TR(E) and generalizing to non-degenerate electron spin yields 

where T,,,t(E) is the transmission through an asymmetric molecular wire for spin orienta- 

tions s and s' on the source and drain respectively, and TL(E) ( T R ( ~ ) )  is the transmission 

through a symmetric molecular wire created by geometrically mirroring the left (right) 

spatial halves of the asymmetric wire (without further geometry relaxations). The Fermi 

energy alignment of the contacts is the same in all three model systems, using that of the 

asymmetric wire as the reference. Thus Equation (D.2) relates the zero-bias transmission 

probability through a spatially asymmetric molecular wire to the transmission through two 

symmetric systems. Eqn. (D.2) has been suggested previously for the special case of sym- 

metric molecular junctions with opposite spin orientations (anti-parallel magnetization) on 

the source and drain electrode [42]. 

Since the transmission probability for thiolated molecules bridging transition metal 

electrodes is dominated by interface states that track the electrochemical potentials of the 

respective contacts under bias, finite bias effects may be included approximately as rigid 

relative shifts in the zero-bias transmission probabilities: 

This approximation neglects the changing strengths of interface state transmission reso- 

nances with bias. Nevertheless it is reasonable for moderate values of applied bias and for 

ranges of bias that do not sample the molecular HOMO. 

The current through the junction for an individual spin channel is given by Eqn. (2.1) 

and may thus, at zero temperature, be written approximately as 

For uncorrelated variables X and Y, (XY) = (X) (Y). Thus if T ~ ( E  - ;) and T ~ ( E  + ;) 
are not strongly correlated over the range of integration in Eqn. (D.4), Equation (D.4) may 

be replaced approximately with 
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where the factor of J d E  = eV in the denominator arises from normalization. 

Therefore the current in a particular spin channel may be written as I,,,I (V) = iLs(V)i? (v) 
where 

and 

i;(V) and $(v) are the bias-dependent effective currents due to the left and right metal- 

molecule interfaces, respectively. 

Bias-dependent efective spin polarizations' at each interface may therefore be defined 

Substituting these definitions for spin polarizations into the JulliCre Equation (3.4) recov- 

ers the definition of magnetoresistance, Eqn (3.1). Thus the partial currents are defined 

consistently with the magnetoresistance formulae introduced in Chapter 3. 

'~ffective spin polarizations have been considered previously at zero bias for conventional magnetic tunnel 

junctions [loll. 



Appendix E 

Two-level Quantum Model of Interface 

State Transmission 

To better understand the systematics of resonant enhancements in the transmission due to 

interface molecular orbitals shifting under bias ( e g ,  for PdlAT4lPd in Fig. 5.4), it is useful 

to consider a two-level model constructed in the basis of interface states on the source (L) 

and drain (R) side of the molecule. Any molecular orbital IY) of the extended molecule 

can be expressed as a linear combination of orbitals on the left, IL), and on the right, (R), 

spatial halves of the molecule with some coupling, ~ L R ,  between the two sides (consider 

for example an atomic orbital resolution where every atomic orbital is located either on the 

left or on the right side of the molecule). When the coupling, ~ L R  between the two sides is 

very weak1, much smaller than the spacing between molecular orbital eigenenergies, there 

is little mixing by the coupling between different orbitals (Li) and IRi), and JL) and (R) can 

be considered eigenvectors of their respective isolated Hamiltonians with eigenvalues, EL 

and ER, respectively (a similar two-level analysis has been performed in Ref. [173]). Since 

the extended molecules in this thesis (e.g., for PdlAT4lPd) support a very large number of 

orbitals, the energy spacing between molecular orbitals is small and this identification of 

'AS the interface states are localized on the metal-molecule interface (as opposed to de-localized over the 

alkane carbon backbone) the magnitude of ~ L R  should reflect the effective coupling through the entire carbon 

backbone [172], and not just the coupling between the left and right sides due to a single C-C bond; ~ L R  

should be small, representative of the coupling between the interface states on the source and drain sides of 

the molecular junction. 
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(L) and (R) is approximate. Nevertheless, for simplicity it is assumed that the coupling ~ L R  

mixes one orbital IL) with one orbital IR), forming two molecular orbitals of the coupled 

system 

l'4'1,2) = a1,2lL) + bl,2IR) (E. 1 ) 

where a connection may be drawn between (L)  and a source interface molecular orbital (as 

in Figure 5.4(f)), and JR) and a drain interface molecular orbital (as in Figure 5.4(e))2. For 

energies of the interface states on the source and drain electrodes that are degenerate at zero 

bias and track rigidly with the source and drain electrochemical potentials under applied 

bias, V, the energies of the two-level states are shifted accordingly so that EL,R = E i $, 
where E is the energy location of the interface state resonances at zero bias. 

For degenerate energy levels (zero bias) the following two-level Breit-Wigner-like for- 

mula [I1 1, 1511 for the transmission can be derived from the Lippmann-Schwinger scatter- 

ing Equation (2.15) and the two-level approximation of Eqn. (E. I): 

Here rx is the tunneling rate from the electrodes into the two-level molecule of Eqn. (E.1) 

and is given by Tx = t:lrn(~P~), where x = L, R defines the left (source) or right (drain) 

leads respectively, ~p~ is the Green's function of the source and drain leads on the lead 

sites coupled to the molecule and tx is the lead-model molecule coupling parameter3. T, 

provides the broadening of the transmission resonances and is associated with the lead's 

self-energy. For the purposes of discussion, it is treated as an empirical parameter used to 

reproduce the relative sharpness and shape of the interface state transmission resonances; 

in the physical model, r represents the coupling between an electronic state deep within 

the contacts and the interface states and depends on V, E,  and details of the entire system 

Hamiltonian and is difficult to quantify apriori. At finite bias, EL,R = E &  9, the degeneracy 

is lifted and Equation (E.2) is a reasonable approximation. 

2 ~ t  any particular bias V, one of the two energetically split levels (e.g., in Fig. 5.4) on each electrode is 

closer to EF than the other, and therefore to a first approximation only the closer of the split levels is included 

reducing the multi-state problem to a two-level one. 
3~quation (E.2) is exact if the molecular levels are 'renormalized'. I.e., if the term C;R~(G?') is added to 

EL,R 11 111. 
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Together with the energy relationships of the interface state resonances (as in Figure 

5 3 ,  Equation (E.2) provides an intuitive understanding of the nature of the transmission 

results (as in Figure 5.4) under bias: At zero bias, the transmission resonances associated 

with the interface states IL) and JR) overlap, both multiplicative terms in the denominator 

of Equation (E.2) are small at energies near the interface states, and the transmission is 

enhanced (IL) and IR) are degenerate and 1'3') is the molecular orbital displayed in the inset 

of Figure 5.4(a)). As small bias is applied, the resonances begin to part but appreciable 

overlap between them remains and both of these states continue to contribute coherently to 

the transmission. As the bias is increased further, the two resonances become well sepa- 

rated, only one term in the denominator of Equation (E.2) is small at any energy, and the 

transmission is no longer enhanced as negligible overlap remains between their off-resonant 

transmission tails; each interface state now contributes separately to the transmission. 
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